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Letter From the Editors

This is fine. 
This is normal. 

Everything is on fire. 

Meanwhile, here we are publishing a journal of literature and fine art as 

though our skin isn’t melting. Why? Because there is work to be done. 

A literary journal is a collaboration, each issue possible only because of 

the people that make it so. It’s the editors who select the work, the writers who 

receive feedback and incorporate it into their revisions, the art director who 

designs the layout and searches for the perfect fonts, the editorial assistants 

who wade through the slush looking for diamonds, the proofreader who catches 

the erroneous comma, the managing editor who files paperwork and tracks 

subscriptions. And it’s the outside consultants, the friends and experts in the field 

we turn to with the difficult questions: Is this harmful? Should we publish this? 

We don’t always get it right, but we learn, we evolve. We do better. 

Volume XIII, Number 25 is a new beginning. We’ve undergone not only 

a physical redesign (readers of previous issues will doubtless notice several 

cosmetic changes), but an existential one as well. What are our intentions for the 

future of The Southampton Review? 

There is work to be done. Our work is to support the authors and artists we 

publish. For our print edition we’re paying nearly all of our contributors. We’ve 

eliminated submission fees from our general categories entirely. We are more 

often helping writers revise their pieces toward publication rather than sending 

personal rejections. We are striving for racial equity on our editorial board and 

in our Table of Contents. We’re developing long-lasting relationships with our 

contributors that go beyond the issue in which their work appears.

Our goal in putting TSR together is to create a literary journal filled with 

debut, emerging, and established authors and artists. A literary journal that is 

inclusive of marginalized voices. And a literary journal in which our readers will 
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find themselves represented. The house may be on fire, our skin may be melting, 

but we are going to be be okay because we’re willing to do the work, the hard 

work, of holding ourselves accountable, of mentoring writers, and of finding the 

voices that need to be heard.

This is our thirteenth year and we’d like to be around for another thirteen 

more, house fire be damned. 
—The Editors
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Dead Animals

JESSICA FISCHOFF

In the last three days I’ve grieved the loss of many deaths,
a squirrel frozen in a tree, dangling like an ornament,
a half dozen birds to the windowpane.

The cat is collecting mice again and piling them at the foot of the bed
and I still can’t find the broom. Outside a deer
broke her leg and I’ve started to sort through pots and pans

to quiet her agony, and I wonder
if I should bludgeon her with my great-grandmother’s cast iron,
to do that thing in my head that tells me to be human.

I’ve anthropomorphized everything lately:
my dog in a sweater, all the useless clutter
that has nowhere to go. I wonder if the perigrine falcon

I saw on the news meant to eat her own daughter. If the cat
will come in tonight, if I’ll have to make room on the bed.
If you were here, we could bury these creatures together,

toast a drink to their memory, make something more of death
than the work of cleaning up.
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Fifty-Two Descriptions of 
Flag Burning (Part One)

RICK MOODY

Alabama
A field of burning possessions, castoff appurtenances, out back of a 

manufactured home. The belongings, unmistakably, of a certain former romantic 
liaison who has absconded, leaving it all behind for this arsonist of personal 
effects, who gazes upon the conflagration from a folding beach chair (pink, 
hers). The hoarder mounds of every toothpick she ever used, and her coupons, 
and her worn sneakers and her unread magazines and her old t-shirts, and her 
crucifixes. He, the arsonist, piled all this shit at the edge of the woods there, 
hickory, magnolia, spruce, and lit it all on fire, good riddance, and he did not, 
the arsonist, process one flickering instant of regret at the little pennant-sized 
American flag that she must have got at some parade when her kid was marching 
with the Cub Scouts, her kid and all those other little snivellers; it could burn 
just like everything else. It all had to go and he needed to rise up from the ashes 
out back of the screened-in three-season porch, the addition of which he built on 
there for her himself with his power tools, which upped the square footage of the 
manufactured home, and where he found this flag was sticking out of a disused 
flower pot, beside a dead geranium, and he just threw that fucker right up on that 
pile of the rest of her shit. Burned just fine.  

Alaska
If dread is the last thing you feel before the hypothermia, 
 you will burn what you must; 

 For example, if you have stockpiled a mess of cut-rate American flags, 

  which are still amid the rubble in the trunk of your vehicle, 
   which you ordered in bulk from an online retailer that  

  was having a sale on flags
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—nylon just keeps burning, you know, owing to its chemical composition—

   and if you are trying to fend off a sudden cessation  
  of being, in the cold, 

   you will definitely burn all those flags in the car, 

 one long weekend in winter, car stuck in scrub and drifting snow and out  
     of gas, hoping that burning flags will be visible from above,

 that is, trying to stay warm, scribbling down, 

    in the second person, some last lines. 

Arizona 
As a man from the southern part of Asia who immigrated into this desert 

state, and into this community, I feel strongly that this is a great and fortunate 
country, and I am privileged to be in this country, which welcomed me and which 
welcomed my beloved extended family, the children I have raised here, also 
my elderly aunt, and I like to hang a flag out front of the little red house that we 
are all living in because that keeps people from harassing us about documents. 
I have patriotic sentiments, but the flag was practical. On one occasion when 
we were having a barbecue, my family, which in particular consists of my wife, 
the psychologist, and myself, the plant manager, and our two sons and two 
daughters, and the aforementioned aunt, was involved in cooking hamburgers 
and hot dogs, a Western-style meal, and suddenly I found myself getting angry 
for no good reason, perhaps I did not have enough to eat, or I was dehydrated, or 
world events were afflicting me, so I just got the flag down from the front of the 
house and I doused it with the incendiary fluid, and I held it over the grill. Did I 
mention that this was the day on the calendar that is referred to in this country 
as Election Day? I believe the day was Election Day. It is to be expected perhaps, 
in this state, which is a state of emptiness and of pavement, that Election Day 
would be a day on which one experiences feelings of a great complexity, or so 
my wife put it to me, later on, when using the language of psychology to help me 
with my excessive feelings. Election Day, for persons such as myself, can be a day 
of attraction to this country, and a day of repulsion from this country, though I 
do not say these things to just anyone who inquires and would not now, except 
that the recollection comes back to me. I was feeling what I was feeling about, 
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for example, the traffic of the greater Phoenix area, and the way that the traffic of 
the Phoenix area has a feeling like an infestation. In this state, I mean to say, we 
experience a lot of infestation, and you have to check your shoes very carefully, 
and the traffic and the Election Day, and living in this nation when one’s family 
lives abroad, these things are like a well-placed scorpion in your gardening shoes. 
Very quickly, on Election Day, the flag was engulfed. My wife was really angry 
about this behavior, which she considered an irresponsible and childish act, but 
she also helped me to understand feelings that one might have on Election Day. 
Nevertheless, I have to say that the flag looked beautiful consumed like that. I 
would do it again.

Arkansas
Noelle D. Winters-Cohen, a PhD candidate in American Studies at the 

University of Arkansas, in this text advances the argument that America is 
exceptional in the matter of flag burning. Not only has the American flag been 
burned worldwide more than any other, but it is also burned at home more than is 
the flag of any other principality. Certain smaller countries with enduring internal 
conflicts, like Cypress, have their share of flag burning, but the scale is simply not 
comparable. In China, despite the immense population, the flag is rarely burned, 
and the same is true in other despotic nations, for example, the Russian Republic, 
or the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, or Tajikistan, where informants, or other 
professionals, fan out to prevent flag-burning or other expressions of resistance.

The modern history of American flag burning, according to Noelle B. 
Winters-Cohen, becomes part of the ongoing civic discourse during the Vietnam 
police action, after which it, the tendency to burn, never entirely goes away, and 
yet Winters-Cohen notes that there have been prior generational outbursts of 
flag-burning activity, in the 1930s, at the turn of the last century, during the Civil 
War, and even going back to the Revolutionary War, in which early iterations of 
the flag were burned by troops loyal to the crown. Winters-Cohen tracks these 
instances in such a reliable sequence as to suggest that the American flag was 
made in part in order to be burned. A flag, according to Winters-Cohen’s doctoral 
thesis, is a thing that gets its power from the ability of the government to monitor 
and control its combustion. The flag dares you to burn it, challenges you to do so, 
and it is a measure of the inflammatory behavior of the United States of America 
that the flag of this nation is so frequently burned, and so liberally. As a rhetorical 
statement, American flag burning is a kind of speaking up that is frequently 
ventured, and frequently heard. 
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While the post-modern arguments in this text, about the way that a flag 
requires an arsonist to achieve full poignancy, are frequently illuminating, 
general readers will find the long passages about the French Revolution, and all 
its brutality, less immediately compelling, especially because that revolution has 
been covered exhaustively in contemporary nonfiction, and to better effect. Of 
more interest are the chapters on Gregory Lee Johnson, and the other habitual 
and contemporary flag burners who came of age during the period of United 
States v. Eichman. Winters-Cohen’s account of Gregory Lee Johnson’s current 
lifestyle, and his attempt to run for the California state senate, as well as his career 
as a writer of romance novels, creates an eruption in field of the humanist variety 
in the literature of flag burning, in which repeated flag burning is bad for career 
advancement, but nonetheless persists. 

What is especially interesting about Winters-Cohen’s dissertation, however, 
is how difficult it was for her to finish. As indicated in the afterword, the author 
did have a fire at her own house, which engulfed a portion of her writing project. 
The author then fled the fire in the company of her children with one entire file 
box of drafts, and was able to reconstruct the work under discussion today only 
from drafts. Later, Winters-Cohen had an attack of vocal cord paresis, as if she 
could not, in the end, talk about flag burning without profound and mysterious 
internal conflict. Luckily for us the work came to completion, and has not, as 
yet, required her to talk frequently in public about her research. The difficulties 
suffered while putting the finishing touches on this study create an emotionally 
powerful whole. Despite some slow moments in the middle of the manuscript, 
especially chapters seven through nine, this reader recommends publication 
enthusiastically. 

California 
The Flag Burning Society of California was established (in Oakland) by 

political agitators in the decade after the dissolution of the BPP. The Flag Burning 
Society was a boutique operation, shadowy, paranoid, that didn’t receive the 
same order of attention from COINTELPRO, by virtue of keeping the operation 
small and mobile, with no fixed address. They met quarterly, and they would burn 
a flag or two, usually in a provisional way, and this was considered training for 
future direct action events. The FBSC tried to streamline and quantify several 
approaches to achieving maximum blaze, so that these strategies would pass 
quickly from member to member, like achieved folklore. The group was practiced 
in the classic Molotov Cocktail in which the wick, or flaming part of the bottle, 
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was an American flag, and often they practiced these so-called Oppressor 
Cocktails in the neglected parking lots of the city, until the pigs, which is to say 
the authorities, heard rumors, or attempted to infiltrate. There was one episode 
in which the Oakland Police turned up minutes after an entire dumpster was 
consumed—where the remains of a recent maximum blaze had quickly spread. 

The Flag Burning Society took great pride in documentation, and they favored 
with their attention anti-war marches, anti-nuclear marches, marches in support 
of socialism, and women’s rights marches, and they liked to burn flags at night, 
and to take abundant photographs and videotapes, and to save these. Eventually, 
a website memorializing the FBSC sprang up, after founder Gregory T. overdosed 
in 1994, at the age of forty-eight. The website also still exists, though dormant, 
it seems, since 2015. Remnants of the Flag Burning Society, its participants and 
their lives, the wishing-to-know, the regretting-to-know, the will-to-participate, 
these have splintered in many directions. Some members have grown old. 

Colorado
In 1983, during a divestment campaign at the University of Colorado, there 

was a movement afoot to burn the largest flag ever, namely a flag precisely as 
large as the football field at the University of Colorado, in order to pressure 
the board of trustees into divestment from corporations doing business with 
the apartheid government of South Africa. It is not known to what degree this 
divestment action was popular among sports enthusiasts. Game day at the 
University of Colorado was a very important day. There was tailgating out in 
the parking lot and related barbecuing. Everyone had a good time. Sometimes 
there were jam bands. However, the divestment campaign wanted to burn this 
very large American flag. First, they had to make the very large American flag, 
and you cannot simply call up a fabricator and say, “Hey, I want a flag as big as 
the football field,” without questions being asked. Moreover, this fabricator will 
want to be sure that you can pay for the exceedingly large flag. In this case, the 
protestors, who numbered twenty or thirty exceedingly committed and hardened 
protestors, settled on fabricating their own large flag, and if not the size of the 
football field, one suggestive of a flag the size of the football field. They had sewing 
events on Sunday nights, during potlucks. People would try to make homemade 
panels for this flag, going rogue, without referring to the larger project, which 
soon became more of a quilt than a flag, an ever increasing and inflammable flag. 
Frankly, this flag was taking a lot longer than the original project managers had 
in mind. They determined that the thing to do was to steal some of those used-
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car-dealership-sized ones, those grandiose flags of scoundrels, which could be 
stitched together, Betsy Ross-like; and so under cover of night they went out to 
the county road that winds from the foothills down to the airport in Denver, and 
they waited until nightfall, and before it had been taken down and folded for the 
evening, they stole the flag from a used car dealership, excepting that they were 
caught on video, and the cops came. What a motley crew, all wearing dark colors, 
and waving around flashlights, as though the flag were an enormous jewel, to 
be spirited off to a fence. The cops, thinking it a mere fraternity prank, gave the 
relevant undergraduates a slap on the wrist, and told them to play hard at that 
Sunday’s game. Later, there was a rash of flag-burning incidents up in the hills, 
and, thereafter, Utopian communities.

Connecticut
The Connecticut portion of this compendium of flag burning episodes 

features the editor of the work, Rick Moody, who in his youth in Fairfield County, 
CT, liked to write in the haiku form about flag-burning:

In medieval times,
they loved to watch fire, just the

way we love t.v.

Some lighter fluid,
a pack of matches, applied

to the Stars and Stripes.

I say it’s legal,
you say it’s illegal, but
the light still dances.

I burned my father’s
flag, and burned his father’s.

Soon I’ll have a son.

Delaware 
On 1203 North Orange Street, Wilmington, the business address of 285,000 

American and international corporations (it’s true), a young man majoring in 
psychology at Johns Hopkins elects to burn a flag on the Fourth of July, 2016, 
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at 3:30 a.m. The weather is moist, humid, still, and the young man unfurls his 
flag, purchased at a discount retailer, not terribly large, and uses a disposable 
lighter on it. The flag, unfortunately, is flame retardant, and needs extra lighter 
fluid in order to burn. North Orange is quiet at this hour, and even in the few 
cars venturing past no one registers what’s happening in the alley. The paradox is 
thus: the young man wanted attention for his brazen and defamatory act, but he 
didn’t want certain kinds of attention, constabulary attention. He wanted to feel 
the expanding consciousness of profound ideological intractability, he wanted to 
be afoul of state laws, he wanted to be changed by rhetoric, he wanted to feel the 
burn, he wanted his recently departed lover to see him differently, he wanted a 
famishment to erupt in him, he wanted to stay hungry, he wanted to start his own 
religion. He had expected more. 

Florida
She was a retiree, like almost everyone was a retiree, and at night, when 

she couldn’t sleep, she would walk the Fort Lauderdale beach, the waterfront, 
compulsively steering around the young people, and all of their careless night 
activities, some nights up until dawn, looking for the blue carcasses of the 
Portuguese man o’ war, which was not a jellyfish, she remembered from when she 
was a middle school educator, but some kind of symbiotic organism composed of 
innumerable microscopic hydrozoan animals that liked to stun, arrest, and then 
constrictively push foodstuffs up their gullets. The blue of the man o’ war was like 
the pastel blue favored in design in the greater south Florida area; that is, the blue 
wasn’t of the night, of the pitiless expanses of vacuum beyond our hunk of rock. 
The blue wasn’t of the deeper ocean, of the Winslow Homer variety, the blue was 
like class dynamics of a Caribbean coastline, in the presence of perpetual war. 
It invited and repelled. The man o’ war symbiants washed up onto the shore in 
dozens, in a line down the beach, from where the high tide had caressed the lip of 
the sidewalk, the benches of the retirees. There was always a boy who said he’d 
been stung by a tentacle. His howling reverberated up and down the beach, even 
in a delirium of night heat. Was she, our compulsive beach walker, like the man o’ 
war herself? Her children were grown and neglectful, her husband was somewhat 
incoherent, and she had once been a radical, she had burned with her radicality, 
protesting against racism and oppression and the war in Vietnam and sexism and 
inequality, and now she was older but still smoked a lot of weed, and assailed a 
jar of sleeping pills regularly, and almost no one would believe her, if she just told 
them how it was, in the past when she burned. She could see a Panther across 
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the room, radiant and drunken, at some party, at some consciousness raising 
gathering, and feel the need for him  like a recurrence of malaria, his pretentious 
corduroy jacket, nicotine stains on his fingers, crooked teeth; she was drawn to 
him like the campers to the campfire, which spawned their arson; the stories she 
told her family, the dangerous hitchhiking, the journal of her life to which she 
gave so much, only to throw the thing on a bonfire one summer when she was 
working in the Northwest, the language of it burned in her, down to the ash, and 
she followed the radiant sentences of the past, and then smoldered with regrets. 
She burned the first flag in the state of Alabama in 1966 because she could, at night, 
by a willow, near a creek full of swamp moccasins, with a couple of girlfriends, 
everybody so potted with rage that the night was everclear, the becoming of 
change was everclear, and no one would expect it of her now, she the blue sea 
creature with the fatal bite that washed up in Fort Lauderdale and didn’t belong. 
All of her friends were back in Michigan anyway. 

Georgia
Respondent was a single white male in his forties living in the suburb known 

as Buckhead, in the greater Atlanta area. Respondent had a good-paying job 
in the middle-class range. He neither reviled nor celebrated his Confederate 
heritage. He did go to Bible Study, and he did try to do unto others, according 
to the survey. Respondent began by burning flags of the lesser nations of the 
world, for example, a flag of Comoros, a nation formed of three Pacific islands. 
Respondent purchased the flag of Comoros at a roadside truck that sold flags of 
the world. He liked the flag, according to the survey, and because he was upset 
about an embarrassing expense account discussion that did not go his way at the 
lumber company where he worked, respondent burned the flag of Comoros in his 
fireplace. This led in turn to Djibouti, and St. Kitts and Nevis, and then Lesotho, 
and then Northern Cypress. He was one of the first of the numerous social media 
arsonists to repeatedly film himself burning the flag of Myanmar, and it would 
be nice to believe that this was owing to a distaste for the military regime and/
or genocidal treatment of a minority population. According to the pathological 
nature of progressive flag burning, we know that the presence of Myanmar in this 
sequence is happenstance. Respondent disarmed his own smoke alarm before 
burning Myanmar, restoring service later. Transnistria, how did he even get 
that flag, Seychelles, Palau, Marshall Islands, Bhutan. The more the respondent 
burned, the more he wanted to burn, until he had certain kinds of completeness 
obsessions; he wanted to burn all the Central Asian flags, and then he wanted 
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to burn all of the Scandinavian countries, and then countries with dictatorial 
regimes, after which he indiscriminately burned the American flag, for months, 
until diagnosis.

Idaho 
Blows were administered, vigilante style, to a flag-burner in Moscow, 

the town in the part of the state known as the Palouse, out back of a bar called 
Ed’s Roadhouse. As follows: the flag-burner, a student at the state university 
nearby, had gotten it into their head that they wanted to burn a flag, though any 
number of acquaintances tried to persuade them otherwise. They consumed 
the fruits of any number of websites devoted to flag burning, for example,  
www.watchitbeconsumed.com, and from these they were reliably aware of 
techniques. They had doused the flag, using a roller tray of the variety favored by 
house painters, and they had readied one of those clickable fire-starting lighters, 
and they intended it to burn from each of four corners, each corner illuminated in 
succession while they threw balled-up printouts of neo-Nazi literature onto this 
conflagration, all of these as part of a ritual meant to produce poetry routines, 
this being the way in, through which this student produced their prose poems, 
each made in the minimal style. They had purchased or borrowed a bright red 
wig, and a large red dress to match, and bore the flaming American flag toward 
Ed’s Roadhouse from the trunk of their car shouting Police State! Police State! The 
cohort of hate-mongers that frequented the interior of the The Roadhouse was 
instantly roused from its indolence by the words of the flag-burner, and they, the 
hate-mongers, met force with force, the multitudes of resistance contained in the 
flag burner, oh bravery of the few as they bring justice to the lips and hearts and 
minds of the rest of us, oh bravery dark matter of the unseen, oh bravery and queer 
pride, oh rituals that we must perform to preserve the memory of this bravery in this 
swampwater of a nation, in the ensuing altercation the flag burned, undetected. 

Iowa
The Salvatores were the family next door over. They owned a quarry in Story 

City. Sure, we liked the Salvatores a lot. They were fine neighbors, and they were 
collecting neighbors. They were the family that had all the Star Wars paraphernalia. 
Many of the people we knew in Story City were collecting neighbors, because 
they were a patient people. They figured if they collected enough stuff just by 
waiting at some point it would be worth something, for examples there were the 
Bryan-Wilsons, who were the family with the collection of pig figurines; and 
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there were the Snopeses; the Snopeses were the family that had collected many 
tens of thousands of baseball cards, and must have, in the process, eaten many of 
those sticks of gum that came with. Anyway, it  came to pass  there was a big to-
do in the Salvatore family, because one group of Salvatores, and I think it might 
have been Frank Salvatore, who’d inherited the gravel business, began collecting 
American flags. There were a lot of flags in that house, after a time, all sorts of 
flags. You know if you want to collect American flags there are a lot of ways to go 
about that. They are available at every store. Patriotism as a kind of engulfment, 
as though any other belief system could be swept away by category five quantities 
of patriotism. Anyway, the authorities had to go over there when the fire started, 
and they had to try to put the fire out, but because of the large collection, and a 
lot of other stuff besides, for example old newspapers, and things liable to go up 
in flames, the house burned very quickly. It was never solved to the satisfaction 
of everyone in Story City whether the other Salvatores caused the fire in the first 
place.  

Missouri 
In Ferguson, they burned a great number of flags, including Confederate flags. 

Montana
Alone on a sort of a vision quest, a diluted vision quest, an appropriated 

vision quest, or according to a maturation ritual of some kind, in consideration 
of the inability of the federal government to apologize for its genocide, she went, 
with her notebook, into the mountains, determined that she would not come back 
again until she heard the voices coming from the flames. This was her wording. 
She wrote a letter to this effect, to her sister, and then she proceeded to the tribal 
lands belonging to the Blackfeet nation. She was not a very good camper, and 
failed to bring most of the things that a camper would need, for example, she had 
a couple of bottles of water and some peanut butter, but did not tree her food, 
nor was she thinking carefully about wolves. Her belief was that the land would 
supply her. Her diaries, which remain, make this very plain, that in the silence of 
the woods she felt care, but also that she worried about exposure. She had a down 
jacket with burn holes in it from smoking a lot of cannabis. There were many 
people who loved her and who tried to persuade her not to make this trip. She 
left her husband, and before long she had walked near to Glacier National Park, 
and kept going. The wind was from the Northwest, meaning it had come from the 
Canadian Rockies or farther north. If you walked for long enough you would end 
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up in Inuit lands. The wind had a voice, and the trees had a voice, and the bison 
had a voice, and she had left all of her possessions behind, but she had a fire the 
last night, and this we know because she left at least one backpack by the fire, and 
she wrote on a scrap that it was her last match and she would need to buy more, 
and if she had to burn her flag tonight so that she could read a little more in the 
night, then she would burn the flag. However, there was no record of her having 
purchased a flag, and none was found along her path. Mz  
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Akhmatova Outside  
Leningrad Prison 

SANDY SOLOMON

In 1938, during the Yezhov terror, the poet’s son,
Lev Gumilev, was imprisoned. For seventeen 

months, the poet waited among many other 
women desperate for news of their loved ones.

 
Can you describe this? whispered one woman
among the many daily lined and shivering
at the gate. I can, she replied, but though she tried 
to catch the other’s face, it would not be held; 
like breath on the wind, it vanished between numbed 
fingers, moving pen. All that remained 
were question and promise, revolving like hawks above
her poems, and her daily vigil beside the walls, 
feeling trained like a sharp, searching eye
on that single point of warmth inside.
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Lacrosse

We settled into ourselves and the talk. I remember
less of what we said than how it felt.   
Between us, stilled spoons and glasses, each
with a glint of candlelight, bending slightly,
as we joined in the purr and put of ideas: listen,
and respond, a back and forth in which we joined.

I knew that rhythm from playing school lacrosse.
Across spring fields, I’d run full out—
netted stick extended to curl around 
the ball as it dropped. Then I’d cradle high, the ball
moving against gravity’s logic, and round
for a throw, aiming where no one was at all—

hope and desire hanging in the air,
and beyond, the empty place, and a moving form 
appearing gracefully to take it in.
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Same Old Story

St. Louis, 1936
i.m. M. Carl Holman

In the late 1970s, as head of the 
National Urban Coalition, he convened 

the Black Leadership Forum, 
a group that included, among others, 

Bayard Rustin, Coretta Scott King, 
Jesse Jackson, and Dorothy Height. 

His sneakered feet pound out a hard, unthinking rhythm,
his face strained as that of any last-lap sprinter, 
only surprised, glasses awry, book bag banging.
Behind him come the white boys, eager and sloppy,
who found him strolling on their street, dreaming as usual.

N****r, n****r, is what they howl, as they stretch to catch him up,
let their fists find his eyes, his mouth, his soft parts.
But he’s some long-legged runner; block after block 
out front, kicking to make the bridge, cross the line, 
leave them behind. Once safe, he looks back at them—

stopped, waving their ill-willed farewells, still 
calling their faint endearments. He walks out of sight, 
left knee trembling uncontrollably, and leans 
against an alley wall listening to the thick rasp
his breath makes. His shirt sticks like another skin, 
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and calm might as well be a distant, exotic place.
Where is the island of peace that forgets the here and now
of know your place, in this smelly alley
where multicolored cats comb the garbage cans
busied by the quiet work of survival? From high 

on the scaffold of wooden porches through an open screen, 
he barely hears a woman he knows talk back, her husband’s 
sharp reply and, above it all, their child crying.



Portfolio
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Cabinet de curiosités

BAHMAN

A self-taught artist from Iran, Bahman learned to paint by 
studying the works of ancient masters. His unique style is influenced by 
esotericism, mysticism, Greek mythology, Christianity, and the relics of past 
civilizations. The leitmotivs of death and redemption pervade his work, such as 
in the paintings Death and the Maidens, The Adoration, and The Lovers. Carved 
metal, gold, fabric, feathers, and rhinestones reflecting light elevate them 
into dynamic, eye-catching masterpieces. Other paintings draw from cabinet 
de curiosités, popular from the sixteenth century to the end of the nineteenth 
century, in which portraits, taxidermied butterflies and birds of paradise, 
carved netsukes, and other small novelties were exhibited inside glass cases. 

Bahman considers his style “an artistic melting pot” that follows no logic 
other than the final harmony of the painting. Though he is inspired by antiquity, 
Bahman regards each of his paintings as a new beginning.

      —The Editors
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Death and the Maidens
Watercolor, ink, stone on cardboard

14 x 11 inches
Courtesy Saatchi Art
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Old Man
Watercolor on paper

11 x 11 inches
Courtesy Saatchi Art
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The Adoration
Watercolor on paper

16.5 x 12 inches
Courtesy Saatchi Art
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The Lovers
Watercolor, ink on cardboard

16.5 x 9.2 inches
Courtesy Saatchi Art
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The Voyager
Watercolor on paper

14 x 11 inches
Courtesy Saatchi Art
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Study of a Man’s Head
Oil on cardboard

14 x 11 inches
Courtesy Saatchi Art
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The Age of Discovery

BECKY HAGENSTON

We’re on the third stop of our Lisbon food tour when I realize  
someone is missing. There were eleven of us, and now there are ten. I say to 
my husband, “Where is that man?” and he says, “What man?” We’re crammed 
into a little shop with dried and unidentifiable carcass parts hanging from the 
ceiling. A man in an apron is slicing off pieces of flesh for us to eat. 

“That man who said he was from Germany. Sixty-ish, glasses.”
“There wasn’t anybody from Germany,” my husband says.
The tour guide passes around slices of meat and I count the number of slices: 

eleven. I count the number of people: ten. 
“Oh right,” my husband says. “That man. I don’t know. Isn’t he here?”
Then the tour guide takes the last piece of meat and so there isn’t an extra 

slice after all. My head aches. My feet ache. It’s been raining since we arrived this 
morning, since we dragged our rolling bags over the cobblestones and up steep 
hills that didn’t look like hills on the map. The map gave no indication of hills. 

The tour guide has a small mustache; he’s wearing a lanyard and a red rain 
slicker. He’s very enthusiastic about the meat, which is salty and slippery. He 
kisses his fingers at it. Now there are tiny plastic cups of port wine going around. 
We’re crammed elbow to elbow in the shop. So maybe the man from Germany is 
outside? Maybe he’s claustrophobic? He seemed lonely, quiet. He was the only 
person on the tour by himself.

There are two gray-haired sisters from Dallas. They’re friendly, unlike the 
young Italian couple, who hang back and whisper to each other like mean seventh 
graders. “Do you remember that man?” I say to one of the sisters, trying not to 
jam her with my elbow. I drink the port wine too fast. It tastes like sweet prunes. 
“The man who was by himself?”

“From Australia,” she says, nodding. “Where’d he go?”
“I thought he was from Sweden,” says her sister. “Wowee. This port is going 

right to my head.”
The tour guide is shoving through our group toward the doorway. “Come 

along, family!” He calls us his family because we’re all in this together. Also, he 
said he couldn’t possibly remember our names. 
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“I’m going to ask him about the missing man,” I tell my husband, who looks 
annoyed. Maybe he’s annoyed because he left his umbrella back in the hotel, even 
though I told him to take it. Or maybe he’s annoyed because his phone keeps 
buzzing and I keep telling him to ignore it. 

Our group flows out into a wide street lined with department stores and 
restaurants, people drinking under dripping awnings, tourists with their rolling 
bags. The March rain has slowed to a drizzle; patches of Portuguese sky—bluer 
than Mississippi sky—are glowing through the clouds. The tour guide says, 
“Watch out for pickpockets!” and we clutch at our purses and wallets. I know all 
about the pickpockets from reading Trip Advisor. I bought myself a purse that’s 
designed to foil them with its zippered interior, and I bought my husband a shirt 
with a secret pocket for his wallet. I hear his phone buzz from his non-secret 
pocket in his jeans.

“Don’t,” I say, and then I head toward the tour guide who’s leading us up 
a cobblestone hill, because Lisbon is mostly cobblestone hills, it turns out. Up 
and down, up and down. “Excuse me,” I say. “Do you know what happened 
to that man who was by himself? I think he was from Germany? Because he’s  
not here.”

The guide stops, counts. “Family!” he shouts. “Are we missing one?” He 
counts again. “We have ten, and I’m eleven. Is anyone not here?” The Italian 
couple are far ahead, as if they don’t care anymore. The Dallas sisters are staring 
at a menu on a window. There’s a Swedish husband and wife and a British husband 
and wife, all white and white-haired and at least sixty years old. My husband and I 
are both fifty, and for the first time in years I feel youngish even though my knees 
ache and even though I wish the young Italian couple weren’t snubbing us. 

“I think we should go back and find him,” I say, feeling gallant. “Retrace  
our steps.”

The tour guide frowns like he’s mad at me. “There are eleven people,” he 
says, pointing to himself and then counting the rest of us again, pointing up the 
hill at the disappearing Italians. “Family! This way.” And we trudge on.

I say to the Swedish couple, “Do you remember that man?” The Swedish 
couple speak perfect English, and earlier they were talking to the Italians in 
perfect Italian. 

The Swedish wife points at the British man. “Him?” she says, and my husband 
says, “Right, he’s here,” and then his phone buzzes again and I say, “Don’t!”

8
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By the time we get to the fourth stop on the food tour, we’re 
down to eight. The Italian couple wandered away and we watched as they 
vanished around a bend and over a hill. The fourth stop is a wine bar with a 
big table set with bread and olive oil and Azorean cheese and red wine. The 
only other customers are a middle-aged couple wearing matching American 
flag sweatshirts like you can buy at Old Navy. 

My husband shows me his phone. He has nineteen missed calls from 
Unknown Number and nineteen text messages, also from Unknown Number. 
The messages are all like this:

Don’t be afraid!
A very important person is calling you!
I cannot hurt you through the digital airwaves.
I check my own phone: nothing. I don’t get the Unknown Number calls. And 

of course our daughter hasn’t called, either. She’s seventeen and staying with my 
mother so she won’t run away again. “I don’t need a babysitter and I didn’t run 
away,” she protested, and I pointed out that when you’re on national news for 
vanishing with your forty-five-year-old biology teacher for twelve days, then yes, 
that counts as running away. The biology teacher’s name is Mr. Handy. How we’d 
joked about that name. We said, “Don’t let Mr. Handy get handsy!” and Leslie rolled 
her eyes and made gagging noises. Mr. Handy had a ring of hair around his bald 
spot, like a monk. During parent-teacher conference night, he told us Leslie was a 
smart student who was making Bs but could be making As. We came home and told 
her this and she said, “Oh, I know how to make As,” and we laughed uncomfortably. 

The British couple is sitting directly across from us, like we’re on a double-
date. The wife says, “We’ve never left our cat alone for this long,” and gives her 
husband a worried look. Her husband says, “Oh, nonsense, he’ll be fine,” and 
his wife says, “Peter’s cat died of loneliness after three days.” Her husband  
sighs heavily.

“Our daughter might die of boredom,” I say, but they don’t laugh. We dip 
bread into olive oil; the cheese is cold and sweet enough to make my teeth ache. 
The tour guide tells us how to say cheers in Portuguese and we all try to say it; we 
clink our glasses. He tells us about the Age of Discovery, Henry the Navigator, 
Vasco da Gama. He tells us about the earthquake of 1755, how it destroyed most 
of the city, including the very place where we are now drinking wine and eating 
cheese. Everything gone, broken, turned to rubble in seconds. And as if that 
wasn’t enough, there was a fire, and as if that wasn’t enough, there was a tsunami. 
I feel as if I can relate. 
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“Do you like living here?” pipes one of the Dallas sisters from the end of 
the table. 

“Oh, yes. I grew up here,” the tour guide says. “I have a beautiful wife, four 
beautiful children. Of course there’s corruption in the government, but it’s not 
polite to talk about politics! Right, family?” I feel like he’s giving the Americans 
a disappointed look, but I could be imagining things. The couple in the Old 
Navy shirts are gathering their coats. At least we’re not wearing American flag 
sweatshirts, I think, but when the couple say something to each other, it’s in some 
language that definitely isn’t any variation of English. I can’t even tell what it 
could be. 

The tour guide is weeping. My husband shoves me and raises an eyebrow, but 
I feel like weeping, too—all this wine, all this history of disaster and exploration 
and discovery! “Maybe we shouldn’t have come,” I murmur, the first time I’ve said 
this out loud. But I don’t say it loudly enough for him to hear me, so he doesn’t.

8
Mr. Handy’s wife was the one to call and tell us what was 
happening—or what had already been happening, without anybody knowing 
about it. My husband is a child psychologist and I’m an accountant, and yet 
we’d failed to put two and two together. (This clever observation came from 
a blond woman on Fox News.) But what was the evidence, really? The music 
playing in her room, the giggling on the phone? The newly painted fingernails, 
the haircut, the whistling—since when did she whistle? Leslie’s got a crush, I told 
my husband, and we knew better than to pry. We trusted her. We didn’t snoop 
through her social media. Her grades were great—she was even getting As in 
Mr. Handy’s class! So when his wife called on a Friday afternoon to say, “Jim’s 
taken her somewhere,” in a flat, low voice, I just thought: Who the hell is Jim?

The sightings began immediately: at a Sprint Mart in Jackson, a campground in 
Alabama, an Applebee’s in Chattanooga. My husband and I cried and blamed each 
other and then cried and blamed ourselves. Yes, we’d had a rough time recently. He 
had an affair with a colleague, I moved out for a few days, then back, but Leslie—
she was fine. She didn’t drink or do drugs or run with a fast crowd. Or any crowd. 
Wasn’t that odd, now that we thought about it, that she didn’t actually have any 
friends? No one invited her over after school; no one came around on the weekend. 

And when we did snoop, finally, there it all was: the topless photos she’d sent 
to Jim, the shirtless photos he’d texted back. I want to lick your everything, she’d 
texted, and he texted back a heart emoji. I can’t stand not being with you. 
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When can we be together?
When?
When?
Soon.

8
The smell of marijuana drifts by as we troop across a city 
square. High above us, the statue of a man on horseback stares toward the sea. 
By the time we’ve crossed the square, we’ve been offered drugs three times and 
lost another couple: the Brits, waving us on as they turn back, probably to call 
home and check on their cat. A yellow electric tram rolls past, crammed with 
faces and coats crushed against the windows. Our tour guide shouts: “This is 
Tram Number 28! It is very popular with pickpockets!” 

We all reflexively clutch at our purses and wallets.
“I wanna go on that,” says one of the Dallas sisters. She looks a little woozy 

and I notice now that she’s not even wearing real shoes, just sandals and damp 
woolen socks. 

“Not me,” I say. “No way.”
“But it’s what tourists do,” my husband says. “And we’re tourists.”
“Tourists are idiots,” I say, as we follow the tour guide through a blue doorway 

into a café where a squat man behind the counter is pouring vinho verde into  
tiny goblets. 

“So why’d y’all come to Lisbon?” the sock-wearing sister asks as we sip the 
wine. There is a complicated answer to this question: because my grandfather 
was Portuguese. But also: because I told my husband he owed me this, after his 
stupid affair. Because our daughter came back after disappearing for almost two 
weeks, so we didn’t cancel. “I’m not sure,” I say at the same time my husband 
says, “Why not?” 

“Why not?” agrees one of the sisters, and the other sister chugs down her 
wine and says nothing.

The Swedish woman says, “This is much more food than I expected,” as the 
squat man passes around a plate of fried codfish. “Oh, this is delicious. We love 
codfish in Sweden.” Her husband just nods and smiles. There are two hunched 
old women eating soup at a small table in the back; a couple come in with their 
rolling suitcases and order vinho verde, drink it fast, and roll away. The tour 
guide is telling us about the history of this café, how it’s mentioned in a fado song. 
My head feels cotton-packed. My husband takes out his phone and shows it to me: 
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How are you? 
I am thinking of you! 
My husband is staring at the phone like he wants to punch it. 
“It’s not him,” I say. “It’s a robot, or whatever. A bot.”
Mr. Handy—Jim—never contacted us. So why would he do it now? He took 

Leslie to a campground in Tennessee and a concerned camper notified the police 
because Leslie “looked scared.” 

“I wasn’t scared,” she insisted later. “I was happy for once in my goddamn 
life.” When I asked if he hurt her, she said, “Of course not.” When I asked if he 
had sex with her, she said, “What do you think?” and burst into tears. Then: “No, 
no, he didn’t. I wanted to, but he wouldn’t. How do you think that makes me feel?” 
That seemed like a lie. Her therapist is a woman named Joan, a solid, smiling 
woman with bifocals and gray hair who wears paperclip necklaces fashioned by 
her grandchildren. Joan won’t tell us anything. The medical doctor examined 
her and said there was no “trauma.” I said, “Of course there’s trauma!” and she 
smiled at me kindly. 

Mr. Handy sprinted through the trees as the police closed in. He’s been 
spotted in Nashville, Memphis, and Sydney. Not Lisbon. And yet, I think I see him 
everywhere. It’s nonsense. When I first saw the gray-haired man from Germany I 
thought: Could that be him, in disguise? Come all this way just to fuck with us? I 
knew better than to tell my husband this.

The tour guide is singing now, in a deep, heartbroken voice. He stops and 
clears his throat. “A little fado,” he says. “But very little. Here’s a word. Saudade. 
It means a longing for something that does not exist. That’s a good Portuguese 
word for you.” 

The Swedes have, miraculously, just realized they know two people standing 
at the bar: neighbors from their village! Isn’t the world full of delightful surprises? 
Our Swedish couple and the other Swedish couple fall into conversation in 
Swedish and so it’s just my husband and me and the Dallas sisters who follow the 
tour guide out into the damp evening air. A light rain spits. I hear my husband’s 
phone buzz from his pocket.

“Turn it off,” I say, but he ignores me. I’d told him to change his number. I’d 
said, Why would he contact you and not me? And he said, Because I’m the father. 
I’m the goddamn child psychologist father. I’m the one who fucked up. 

“This way, family,” says the tour guide. He seems sad. We walk together, one 
drunken family, past shops and bars and squealing trams to another square where 
a crowd has lined up in front of a hole-in-the-wall bar. Three white dreadlocked 
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men are playing electric guitars to a group of Japanese tourists who sing along 
to “Mustang Sally.” “I will return,” the tour guide says, sounding like a brave 
explorer, and disappears into the crowd.

“I don’t know if he’ll come back,” I say. “Do you think so?”
One of the Dallas sisters—the one wearing actual shoes—says, “I haven’t 

been with a man in two years, since my divorce. I thought I’d be fine, but your 
body just starts craving another body.” Her sister pats her on the arm. “I took judo 
lessons just to have a man throw himself on top of me,” she continues. “But that 
was the only thing I enjoyed about it, and honestly, it made me feel too damn old.”

“I didn’t know you took judo,” her sister says, in consoling tones. Then: “That 
woman is about to get robbed.”

Four pickpockets hover near a woman whose backpack flaps open. We watch 
as one of the men dips his hand in and out and then he flows back into the crowd 
without the woman noticing a thing. “I suppose we could have warned her,” I say, 
and the sisters just shrug. My husband says nothing. “How would you feel?” I say 
to him. “If your phone got stolen?” 

Our tour guide has returned bearing a bottle of a cherry liquor called ginjinha 
and five tiny plastic cups. “Watch out for the pickpockets,” he says as he pours us 
shots, but we are worldly now, we don’t need to be warned. It’s so easy to see them 
when you know how to look. 

My husband takes out his phone and shows me what it says: 
 I am thinking of you!!
Do you miss me?
I wish to talk to you.
I wonder if you think of me.
“Jesus,” I say. “That is one insecure bot.”
The tour guide passes the bottle and we all drink shots and then more shots, 

like a hobo family. The liquor is a sweet, burning cinnamon. I chew a sour cherry 
and it makes the inside of my mouth vibrate. I toss the pits toward the pickpockets. 
I see you, I say to them with my eyes, as I aim the pits. But they don’t see me. 
They don’t see my husband with his phone and his secret pocket. I watch and say 
nothing as they swarm toward a man carrying his wallet in his back pocket like 
an idiot; I watch as one of the pickpockets does exactly what pickpockets do, and 
the wallet-less man just laughs and takes a selfie.

The air has turned cool and it makes me feel sober. But also, I feel like I could 
sing a fado song in Portuguese, as if there’s something atavistic scrambling up 
and out of me. My grandfather never spoke Portuguese at home, so my mother 
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never learned it, but I think I can almost understand it. I’m about to ask the tour 
guide to speak Portuguese to me when the sock-wearing sister says, “My feet are 
cold but the rest of me is hot.” Her sister says, “I’m tired. Let’s get out of here.” 

I watch as the sock-sister tips the tour guide ten euros. “Thanks for a lovely 
time,” she says, and the two women walk off across the square, past the musicians 
and the backpackers and the Roma in their long, swishy skirts. 

“This is what happens with families,” the tour guide says. He pours me the 
last of the liquor; it’s mostly cherries by now plopping into the little plastic cup. 
My husband has stepped away and is checking his goddamn phone. “I will miss 
you all,” the tour guide says, and before I can tip him, he’s gone, too, vanished 
into the crowd. My husband is still glaring at his phone, so I take out my own and 
call my mother, who answers the way she always does: “What?”

“How’s Leslie?” I ask, and I have to repeat it twice because the blues music is 
so loud and raucous, with cheers coming even from the pickpockets. 

“She’s fine. What time is it there?”
“I have no idea,” I shout. “She’s fine? She’s there?”
“Of course she’s here. We just ordered Domino’s.”
Sometimes I wonder if my mother even fully understands what happened. 

It occurs to me that none of us really explained it to her. She might think Leslie 
just stayed out too late with a boy. She never reads or watches the news because 
it makes her anxious.

“Tell her I say hi,” I shout twice, and then give up and end the call. 
My husband is standing beside me. “You drank it all,” he says. I realize I’m 

still holding my little plastic cup. “Do you want to know what he’s saying now?” 
he asks. 

“No,” I say, but he holds out the phone.
Always on my mind. 
I will not hurt you!!!
But why will you not answer my calls, my dear friend?
“This is just fucking absurd,” I say. I toss my little plastic cup on the ground 

and it skitters away, and I feel bad for littering in Lisbon. “You need to change 
your number! It’s just generating random shit. It’ll keep doing it forever because 
it’s a robot.”

“What if I answer?” he says. “The next time it rings?”
“Someone will ask if it’s you, and you’ll say yes, and then they’ll have your 

voice recorded saying yes and you’ll get charged for something. It’s a scam. But 
sure, fine, answer it.”
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The moony sky looks bruised. It’s a heartbroken sky; the moon is crying 
tears. I long for something that doesn’t exist. But mostly, I want the phone to 
ring, so I can answer it and say, “Fuck off, motherfucker,” and let them capture 
my voice saying that. Or maybe even singing it: the worst fado song ever. But it 
doesn’t ring. 

“Where’s our hotel?” my husband asks, even though he knows where it is. We 
hiked down the steep hills of Alfama from our bed and breakfast with the blue 
curtains and the view of the castle. “We can take the pickpocket tram,” he says. 
“It goes right past it.”

“No,” I say. “We can Uber.” We’re walking across another square—or is it 
the same one from earlier? A statue man on horseback far above us. The streets 
are clogged with tiny cars. Another Tram 28 heaves and clangs by, and squeals to 
a stop. I say, “I don’t want to,” but my husband is already standing in the line to 
board and digging out euros from his jacket. 

We shove toward the back, past entire families, like refugees seeking a better 
life. Well, I think, who isn’t? My husband grabs a pole as the tram heaves into 
motion; we can’t even see out the windows. My pickpocket-proof purse is digging 
into my stomach. I’m aware of all its zippers, closed. The air is tight and hot and 
my face feels full of wool. The tram is climbing a hill, dinging, careening around 
a corner; we all sway against each other. I realize that I can pretty easily reach 
into my husband’s not-secret pocket and pull out his phone, so I do and he doesn’t 
even notice, because he doesn’t notice the things he should. I am a pickpocket, I 
think with delight, as my husband leans forward and says into my ear, “When do 
you think we get off?”

“I’m suffocating,” I say. 
His phone is in my hand, between my fingers, and I feel it drop, I’m stepping 

on it, and then it’s sliding away, or trampled, it’s gone, the tram stops and the 
doors open, and more people come and go, and I need air, I need something, and 
I say, “Come on,” and push my way out the doors, into the lights and the cool 
night. The doors close and the tram clangs and moves on, taking my husband 
with it.

I watch the tram go down a hill and around a corner. I follow it, careful not 
to twist my ankle on the cobblestones; I watch it stop again and wait to see who 
gets off. 

I will tell my husband: You should have been more careful. 
I’ll say: Don’t worry. 
It occurs to me that he might not even realize I’m gone, but no: there he is, at 
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the bottom of the hill. 
Or I’m pretty sure it’s him. 
The rain has started up again, so it’s hard to tell for sure if the man walking up 

the hill toward me is someone I know, or just someone I think I know. M
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Perhaps Because I Am Youngest

BENJAMIN S. GROSSBERG

I am following you down a supermarket aisle. 
I am following you down a sidewalk, the house models 
with names that recall gentry: Kilmer, Buckingham. 
Now we’re riding a dusky Schwinn; I’ve been lifted 

onto the back. Soon we’ll tumble over like someone has 
dropped the video camera, and the side of my cheek 
will scrape open against the edge of the sidewalk.
But for now I am just behind you on the Schwinn—

a compelled following. It is always a compelled following. 
Now I am following you down the hospital corridor. 
You are on a gurney, a plastic mask being lowered 
onto your face. I am following you, trying to understand 

why the woman over you is counting. At the end 
of the corridor is a large pit in the earth and they will 
slide you off the gurney into it. But first I follow you 
to the kitchen. No, no, it’s Penney’s, and I follow you 

to the changing room. I stop outside the door, waiting
till you come out in a denim wrap-around skirt which 
I’ve tugged off the rack for you. You emerge and twirl,
making the skirt rise into a dinner bell. Now clothes 

drape over your arm and we approach the cash register. 
I follow you in line, holding the skirt, and to the 
Thanksgiving table holding a bundle of large, mismatched 
spoons. You hold two bottles of soda. Now you hold a box 
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of matzoh and bottle of red wine. And a jar of pickles. 
Or gardenia. You say it twice: gardenia. I follow you 
but now I have to sneak to the stairs and hide against 
the railings to see you. Smoke in the air. A brightness

that is still the house. Sort of. A brown and orange 
silk blouse that drapes over your breasts. I can see 
the blouse but I may not make any noise or follow you. 
And once—but when, when?—I followed you

to the kitchen where you rolled sour-cream dough
for rugelach. As I watched, I grew to your ankles,
to your waist, till—unspooling like a tendrilled plant—
I curled over your head. Then I brought a tray

of rugelach, the crescents stuffed with chocolate, to 
the couch where you lay under an afghan, and you lifted 
your hand to stop me from bringing them closer. No? 
I asked, pleading. And you shook your head no without 

much opening your eyes.
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Bed

EVAN GRILLON

Your mother asks you over dinner what you said to your father. 
He won’t get out of bed.

“I told him I’d never learned a thing from him.” 
She says: “Do you know he thinks he’s failed you?” 
She asks: “Do you think you could be kinder to your father?”
You tell her you’ll have to think about it. What you mean is you have promised 

to be kinder to your father before.
In the next week, while your mother brings him food he won’t eat—

breakfast, lunch, and dinner; while she offers up the antidepressants he won’t 
take, books on self-help he won’t read—you sit in your room, unable to saddle 
your thoughts. Mostly you are thinking that this is one more way in which you 
are a disappointment. You have not mastered, in chronological order: swimming, 
riding a bicycle, pumping your arms when you run, keeping your back straight 
when you run, talking to what few friends you have, talking to girls, talking to 
adults, not wearing a t-shirt at the beach, and now, such abstractions as your rage, 
your self-loathing, your bitterness. As a son, you have provided your father with 
zero proud moments. You are not going to college. You, yourself, don’t get out of 
bed some days until two in the afternoon. Your mother says she is proud that you 
are sensitive and aware of your limitations, but this is like thanking the dog for 
hiding after he takes a shit on the carpet. The one thing you might have a talent 
for is self-pity—which you did learn from your father—and you think, oh, there’s 
another thing I’m good at: blaming other people.

You’re digging your fingernails into the top of your head so hard you draw 
blood. You aren’t worried about apologizing. Apologizing is easy! You love 
apologizing. Your mother is proud of you for apologizing. You’d spend your 
whole life apologizing if you could, and so the good news is that you will: for your 
contempt and arrogance, for your cruelty and thoughtlessness. You’ll spend your 
whole life telling friends, lovers, and family that it’s something you’re working on. 

Years later, your father will see a Great Blue Heron in a neighborhood stream 
just as fall is beginning. It’s an oddity for a New England stream, of course, and 
since you’ll be visiting, you’ll get to hear it firsthand. 
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He’ll remind you of a child, flapping his arms as if to show you what a bird 
is. The backyard will be happy with grass. Somewhere a lawnmower will sputter 
and die. 

For your part, you’ll find a way to mimic wonder: eyebrows up, hands on 
hips. You’ll wait for more, but he’ll be moving on to the weeds. It will be what he 
has to share with you. M
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British Gothic

BROOKOFF
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Pompeii 

MATT COONAN

On Channel 4
a room of women erupts. 
Oprah snuck purses beneath them.
Mom snores like a jackhammer.
The couch swallows her scrubs.
I sneak a Virginia Slim from her purse
matchbook from the junk drawer.
I light the filter and suck brown dust.
It pops confetti-like down my throat.
I cough up a sad party
and wonder how she does it
twelve times a day.

Tuesday I try again.
Light the right side this time
inhale a cloud.
The smoldering tip 
a small volcano.

My shoulders drop
fingers stop trembling.
And I realize that without these
she’s one Vesuvius away
from turning my father to ash.
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Apotheosis

MARY MULLEN

Ronnie. The football president. The movie star president. The 
freckled president. He was to lie in state. It was time for a mourning. We were 
always mourning.

I walk with my head down. Not on the pathways because they aren’t efficient. 
The Hart Senate building is next to the Russell Senate building, which is just a 
bit to the north of the Capitol, and there is a lawn dotted with trees and crossed 
with pathways that stretch between the Capitol complex and Columbus Circle 
and Union Station. I move quickly because I am always running late and my hair 
catches in the low branches of the unpredictable trees. I pull strands from the 
knotted twigs and keep going while ripping off one sandal at a time, stained black 
from the DC subway, from Maryland’s suburban sidewalks, from the sticky floors 
at the 7-Eleven on Baltimore Avenue, from the marble tiles of Union Station, and I 
place the sandals into my purse, on top of my checkbook and my name badge and 
my office keys, and then wrangle out from under all of it one shiny black heel and 
then another. There we are, twenty-two hustling young women, walking as fast 
as we can without breaking into a jog, heels in our hands, already tired, already 
a little late for the day.   

One of my jobs is to lead the tour through the Capitol, to point at the paintings 
and explain them in a simple way, to take visitors to the crypt, which is full of 
presidents’ heads. The best one, the biggest one, is Lincoln. Too big—just like he 
was—three hundred and seventy-five pounds of white marble, tired eyes. Then to 
the Rotunda, look up, The Apotheosis of Washington.

The climax. The deification. Cloaked in purple, the color of royals. The king. 
We painted him in the heavens. Surrounded by women, maidens and goddesses. 
Victoria, Liberty, Freedom, Minerva, Ceres. I think it looks like an orgy. The god, 
his banner waving, E pluribus unum, out of many, one. One man. Always a man. 

Constantino Brumidi painted the dome in 1865, at the end of the Civil War. 
The middle-aged tourist in front of me doesn’t look like he planned this trip. His 
baseball cap is pulled down tightly on his forehead as he stares upward, his head 
too far back, but his wife and son are looking at me, listening, or doing their 
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best impression of people who are listening. During the war the Capitol was a 
barracks filled with Union soldiers; the basement was a bakery and, in here, in 
the Rotunda, they operated a hospital. Our heads tip back again for one more 
look. Purple and gold. Washington is king. Everything in the fresco brings us 
back to him.

I lead the tour group through the underground tunnels back to the Senate 
office building, which has its own grand atrium, nine stories high. Surrounded 
by white Vermont marble is Alexander Calder’s Mountains and Clouds. Black 
aluminum and steel, like a war ship, like a jet, paid for with private money because 
the public funding never came through. Someone thought it only right to bring 
Calder’s last piece to life, to fill this bright space with something large and dark, 
something mimicking the world outside, a reminder that there are mountains 
that could shadow this place. 

It is getting close to lunch. Ronnie is in flight. I am hungry because I never 
had time for breakfast, because at twenty-one I can’t get out of bed without hitting 
the alarm and I can’t afford the marmalade scones and cappuccinos that I see in 
the morning at Union Station on my small internship stipend. I wouldn’t have 
wanted to eat them in a hurry as I ran to work. I would have wanted to sit in 
the bergère, next to the banker’s lamps. I would want to eat them piece by piece 
while adoring the marble floors and columns, polished like mirrors, all of them 
so inviting and so out of place in 2004, in the June heat, in the era of ricin letters 
and Patriot Acts. So I drop the tour-goers in the lobby, grab my purse, and head to 
the basement cafeteria to find a Reuben and a side of ranch dressing, and another 
cup of coffee, and a brownie I don’t need, and shouldn’t have, because my sister’s 
wedding is six weeks away and I am not going to fit into my dress.

But I’m running out of time. The Committee on Energy and Natural 
Resources is scheduled to start shortly in the Russell building and the Senate 
policy analysts have asked me to take notes. I chug my coffee because I know 
it will be hard to stay awake when they start talking about fish and mercury 
poisoning, and even harder to stay awake when the afternoon sun comes through 
the windows warming the room like a furnace, and harder still when the experts 
at the testifiers table start in on their second hour of testimony. After only a few 
weeks on Capitol Hill, I know that nodding off is just as much a part of this place 
as the marble and the limestone and the gray granite. 

On the first floor I stop at the bathroom. I pull my skirt up and my nylons 
down and sit and wonder how long the meeting will really go. And then the fire 
alarms go off. The fire alarms go off a lot, and they aren’t really for fires, they 
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are an evacuation call, they are for poison, ricin, anthrax, bombs, and all the 
suspicious things that are easily mistaken for threats. This has happened every 
week since I started, and I am getting used to it. I pull my nylons up, frustrated that 
they don’t cover the bulge in my midsection, that they are itchy when I sweat, and 
pull my skirt down and straighten it and wash my hands and fix my hair and push 
my way out into the hall, where the alarms are piercing and people are bustling. 

It is nice to be on the first floor. I don’t have to make my way down the long 
set of interior stairs. I head toward an emergency door facing the Capitol. I walk 
slowly because I am in heels. A woman leans against the door, holding it open, 
and she is not smiling and I am not smiling and she has a coat on because she is 
Capitol Police and they wear coats even in June, and she has black hair down to 
her shoulders, ironed flat, and she is round in the middle the way my mother was 
round in the middle at forty-five with four kids, and I wonder if this woman has 
four kids, too, or maybe three, and I start to take the handful of stairs down to the 
sidewalk and she says, “Run.” and I think, Why did she say that? I keep going and 
she keeps standing in the doorway, and she says firmly, in way that scares me, 
“Honey, take off your heels and run.” And I don’t look back, but I want to, I want 
to shout “What about you?” But there isn’t any point. Her job is to stand at that 
door. I reach down and take one heel and then the other and I grip them with one 
hand, my black patent leather purse in the other, and I run. 

Ahead of me there are thousands pouring from the Capitol and the Dirksen 
building and the Russel building and the Hart building and we’re all moving up 
the lawn toward Union Station. We are filling the space and we have no idea why 
we are there or what is happening or where we are going. Large black cars are 
emerging from underground parking ramps, all of them matching, magic get-
away cars filled with senators and who knows who else and they are flying by me, 
me and my slow jog, my hands full, as I make my way to the congeries ahead, and 
I wonder if the big black get-away cars are going to the suburbs, I wonder if they 
will let me in, if I can wave them down for a ride. I get close enough to Columbus 
Circle that I am suddenly in a pack and they say the Metro is shut down and the 
buses can’t come this way. We are all talking to each other and past each other 
with rumors moving through the crowd like a giant game of telephone, and still 
no one knows why, but we are all very scared and I try my cell phone and there 
is no signal, and everyone next to me is trying their cell phones and some get 
through, and no one knows anything and this is not a drill. 

I’m waiting for noise. I’m waiting for explosions, a collapse, a scream, smoke. 
But I can’t stand to look back, I can’t stand to look back toward the buildings 
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we are fleeing for fear something might happen, something might be happening, 
and I look at the young woman next to me and I look to the old Senate staffers, 
everyone buttoned up, pulled in to their nylons, everyone calmer than I am, or 
maybe it’s just appearances, and I think, This could be it for all of us, and I haven’t 
really done very much, it’s all very personal, I’m too young, and I need to make 
my way to the Metro and just see, maybe it’s running and maybe I can get away, 
or maybe that’s just what they want me to do, whoever they are. But the Metro is 
running, and I pile on with the others, and I sit down near a window and I pretend 
it’s a normal day, and I watch the little yellow lights fly by in the tunnels, and I 
hold my purse tightly in my lap, and I realize I don’t have my shoes on.

Ronnie rolls through the suburbs into the city where a horse-drawn caisson 
waits for him just as my train, my great escape from catastrophe, rolls out. The 
caisson platoon will take him through the streets, four members of the Old Guard 
mounted, three riderless horses to their right, trotting through crowds of people, 
a solitary horse trailing behind with Ronnie’s own boots stuffed in the stirrups 
because Nancy had insisted. On he will go to the Rotunda to lie in state for thirty-
six hours before his funeral, before a long flight back home to California. The 
plane that accidentally entered restricted airspace—our evacuation scare—
nothing more than a blip in the days of honorary events surrounding the funeral. 

Years later, when I live far away from the evolving traditions of Capitol Hill, 
I still remember how the alarms sounded, like criers bounding down the halls, 
echoing off the bright frescos and the bronze statues, where Ronnie would lie 
in state, a hundred thousand people through the Rotunda to see him, over the 
blood-stained marble, good hair, strong chin, covered in the flag and laid out 
beneath Washington, his banner, beneath the maidens and goddesses that flank 
him, apotheosis, a king looking down on a king, while I fled from the bombs and 
threats of his enemies, their enemies, and wondered, where is my queen? Mz
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Womankind

MARÍA MARÍA ACHA-KUTSCHER 

María María Acha-Kutscher works with a computer on images 
from various sources. A significant portion comes from fashion and interior 
design magazines traditionally associated with the feminine imaginary. Many 
backgrounds and certain elements that stand out due to their luxurious quality 
derive from these sources. She also uses her own photographs, very peculiar 
images such as an antique bookstore with volumes stacked up to the ceiling, in 
the Womankind II series. She utilizes the internet to search for the main figures, 
as well as the works of art, porcelain statues and the most sui generis details. It 
is a painstaking process because [Acha-Kutscher’s] collages have a quality that 
sets them apart from those of her predecessors: verisimilitude. When we single 
out a particular piece from the Womankind series, we feel a strangeness that 
we cannot identify. The images appear real, but something is out of place. It is 
the women. The women who are the protagonists in her collages are not where 
they should be.

    —Tomás Ruiz-Rivas, Les Spectaculaires
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Womankind II/1, 2010
Digital photo collage

30 x 41 centimeters
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Womankind I/2, 2010
Digital photo collage

19 x 21 centimeters
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Womankind III/1, 2012
Digital photo collage

46 x 64 centimeters
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Womankind II/5, 2011
Digital photo collage

30 x 41 centimeters
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Womankind II/3, 2011
Digital photo collage

30 x 41 centimeters
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Womankind II/4, 2011
Digital photo collage

30 x 41 centimeters
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Everest

ROBERT DETMAN

There was an interregnum, between the time when I returned 
from Everest and when my soon-to-be ex-wife realized that she would take care 
of me.

I had lost less than some of the climbing casualties from that expedition—I 
still had sensation and movement in my hands and fingers, and for a few 
untroubled weeks it wasn’t inconceivable that the hands would remain intact. I 
was grateful to my family—Sarah, and my son, Daniel—for sticking around while 
I was forgetting why I had been trying to escape. They were reacting perhaps 
more to me, a person whom they thought had gone into the tunnel. But a few 
days back in my old Bolinas house, with absurdly bandaged hands and Sarah 
flitting about with a verdict she had wavered on, seemed to suggest that major 
disruptions were yet in order.

A wake-up call came a few weeks later. The sensation was not returning to 
most of my fingers. The skin textured and bruised like a rotting banana. Oddly, 
there was little or no pain. As I unwrapped them to apply the ointment, the nails 
of several fingers came off in the bandage.

Mealtimes in those weeks after took on a new tone, one where I was at pains 
to consider the future.

Dinner had become a negotiation without the trappings of normalcy, where 
we assembled again as a family. As if on borrowed time, because I did not know 
how I was going to cope on my own and was proceeding forward as if I could. 

I had told them that I was having a guest on this night, a plan made before I’d 
known Sarah and Daniel would be here, and this made for awkward explanations 
that I decided not to elaborate upon.

Dinner. I thought about my bachelor days when I would pull items from the 
fridge and cull a fugitive meal to eat over the sink while mentally attacking the 
disarray of the garden from the kitchen window. 

Sarah had opened wine, a bottle of Black Tent pinot that was a birthday gift 
to me from the roshi. I’m not sure the circumstances were appreciated by Sarah, 
who had prepared the food. Daniel placed silverware and plates at four table 
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settings. Then, after waiting an hour—Roshi Jana had to cancel—we sat down and 
watched Daniel tuck into his food as if he had to be anywhere else in a moment.

But I could not easily lift so much as a finger, let alone a spoon, and I made do 
with uncomfortable encouragement, of a sort, from my twelve-year-old.

 “Why don’t you tape the silverware to your hands,” Daniel said. He 
proceeded to mimic the fumbling simulation of what I might look like to him, 
with a fork attached to a napkin-wrapped hand as he dully stabbed pork on his 
plate like a simian trying to force a square peg into a round hole. I looked to Sarah 
and smiled with embarrassment for myself, for Daniel, for us all. Sarah winced at 
these theatrics. 

When Daniel did not stop, but elaborated on his father as resident ape, Sarah 
spoke up. 

“That’s enough, Daniel. We get it.”
Since my return, the disbelieving fascination on Daniel’s part—had I lost 

a few fingers, or all of them—seemed to have been replaced by much more 
insidious considerations, as if beneath the gauze wrappings I was going to be 
outfitted with transformer robot hands. At the end of my arm a finely brushed 
titanium chassis with a Swiss Army knife’s selection of gadgets. I would be able to 
procure objects buried deep within wall voids with a pincer-like gizmo or reach 
into the snaking confines of the car engine, tapping a screw or adjusting within 
micrometers some delicate hydraulic calibration. I’d have no use for hand tools 
anymore, and my hands would become all-purpose tools because I’d also have 
superhuman strength in the prostheses.

His ingenious solution parked itself in my consciousness, if I had any doubt 
about how all this was affecting him.

These outrageous scenarios sometimes preoccupy me—that is, what Daniel 
might be imagining—and prevent me from falling asleep. It’s the free-form 
jiggering of my mind trying to deal with the loss of all the soon to be forgotten 
pleasures of touch by hand. I was taking mega-doses of antibiotics at the time 
as well as enough painkillers to take down Man O’ War, and it all created an 
irrational fugue in my brain.

As if to prolong my humiliation, and to make a point, I complied with my 
son’s wish, demand, curiosity?—I didn’t know what to call it.

I soberly unwound the bandage on my right hand enough to wrap the handle 
of the fork in it. When this didn’t work, I pushed the handle into the bandage, only 
to feel nothing, and wedged the fork there like a poker, and twined the remaining 
bandage as tightly as I could.
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I lifted my hand, newly wrapped with a fork for stabbing the meat.
I waved the contraption for Sarah, who looked on, ashen.
In retrospect, I did not analyze too deeply Daniel’s take-away of my problem. 

I would be spared their discussion about it back at the house Sarah kept in  
Mill Valley. 

Daniel got up from the table and turned to his mother as if to hide from me, 
waiting to be excused. I guessed he would think about it some more, lingering 
over possibilities, only to corner me again.  

I said to Sarah, “The doctor assured me I’ll get used to this and be back to 
ninety-nine percent mobility in months—if not weeks.” 

This, I know, was hyperbole, but I was and am an adherent of speaking desire 
to reality. I hoped to let the air out of Daniel’s plans for me, as I suspected he’d 
promised his classmates a visit from Machine Man. Daniel still waited.

Catching his mother’s glance, Daniel skulked from the dining room. Sarah 
stared past me at the Everest map I’d pinned above my workspace beyond the 
dining room. Flags of sticky notes papered it. 

“Can’t you see he’s mocking you?” she said. The rhetorical non-sequitur was 
often a prelude to battle.

I told her I wasn’t overly concerned, and that all I thought about was my 
pending surgery, which was only partially true. 

Sarah looked at me like I was the last man on her docket. 
She arose from the table. She wore socks, so her steps were a muted settling 

in for the night. No greater sound of the temper of domesticity than socks on 
creaky floors. Or maybe it was the shush of her slacks. She was in work clothes, 
still—an alluring cross between yoga pants and office casual.

I waited for the clink of the silverware in the sink.
“By the way,” Sarah said, “I’m going out tonight.” 
Sarah’s recent self-improvement program had aroused my suspicions. She 

wanted to let me know that I wasn’t the only one with prior social engagements.
“Oh—back to Mill Valley?” I asked.
“No. Over to Stinson.”
I waited for details; it was not my purview to ask.
Sarah said, “You think you can handle Daniel?—or is your friend going to be 

a distraction?” Emphasis on friend.
Sometimes her frankness threw me.
Sarah turned from the sink like a marionette winding down, with that smile 

that was not quite what I wanted it to be: a dash of condescension and a pinch 
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of all knowing futility—a flatline of the lips with the trace of an upcurve at the 
extents. It took me a moment to register her humor.

Years ago, when I first met her, Sarah reminded me of Tippi Hedren in 
Hitchcock’s The Birds. That sophisticated, oblivious self-certainty of the entitled. 
The self-composed elegance. The self-sufficiency. Initially I found these qualities 
charming, but I soon became suspicious that I never knew what she was thinking. 
Of course, I never told her any of this. It would have sounded like a youthful 
idealistic fantasy. Or it would have offended her to be compared to a femme fatale.

“I wouldn’t overthink it,” she added. “Nick, is everything okay?”
“You’ve seen the medication I’m supposed to take.”
Her look of composed irritation transformed to one of concern.
“You are taking it—right? Nick, your medication?”
She’s sticking around out of obligation to me. Though we were months into 

this dissolution, I still harbored a wish for us to remain together.
“That’s what I said.”
“You sounded so non-committal just now.”
“That’s what I meant. The medicine I’m taking is affecting me.”
“How are things going to go when I’m not around?” she said. “When you 

have to make dinner for yourself—and for Daniel?”
I could recognize the shudder of unease, of reckoning.
“Everything is going to be fine,” I said. “I’ll talk to him, later.” My words 

stalled at the dark beyond the dining room, from where she had disappeared, as 
if dematerialized into space. 

I managed with the utensils, albeit awkwardly.

8
Drifting away from me like an astronaut whose umbilical had 
been severed, Daniel no longer resembled the sweet boy of a mere year ago, 
the one his mother still pretended he was, as if she alone could see through his 
sullen armor.

I tried to ignore the long, unwashed, hair; the low slung, loose jeans with the 
unappealing semaphore of exposed boxers; the cocked baseball cap and unlaced 
sneakers of an estimable dope smoker. Sarah seemed to have given up on trying 
to affect Daniel’s self-presentation, and I’d never thought I would need to. In a 
few years, if we are lucky, he will go away to college and learn to adapt to his 
peer group and begin to resemble a young adult. I hope for him to blend in, to get 
along, to not feel like he needs to stand out in the worst way. 
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I enforced the earphones rule, which meant: We should not hear the music 
through his earphones. I opted for a noise cancelling version, but I wondered if he 
wasn’t destroying his eardrums to spite me. 

He sat on the couch with his device and battled for Fallujah, fingers fluttering.
I’m coming to despise him.
I sat with bandaged fists staring at the laptop, wishing for, not Stephen 

Hawking’s high-tech machinery, but a modest fraction of his will power to defy 
physical limitations.

I could hear Sarah getting ready in our former bedroom.
I was not interested in taking part in the convalescent home. This was Sarah 

taking the high road with me, as if to gain an advantage. I was aware that such 
tactics spelled a kind of doom for us, but we’d already fought it out so many times 
that it was throwing matches at a burning house. The doctors informed me that I 
should rest, put my swaddled hands in a pillow across my lap and relax for a few 
weeks. But I was restless, and I could not sit still and ask Sarah to turn the pages 
of a book for me, and far less so could I ask this of Daniel. All of which revisited 
in my mind the previous version of myself, when I did not need help. I was the 
proverbial man who is unwilling to ask for it. Which only seemed to make Sarah 
more determined to show me how much I needed her, as she solicited me with, 
“Do you need anything, anything at all?” Delivered in an actorly jouissance, as 
my dismal hands floundered at my sides. Why should Daniel’s suggestion have 
been mocking? What was wrong with making a game of it?

I know it bothered her more than she would admit, and yet pity was a difficult 
emotion for her to muster.

There was a history. The hiatus of those early years—eleven years ago—when 
I returned home to an empty house. She had left, with a packed suitcase and toddler 
Daniel. What can I say but that there were signs—there were more than signs. We 
had deliberated and negotiated. I would tell the witness stand if it came to that, 
“I deliberated and negotiated.” The world collapsing. What could I do? I had to 
trust that she wouldn’t go far (she worked at a law firm in San Francisco, so she 
couldn’t go too far), but my anxiety was over long-range plans. Was this for good? 
She wanted me to think so. Never seeing Daniel again was not a possibility, but in 
the sober reckoning of those days, it didn’t seem far enough away an impossibility. 
Thus, I cajoled, I implored. I could not contemplate the scene as it was now, with my 
family having awaited my return from Everest only to have to wait to see what was 
to become of me. I always pretend to the ideal of some profligate soi-disant father 
type found in a Cheever novel—ignoring that there is more to live down in that 
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type. When we are unable to communicate, the result is just as soon broken dishes 
or the solemn seeming quiet of troubled nights and uneasy sleep. 

I relished her presence in the knowledge of our pending separation. I conjured 
the expanding universe, pulling us away from each other as our world imploded. 
I stared at the light above the dining room table and noticed dust dangling there, 
and I flashed on Everest, the expanse at the summit. 

As much as the setting, the unbearable circumstances that are inevitably a 
component of Everest, I will forever be altered by standing at the top of the world. 
It fills me with pride, but also a longing, as if there were something I had to go there 
for. It was not about proving myself or overcoming my past. If anything, it had the 
quality of obliteration of my usual ways. Perspective making. Once there at the 
summit, and really, through the entire difficult and fragile passage to arrive there, 
I had erased worldly concerns. I could almost touch that elemental and glacial blue 
thousands of feet below and miles surrounding me, and it transformed me. Literally. 

I stood at the summit for fewer than ten minutes, but it is as if I have become 
part of a history that will always be greater than myself.

I was in a self-imposed silence about Everest; Sarah found it unconscionable 
if I complained when others lost so much more.

“You spend an awful lot of time preparing to go out,” I said. “Are you seeing 
someone now?”

“You spend a lot of time on the internet. Are you?”
“In my condition?”
“At least you survived,” Sarah said. “Can you imagine what we’d be going 

through if you hadn’t?”
She looked to my hands and inwardly seemed to calculate, busying herself 

with something in her hands—which I read as a sympathetic gesture.
“Think of Daniel,” Sarah said.
“I do. Believe me. But that doesn’t mean I accept this,” I said. 
She drifted up behind me as I sat in front of my laptop. The old feeling of 

hands on my shoulders reminded me I could not return the same.
She kept her hands there longer than expected and kneaded. Just long enough 

to not be fulfilling. “It’s a tough job,” I said.
“Somebody’s got to do it,” Sarah said. “You’re a mess right now.”
I smelled her expensive perfume. 
“What are you reading?” Sarah asked, perhaps scanning the screen over my 

shoulders. “Yet more on the infamous Reger, I presume.”
I’d wished I’d closed it out before she snuck up on me. This time I wasn’t 

reading about Reger, our mysterious climbing guide, but I was scanning Blaine’s 
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tragic Wikipedia entry with all its macabre detail. This had me searching for trail 
markers while it gave me a palpable lump in my throat. But she was at the door 
before I could reply.

Somehow, contrary to her claims—that she doesn’t need to feel a normal 
man’s hands touch her the way she wants but never asks for—she is on the 
lookout. I imagine her in the arms of an able-bodied man, a Tiger Woods type. I 
know there is a candidate, Carl, a new hire at her firm.

I closed my eyes and saw my former hands, typing the memoir, not getting 
hung up in bookmarked web pages that could hardly tell me anything more about 
the disaster, or make sense of our climb.

8
Diagnostic: Left hand: Phalangectomy of digitus medius, 
digitus annularis, and digitus minimus, consisting of distal and middle 
phalanges, closed at the proximal inter-phalangeal joint.

Right hand: Phalangectomy of pollex and digitus minimus.
What this Latin is saying: I was going to lose the middle, ring and pinky fingers 

on the left hand; the first stem of said excised fingers would remain, a nub. On the 
right hand, I was going to have the complete removal of the thumb and pinky. 

As I am a right-hander, this means I will no longer hold a pen in the normal 
way. And I’ll be ready to hold up three fingers, (“Table for three.”), though when 
will that occasion arise? As for the left hand, it will be a lobster claw. I will still 
point with either hand in the traditional index finger manner. As for the loss of each 
pinky, I’m evolutionarily a step ahead, as this finger is considered superfluous to 
our essential prehensibility. Should I be under the illusion that I might fit into the 
ranks of the Japanese Yakuza, I have no tattoos to prove it. Nor will I ever perform 
a satisfactory pinky swear. Even to the Yakuza, I will be deemed unworthy. 

Even if I could write with my left hand’s digitus index and pollex, I won’t have 
the support of the other three fingers. 

Manicures, should I undertake them, will take half as long as normal. 
I will still flip the bird on my right hand.
Ten of the twenty-six letters of the alphabet will no longer be available from 

home position, including two vowels. When what remains of my fingers are again 
up and tapping, the keyboard will allow me this reach:

R T Y U I O 
F G H J K L

V B N M
This will take some getting used to, middle finger pecking.
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8
The stick man in the wheelchair represented me. 

I loved the gloves with the prosthetic fillers, or at least I endowed them with 
something like hope for their false rejuvenation of my hands. I knew this to be 
self-indulgent, but I was dubious about psychological after-effects, each day 
attempting to make peace with the loss of many fingers.

8
The last time Sarah saw my hands, they were symbols of my 
heartiness before I embarked on that trip that promised a payoff of some kind—
the payoff being nothing more than the glory conceived before I reached the 
summit. I didn’t foresee diminished returns. 

Sarah had felt obligated to drive me to and from the clinic in San Francisco, 
though she wisely chose to deposit me at the waiting room. Here they specialize 
in excision of digits, as it said on the paperwork. The precision of the phrase made 
it seem benign.

After, I was to wear the gauze gloves, applying the ointment to the dead and 
dying skin around the latticed stitches several times a day, slathering it on the 
knobby joints that no longer joined. The doctor told me to wear the prosthetic 
fillers within the glove’s absent digits to allow me to get used to the idea of their 
loss. Their lifeless concealment made them appear to me like someone else’s 
cold, dead hands. When I first tried them on, the prostheses created a disturbing 
disconnect for me as I attempted to move the fingers—feeling the phantom fingers 
moving—while the inert fillers didn’t budge. 

Each day, morning and night, following the doctor’s manual “Care of the Site 
of Digital Excision”: my wary inspection of the shriveled hands in the bathroom’s 
clinical light, the generous application of ointment, then the careful sliding of the 
gloves over the hands. 

They aren’t my hands anymore, but separate beings I must suckle and nurse 
before they depart from the nest to make their own way in the world. Holding 
back from revealing them to Daniel was to clutch onto whatever dignity I had left. 
With Sarah perhaps I’ve lost all dignity.

8
On a follow-up visit to the clinic, Sarah took me to lunch on 
Irving Street. 
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At the restaurant, I saw a young woman with two prosthetic arms. She 
couldn’t be more than thirty years old. Dutifully and with unbearable agility, she 
cut her food, the epitome of serenity, with rudimentary looking chrome hooks 
like bent coat hangers.

I clenched my remaining fingers into the meat of my palms and hoped my 
revised claws would go unnoticed. 

The woman’s prostheses went to her elbows and were, presumably, somehow 
attached to her muscles in that technology that relies on muscles and electrodes 
in the brain, and yet the chromium claws should have no pliability but for her 
apparent dexterous handling of knife and fork. Sarah noticed my gaping, or she 
noticed the woman and then expected me to notice, which reminded me not to 
stare, but it was too late. 

I formulated bizarre S&M scenarios where the stub arms rendered her 
as helpless as a lamb. Do you like it rough? Do you wipe your own ass? I was 
confounded at her serenity, both enraged, and in awe. She may be a Zen master. 
I can learn from her. This is the woman for me. Never again will I pity my claws!

Sarah had no desire to indulge me, whether it was my enduring regimen of 
painkillers or the hubris brought on by the sense that I had gotten a rise out of her. 
To see her blanch snapped me back to reality, chastened.

8
Back at home, Sarah must have had an idea what to expect, 
though this didn’t make it any easier for me to reveal them.

“Let’s see what’s left,” she said.
She’d gone over the diagnostics with me, but the diminished hands were still 

going to be new to her. 
“This is the most expensive pair of gloves I’ve ever bought, and they’re made 

out of high-tech gauze,” I said. “I could easily wear them for a while.”
Ever after, I have a symbol of Everest, every day. In everything I do,  

Everest. “It will always be the stupidest ambition I’d ever had. If only I…”
“Well you can’t go back in time, Nick.” 
Sarah grabbed my left hand with the prosthetic glove and gently held it in her 

two hands. Besides the repeated mantras of the doctor, I had become disgusted 
with my hands. My attitude was to maintain solid denial with a soupçon of 
magical thinking. 

“They’re not going away,” Sarah said, carefully tugging off the glove to reveal 
the hand. 
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“No, they’re not,” I said. 
“Does that hurt?” she asked.
“No. Go ahead if you want.”
I closed my eyes—it’s the first time I will have to reveal them—but I allowed 

myself a last bit of denial. With slow prying, as if she were afraid of hurting me, 
she pulled the glove over where the fingers would have been. Finally, Sarah 
slipped the glove off, more prepared than I. With my eyes averted, I focused in on 
her neck, the fine gold chain around it with a decorative S. Her clear, tan skin. I 
could smell her. I felt her cool fingers on my altered hand, brushing the remaining 
digits, the palm, and the scars, raw in their raised welts. She caressed my hand, 
and I opened my eyes, still unable to look, however. I tried to ignore my hand 
and to gauge her reaction. I would have plenty of time to inspect my hands alone. 
Sarah remained as even-keeled as ever. She looked into my eyes, still holding my 
naked hand, and smiled. 

It could have been a new beginning.
“Let’s see the other one,” she said. M
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Chalk

EMILY BANKS

When Ian, the son of an artist 
my father once lived with in college
told me, at his fifth birthday party,
that I couldn’t play with the tiny beer bottles
in a toy set he had, a miniature city spread out
across a low table, because I was a girl
and girls couldn’t drink beer, I vowed
I would never speak to him again.
 
So when he came over
to our apartment with his parents
I built a barricade—yarn strung up 
across the door at the end of the hall
that led to my bedroom, 
precisely tangled like a spider’s web
and on my door, carefully-lettered words
I was still learning: KEEP OUT
and STAY AWAY. 
 
I sat in my chair and glared at the closed door
ignoring my parents’ calls to come say hi,
to be polite, scowled at their nervous
laughs—guess she feels shy.
 
Of course, my mother claimed, she had no choice
but to let him have something to play with
and picked my bright new chalk, still in its box,
so thick, unchipped, all twelve colors
waiting on the tray of my chalkboard.
I’d been saving it, aware
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how quickly a thing goes bad,
how short-lived the wonder of a perfect toy
before that first betrayal:
Mother trying to rearrange, so I wouldn’t see,
what had been ruined, the chalk
broken into jagged chunks, box torn, the colors mixed
and dulled with pink, blue, white, green dust,
what was mine marred 
by fingerprints I knew
would not rub out. 
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Baab

ISABEL SEABECK

I’m sitting on the terrace in Rabat. It’s hot. Everyone is smoking 
and the smoke smells so good. The air congeals around my body. I’m wet with 
sweat—or is it condensed water vapor? I can’t think because it is one hundred 
and fifteen degrees. It is too hot to learn the alphabet today.

I write the letters in my notebook. Alif. Alif. Alif. A single downward stroke. 
The sound I make at the doctor when he presses the wooden stick onto my tongue 
and I make my uvula dance. Easy. 

Baa. Trickier. This one has a dot underneath and is written differently 
according to the letter’s placement in the word. Now I know two letters and I can 
write my first word. Baab—door. Easy. 

The class is small. Sophie knows the alphabet and can write a list of words. 
Emir has been sounding out the Koranic verses for a dozen years. I don’t know 
anything. Neither does Townsend. 

Townsend struggles. She must be stupid.
Two days pass. There are so many letters. The sounds become trickier and I 

cannot make some of them with my mouth and throat. I cannot hear the difference. 
Was it saad or saed? Kaef or khaaf? I don’t know. I cannot hear the difference.

My body is slimy with sweat and grease. It’s a visceral reminder of my early 
teenage years spent in the thick humidity of Florida, with the accompanying frizz, 
grease, and rank body odor. We may take only two or three showers a week, we are 
told, because water costs more than petrol. I know that I should go to the hamam. 
I don’t mind communal baths, but I do not go. Curious grandmothers ask me too 
many questions. I marinate uncomfortably behind my closed bedroom door.

On Fridays, our Arabic teacher is happy and he wears a long white garment. 
We don’t know the name for it, but it’s like a jellaba without a hood. We call it 
Sassy Friday. Our Arabic teacher is thin and nervous and we do not like him. We 
mistake his shyness for conceit. 

We’re learning words, now. Sophie and Emir are bored. I struggle. Perhaps 
Townsend is not stupid.

Townsend wears men’s kakis. She calls them trousers. I tell her that my dad 
uses that word. Her shoes are the color of her skin, with thick heels, and they look 
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like the shoes worn by women in musical theatre. It is hot, but she wears a tweed 
jacket. I look like hell.

Sah-hed. The s and the second h are aspirated. Sah-hed. Hot.
We take cabs to escape the boiling streets. If I am alone, the drivers stop 

and load a second passenger, always women who pepper me with questions. 
I struggle to answer with my inadequate French. They ask me if I am French, 
if I am Muslim, if I am married. I am not. Why are you not married, they ask. 
Anxiety folds their brows. I do not know how to answer. I lie and tell them that 
I am waiting. I share cabs with my cohort so that I do not have to speak. They 
speak, instead. There is never silence here.

We go to the Hotel B’Lima because it is open during Ramadan. A café has 
been built into the base of its tower and we drink mint tea in the traditional way. 
We like the idea of having a café, of calling a place ours. We think that it makes 
us members of a historic lineage of artists who frequent a single street café with 
perfect consistency. We’re young, and each of us thinks that we are Hemingway 
in Paris, supported by a stimulating collective of young artists. We will learn 
that our café is a favorite establishment of sex workers and the awkward young 
men who give them their money and quite often their virginity. But we continue 
to go.

There are so few cafés that allow women. 
“If you see Moroccan women in a café, that means it’s safe,” the director 

of our language school tells us. “Only trust the Moroccan women. The French 
women don’t always know.” 

We have so much confidence. We don’t notice if we are crossing a line.

Everything changes when the holy month is over.
People are on the streets and they’re no longer dehydrated. In this country, 

a thick line is drawn between public and private spaces. I carry my American 
notions of personal and portable boundaries. Usually, I throw open or slam shut 
the door to my own privacy whenever I choose. Here, it is different.  

Here, inside is private. Inside is family space. Windows are shuttered, heads 
are bared, and brothers and sisters nap head to foot in front of the TV. My adult 
host sister sits on her uncle’s lap after dinner and laughs at his jokes. Her younger 
sister skips her prayers, and the family knows that she is menstruating. Inside is 
private from the world, not from one another. I feel constricted by this openness.

The outside is public space. If we are in it, we are public, too. We’re as public 
as the stones we tread. We’re public for eyes, and words, and hands.
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I stop to buy minutes for my phone, and the clerk asks me why I do not have 
brothers. I tell him that I do have a brother, in America, and his face falls. Why, he 
asks me, does my brother let me buy my own phone minutes? Doesn’t my brother 
respect me? I do not understand.

In the streets, most of the men leave us alone. Most of the men are respectful. 
Their eyes dart in our direction and away. But some of the men are shameless and 
without honor and they assume that we are shameless and without honor, too. 
Because we are in the street, because American movies depict women with bare 
shoulders kissing in doorways after first dates, because we think we understand 
Rabat’s customs and social cues, and we do not. The harassment is unlike anything 
I’ve endured, before or since. I’m not prepared for it. A tough farm woman in our 
program returns to America because the intensity of the harassment in the streets 
triggers flashbacks from a past assault.

There’s a bookstore in an alley behind the train station. It’s 
minute. We have to turn sideways to walk between the stacks of books. There 
must be a hundred thousand of them. It saves me. 

Townsend asks what I am reading. “I like Gabriel García Márquez, too,” she 
says. “I like magical realism.”

We sit at the Hotel B’Lima, surrounded by sex workers, and we drink our tea 
and we talk. Emir has a beautiful accent. Sometimes he sounds Australian and 
sometimes he sounds English. He is self-conscious because he thinks he sounds 
American. He’s none of these things. 

He comes from a densely populated island in the Indian Ocean, but he is not 
Indian. People on the street see his brown skin and they shout, “India! India!” 
They love playing this game with foreigners, and they are happiest when they 
think they are right.

Morocco is layered with centuries of migration and overlapping cultures. 
Indigenous Amazighs, a small but ancient Jewish community, Arabs from the 
seventh century conquest, men and women born south of the Sahara, fifteenth 
century Andalusian refugees, some of whose descendants are rumored to carry 
keys to their long abandoned Iberian villas, Spanish expatriates in the north, the 
French. We are constantly told that Morocco was technically never colonized by 
the French, but the history of French political control is a tense topic. Strangers 
see my pale freckled skin and they speak to me in French. Not Modern Standard 
Arabic, and never the Moroccan dialect. I feel guilty, even though this particular 
shame is not mine to bear. 
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When I stumble over French words they assume that I am an idiot. Can’t 

even speak my own language. Daft colonials. But sometimes I get screams of 

“Germany! Germany!” and the occasional “Denmark!” Still wrong.

When I lived in New York, I learned to watch the sidewalk and to always 

ignore strangers, no matter how bizarre or virulent their behavior. In Italy, I 

learned to spot a pickpocket and walk with purpose, my eyes forward. I learned 

to hold up my walls and carry my private space into the streets. Not in Rabat. In 

Rabat, strangers shout at me everywhere I go, all the time. 

Townsend puffs up when she gets a quizzical, “Japan? China?” because she 

is a member of a Plains Indian Nation, and the shouting strangers do not believe 

her. She piles her hair into an old-fashioned bundle of bobby pins, and she smiles 

glibly at the strangers who speak to her. 

Sophie tries to be polite. You can see it in the hunch of her shoulders and 

the frantic bob of her ponytail: she is trying so hard. Men in the streets shout, 

“Denmark! Denmark!” and she shakes her head. When grandmothers in taxis 

ask her questions, she answers as fully as her French allows. She always looks so 

damn happy. I try to be happy.

Rabat is grimy. I can taste the air. The dust grinds against my 
teeth. This is city grime, obscenely human and filmy. It is not the clean dirt that 

blows across the desert, glows gold, and spins into dust devils. City grime is the 

filth of cars and bodies all packed in together, moving from home to work and 

back. It is thick, and I can feel it clotting inside me with each breath. Everything 

I see is faded brown. The streets, the buildings, even the air—all slightly brown. 

The only variants are the women’s neon jellabas and the hems of bright pants 

that emerge beneath them. I have to leave this city.

We take a weekend trip the day after the heat breaks. “Is there really a 

Marrakech Express?” someone asks. “Like a train?” The trip chaperone is our 

Arabic teacher. The question leaves him baffled.

His name is Aadam, except that in Arabic the first letter of his name is a flat 

back-of-the-throat sound, pharyngeal. The letter ayin that I cannot pronounce. 

When I say it for my host sister she presses her palm to her mouth and laughs.

Aadam peels a banana, puts on his new sunglasses, and asks with endearing 

sincerity what “cool shades” means. We don’t know who could have said it to 

him, but when we translate the slang he bursts into a grin. He is earnest, and we 

realize that we love him. 
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If Rabat is drab and colorless, Marrakech is the reservoir into which all of the 
unused color from Rabat and from the desert has flowed. The walls are brightly 
colored, the signs are brightly colored, and the tourists are brightly colored.

The heat has broken, but the French girls, down for a quick foray into the 
exotic, are dripping sweat in their miniature sundresses. I can see so much of 
their bodies, and I have to look away. Heat rises in my face. I want to rush over 
and drape a wide cloth around the French girls’ bare shoulders, bosoms, legs. We 
are guests here, and we have a duty to adhere to the etiquette. Moroccan women 
in orange and pink jellabas glance at the foreigners and shake their heads. 

In Italy, paper shawls are kept in church atriums to cover tourists’ sundresses 
and tank-tops. I call them “ponchos of shame,” and I miss them now. The French 
girls are blithe and oblivious to our lingering stares, judgment, and longing. I feel 
shame. Shuma. Shame.

 
I study for my Arabic exam in the dark, because my light went 
out and my Moroccan family is marking the anniversary of a death with 
neighbors and cake in the other room. They tell me that I am welcome in their 
home. They tell me that I am family. Inside the private space of their apartment, 
there are no longer any boundaries. But I carry my own walls. I decide that I 
cannot join them. I cannot intrude.

I study. I make lists of words in different colored pens and I scribble them 
out, again. And again. I will never learn this language. It is impossible. Arabic is 
elegant and precarious, like math. I am not good at math. I struggle to balance the 
grammar. I must be stupid.

I find an English translation of One Thousand and One Nights in the tiny 
bookstore. The tales are full of magic, adventure, and vulgarity. They remind me of 
The Decameron. They were compiled over centuries and span half the world, from 
India to the Maghreb. In the stories, our physical world is spotted by djini. Djini 
aren’t good or bad. They are neither angels nor demons. They do not punish and 
they cannot be appeased. They live among us, and they act on hapless humans.

“Do you believe in djini?” I ask Emir. His eyebrows dart together and he nods. 
I put aside my copy of One Thousand and One Nights. There are too many djini in 
the tales for me to read it today. Too much enchantment and too much chaos.

After the exam, our Arabic language school sends us to the beach for an 
entire weekend. My host sister tells me she loves the beach, but she doesn’t go 
anymore. The long dresses that women wear cling when they are wet and reveal 
the shape of the body. I did not bring my beach clothes to this country.
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We travel with the other language students who share our balcony, and we 
sleep in a vacation rental with white walls and clean lines. This is a beach town.

Four of us go to a tourist bar. We dance and Townsend speculates that 
dancing is a metonym for sex. Three Belgian boys send us drinks on a tray. I don’t 
want to accept the drinks, but I give in. A drink is also a metonym.

The Belgian boys follow us into the street. They want us to stay with them. 
We took their drinks, we gave them conversation, and now we may not leave. 
They are drunk and they are angry.

We walk fast, we shout at them in English and in French, and we turn corners 
to get away. They chase us. They chase us until our friend spins around and she 
punches the nearest one in the face. We run. We are laughing. We pretend it’s  
an adventure.

I realize I have stopped caring.
The nights are longer, now, and we are often out in the dark. The English girls 

who share our terrace are walking back to their host family’s apartment when 
they’re attacked and cut. Old men sitting in the café across the street watch and 
sip their tea. There are people around, watching, and it happens anyway. That’s 
what scares me the most. 

After that, I do a very bad thing.
It’s almost Thanksgiving, and I am walking home from a bar with Townsend 

and Emir. We’re not drunk, but we’ve been drinking. The city feels deserted. It 
reminds me of hurricane evacuations when I was a child, when the handful of 
people who stay are shut inside together waiting to see if they will have to endure 
destruction. The city feels like that, but we’re talking and laughing.

We near a vacant intersection and Townsend says, “I’m going to get a knife 
tomorrow. I don’t think I’d ever have to use it, but if I was getting mugged and I 
pulled out a knife, don’t you think that would scare the mugger away?” 

We duck under the drooping branches of a tree as she says it and I’m looking 
at my feet because the red tiles are uneven and I am afraid of tripping. 

Two blocks later, Townsend’s street branches off the main one. Her host 
family’s apartment building is twenty feet from the intersection. We don’t even 
think about walking her to her door. We wave good-bye.

Emir and I walk for about a minute and then we hear one short horrific 
scream. In New York City, you hear screams all night long. Each one of them is 
terrifying and makes you sit up in bed, and each one is nothing. You don’t notice 
anymore. That’s what I am thinking about when I hear the scream.
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There is a walled park across the street from Townsend’s building, and I 
know that was where the scream came from. I tell myself it was some drunk girl 
partying or joking with friends. But this isn’t New York. I say, “That was really 
creepy,” and Emir nods.

I should have gone back when I heard the scream. I should have gone back, I 
think. I should have gone back. 

I don’t say the bad thoughts aloud, and neither does Emir, but I know that he 
is thinking them. He asks if he can walk me to my street, half a mile out of his way. 
I say no, because I don’t need anyone’s help. He walks me to my door, anyway.

Townsend is alive. When I see her, my knees wobble and I fall into the chair 
beside her. I know that I’ll never love another person as much as I love Townsend 
right now. I love her for being alive, and it is selfish. I love her for being alive so 
that I do not have to love her for being dead.

Then I hear her story. She was walking up the steps to her building when 
a young man grabbed her around the neck and held a knife to her throat. She 
drops her collar and flashes a long red line. She says she screamed and the man 
disappeared. 

Emir and I look at each other. We don’t deserve to be alive right now.

I’m exhausted. I lie under my acrylic comforter and I feel the 
fabric of reality shimmer around me. A cat jumps onto the bed. I’m angry, 
because my host family should have told me that they had a cat. I feel icy. When 
the cat brushes against me the fear swells. I want to scream, but I’m not in 
control of my body.

The cat leaps onto my throat and starts to dig with its paws. I’m dying, I know. 
But before I can die, the universe shudders and the colors flicker, and when the 
world snaps back into place the cat is gone. M
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Urumqi mon amour

MASSOUD HAYOUN

I came to Xinjiang to see someone from before whom I 
anticipated I wouldn’t find. I’d read in a gawking travel publication that there 
was a single gay bar in Urumqi where the drag queens dress as Uyghur women 
in traditional outfits and spin like dervishes to poppy Central Asian music. 
Maybe he’d be there. But it wasn’t likely. 

I stood at the hotel front desk, travel weary, my slow mind cooling itself from 
the dry heat outside. For a regional capital city, Urumqi was a small and slow 
place relative to Beijing, where I lived at the time. I was already taken aback by the 
absence of people. I felt, on arrival, as though I were on the edges of civilization 
in a way that scared me, although now I often find myself in similar places—in 
the outermost suburbs of Cairo, in the hills of Tijuana. I had come at the height 
of summer and of Ramadan. At the end of a day’s fast, store and homeowners put 
watermelon and sliced naan bread out on the roadside for the fasters.

I fasted, in those days, regardless of time and place and filial piety. I fasted 
because I thought I was becoming more beautiful than I’d ever been destined 
to be in this life. The horrible parts of me—my wide, flat North African ass and 
my ill-fitting merguez fingers—seemed to vanish along with the rest of my body. 
The photos of me from the late 2000s reveal larger-than-usual facial features. 
Everything but my eyes, nose, and mouth shrank until I was barely visible. And 
that felt sleek, not taking up too much space. It seems paradoxical to me, now, that 
I vanished my body in order to have more sex—often internationally, collecting 
men like stamps from other countries. I had sex in order to feel alive and present. 

The lobby of the hotel was modest, clean enough, and the building was 
very centrally located in what was once the more Han Chinese part of Urumqi, 
not too far from what had been described to me as the Uyghur zone. The lights 
were out for some reason—either a power outage or for the cool of the shade. 
The clerk was looking up my reservation when the elevator opened behind me 
and a middle-aged policeman, not unhandsome, and a dry-looking woman  
approached the front desk. Perhaps the arid climate had made her so dry, 
perhaps age. Bright lipstick, a cheap perm, ruffled chiffon, and little left to the  
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imagination. I envisioned they’d agreed, in a sort of verbal contract, that she was 
beautiful enough. That’s all that matters, I suppose. 

I stepped back, reflexively, so that the clerk could help the officer, who 
produced a couple of hundred yuan bills, Mao’s Mona Lisa smile upside down in 
disapproval, and then the two left. The clerk and I looked at each other knowingly, 
and the conversation turned to tours. There were none for non-Chinese at that 
time of year, he said, flipping through a catalogue, so if he booked me a tour with 
Chinese nationals, it might happen that they’d turn me away and I’d have to eat 
the loss of a few dollars. I agreed to this, wondering how else I’d pass the time 
here—worrying that I’d fall into some painful realization and never emerge from 
Urumqi. 

I made two friends on the tours. A military man on furlough, visiting from 
Henan with his mother as a belated birthday present to her. The mother mothered 
me. The son asked about everything outside of China. For them, to go to Xinjiang 
was the most exotic domestic vacation conceivable. They appeared on my first 
trip to a large, picturesque lake called Tianchi and then we found ourselves on 
the same bus to Turpan the following day. We ate together and took photos of 
each other and browsed the hokey Uyghur-themed gifts that people sold at all the 
gift shops of Xinjiang monuments. But by the tail end of that final tour we had 
exhausted all possible conversation. The long-haul bus rides to more traditional 
and scenic parts of the region had taken a toll. At the last stop I staggered behind 
on a tour of a traditional medicine factory and wandered into a vineyard. Chatting 
with the locals, I explained that my parents were from North Africa, and, excited 
to meet an Arab visitor, the farmworkers gifted me with a shopping bag full of their 
inimitable sweet and tart grapes and refused to be paid. I was delighted to receive 
such a precious gift, especially since I was, of course, quite hungry. 

Back on the bus, we passed large expanses of arid land. Small canyons looked 
more desolate in the periwinkle of dusk, occasionally punctuated by clusters 
of windmills. I ate some grapes. As the dusk fell to night, I felt a sinking in me. 
Looking out the window into the dark, I wondered if I had come to this place that 
seemed to me to be on the fringe of humanity because my life, too, had arrived at 
its furthest borders. I finished the grapes.

I’d waited to go to the gay bar. I was twenty-three and already 
allergic to gay bars—and simultaneously found it impossible to avoid them. 
Even in far-flung Urumqi, even with drag queens dancing to whatever music 
was popular with young Uyghur gays, I imagined it would be the same shit as 
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in Beijing and West Hollywood. The same mediocrity masked as debauchery. 
The same reassertion of the alcohol industry’s ownership of the Queer agora. 
Drugs and misdeeds in the bathroom. In Chelsea, it was some dude offering me 
a bump off his keys. In China in the early 2000s, it was MDMA, 摇头丸, head-
shaking pills. 

I had to go that night, I’d decided on the bus, since that was why I had come 
and because I felt a need to be surrounded by a great many people in what, so far 
as I’d experienced, was a stark place. And a gay bar, for all its darkness, is almost 
forcibly a Petri dish of human activity. I rushed home, changed, and went out. 

I had some trouble finding the place. There was no signage and I had to ask 
passersby. It was on the second floor of a building with a large, heavy black metal 
door. It was rather dark at the entrance. A young female hostess smiled and asked 
in Mandarin if I was alone. She scanned the room and finally sat me at a small table 
in the middle of a large rectangle surrounding the stage. On one side of me were 
what appeared to be Han majority, and possibly Hui minority, Chinese. On the 
other side were Uyghurs. The middle, where I sat, was miscellaneous, it seemed. 

It was eleven p.m. I was early. I ordered a whisky sour, because that’s what I 
thought wasn’t disgusting at the time, and it came with a basket of popcorn. 

In another hour the club filled with people—the more resolutely Chinese-
looking Chinese remaining on one side of me, and Uyghurs on the other. A 
series of young men emerged onto the stage, some wearing Western dress and 
performing Chinese pop songs. A single young man in a Uyghur frock twirling 
to Rayhon, an Uzbek pop singer. And then the dance floor filled with fog from a 
machine and the dancing commenced. 

I smoked at my table, alone, observing, letting my mind wander. I’d started 
smoking not long before because of Brigette Lin Qingxia’s character in Chunking 
Express—a character born of the sorrow of bad men, and who remains the image 
of coolness in my head. She says, in between pink Lady cigarettes and dodging 
henchmen, 不知道什么时候开始, 我变成一个很小心的人, 每次我穿雨衣的时
候, 我都会戴太阳眼镜, 你永远都不会知道什么时候会下雨, 什么时候出太阳. I 
don’t know when it started that I became a very careful person; whenever I put 
on a raincoat, I always wear sunglasses. You never know when it will rain, and 
when the sun will come out. 

These were my role models: Lin Qingxia, my mother, and black cats. Lin 
Qingxia’s character was her own sexual act. She was all the cooing poetry she 
needed. All the modulated slow and fast motions she needed. She was a sexless 
ideal that exuded sex in all ways. My mother never had another man after I was 
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born, but she continued to maintain her looks in the way that even a fixed black 
cat licks its fur into place and strides such that it celebrates the grace of each 
step—back muscles contracting slowly, elegantly. 

I recalled the dry woman from earlier, another sort of role model. What she 
and the cop shared seemed so much closer to my reality. There’s less room for 
falsehoods when an encounter is quantified and transactional. 

My ashtray was full. I was drunk and uncertain what I was doing. I raised my 
hand, ash raining down on me, and ordered another whisky sour. A young man 
from among the Uyghurs, beautiful but with auburn Flock of Seagulls hair that 
had come and gone in style in Beijing years before, looked at me, laughed, and 
whispered to his friend. I’ve forgotten so many of the faces I’ve seen in my life, 
and that scares me, but I can conjure his very easily. He had skin the color of red 
clay and looked like a young Charlie Sheen. 

I went to the bathroom for a break from the sight of the twist-and-shout 
dancing. When I emerged from the stall, Young Sheen was applying eyeliner in 
the mirror. Want some? he asked in Mandarin. He inquired where I was from. I 
told him the US. Why do you look so upset? he asked. 

Why shouldn’t I look upset? I asked, thinking of the sort of men who tell 
women to smile on the streets of most American cities. But looking at his face, 
I noticed how impossibly pretty he was. A drunk moment passed as I admired 
him. He invited me to join him and his friends. I nodded and followed along, my 
prickliness undone by his face. 

The young Uyghur drag queen from the night’s performance was among the 
group. She secured a round of Chivas mixed with a sweet red tea soft drink for all 
of us. The cocktail of queens in those times. 

Why are you in Urumqi? Young Sheen asked, his arm around my shoulders. 
He looked into me. His eyes were like Billy Idol’s, the light eyeliner enhanced a 
God-given intensity. 

I’m searching for someone. Maybe you know him. My first boyfriend was from 
here. I explained how we’d met when I’d been a study abroad student coming 
out and of age in Beijing. I was a teen living in a dorm. We’d found each other 
on a website. For two weeks, the Uyghur man came to my room and we studied 
together. He slept over several times, and when he could not, he had me put my 
phone beside my ear and we’d talk until I fell asleep. He said he wanted his to be 
the last voice I heard. 

He was short. He spoke Mandarin with the accent—an absence of tones 
that almost sounds like yodeling—that more standard speakers of that language 
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mock. When Han Chinese friends learned I was dating a Uyghur, they would 
replicate the sound they heard when Uyghurs, eking out a living on the streets of 
Beijing, like other Chinese migrants, sold Beijingers lamb kebabs and naan bread. 
Ni hao peng you. Hello, friend. Gei ni mai yang rou chuan yi chuan yi kuai. I’m 
selling lamb kebabs, a yuan per kebab. In the US, there was The Simpsons’ Apu 
thanking people and wishing that they’d come again. 

My Uyghur boyfriend was a son of privilege, though, born to an influential 
family in his town. He went to a Beijing university as one of a handful of token 
minorities. He was failing math. 

You remind me of Phoebe from Friends, he said more than once. It made me 
feel lame at the time, but in retrospect, I think Phoebe was the least insufferable 
of all those thoroughly obnoxious characters. What he likely meant was that I 
was relatively out there. Phoebe is my favorite one, he said, as a consolation. 

There was little, in actuality, that made us more than sleepover buddies. 
Neither of us cared to have sex. Both of us had only just given in to being gay. As 
soon as we’d come out of the closet to ourselves, together, he’d go back in. We 
were passing each other on trajectories that would take him back to straightness 
and me deeper and deeper into the darkness of gay clubs, until, I’d imagined, at 
age fifty, I would fade into the walls and cease to be. 

One morning, the springtime heat creeping in through the window above my 
bed, he told me he would very certainly go back to Xinjiang and marry a woman, 
even if I found a way to stay in Beijing permanently. I remember I was wearing 
my best multicolored underwear from a clothing bazaar near campus. He was 
wearing an oversized shirt and drawstring shorts. 

I had anticipated a very different outcome. I’d been willing to drop out of 
undergrad for him. I would teach English or something else that unwittingly 
advanced a colonial politic. He’d get a good job for Party members. We would live 
in a decent apartment in Chaoyang District and tell conservative people we were 
long-time roommates or very good friends. I’m not sure we would have ever had 
sex. At that juncture in my life sex was unimportant, somehow. I had successfully 
repressed all desire. I conjured the Virgin Mary. In my head, I was her, without 
breasts or wayward thoughts. Of course, that was untenable. By the time I arrived 
in Xinjiang, looking up something I’d lost, the dam had broken. 

What if I told you I know him? Young Sheen said. Not very well, but I think I 
know him. He yelled over the din in Uyghur to a friend who presented to me a flip 
phone with a picture of my first man, now very large. 

He went back to his village, the friend told me. He has two children.
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You liked him? Young Sheen asked, amused. 
My ex had become unattractive. I felt sorry for him then. He was living 

in deference to his parents and his past, and I had the convenience of moving 
forward, miserable as I patently was. Now, I only feel sorry for his wife. I would 
like, if there were a way to do so without hurting her, to ask if she’s experienced 
love, and if not, to do my best—insofar as I can, asexually—to show it to her. Like 
her, I have also perhaps never known love. 

我当时觉得很有感觉, I said. I had a lot of feeling at the time. 
How do you know him? I asked the friend. 
The friend smiled. It was too loud and hot in the club to bother to state the 

obvious. I wanted to hear him say it though. I wanted him to say that he’d had 
something cheap with someone who’d represented something significant to me. 
I wanted to smash all the idols I’d known, stop listening to Beach House dream 
pop, return to Beijing a bad bitch. I wanted to eat men in place of all my missing 
calories and spit out the bones. 

The world spun that evening or I wouldn’t have crammed into 
a small sedan, packed like a clown car, with a band of Uyghur gay men. The drag 
queen from earlier. A large older man with a skinny, young, and exceedingly 
handsome top. The friend drove. He blasted music as he zoomed around town 
and through a traffic checkpoint—where whatever his ID said exempted him 
from a breathalyzer or further interrogation of his faculties—to his well-to-do 
neighborhood. The song playing was a remix of “Jidya” by Uzbek superstar 
Bojalar. An electrified Kazachok, perfect for a wild and bumpy ride, gliding 
recklessly across a dimly lit city. The friend gave me the burnt CD later in the 
evening. Young Sheen sat on my lap in the backseat. My mouth pressed against 
his damp shirt. I rested my ear against his back in between the bumps, and I was 
certain I could hear his heart pounding faster as the car leapt into seconds-long 
fits of flight. In the faint yellow light from the street lamps, I looked down to be 
certain it was his hand on mine, our fingers interwoven. 

We poured out of the car, gasping for air. The friend’s parents were in another 
province, where they owned a business, he said. They frequently traveled. That 
they had obtained passports, as Uyghurs, was a status symbol akin to owning a 
Louis Vuitton bag. 

The friend put out a spread of Uyghur leftovers. Very hospitable. He turned 
on a Rayhon song that had been playing at the club, “Bombay.” A Bollywood-
inspired Uzbek song, perhaps a bit Orientalist but also an appreciation of the 
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many Indian films watched in Central Asia. The friend danced for us, looking 
straight at me as he thrust his hips, while Young Sheen sat at my side smiling and 
laughing. 

He’s crazy, Young Sheen said. We went to a bedroom and closed the door 
and began to mess around. The large man and the young top were in another 
room. The drag queen passed out on the couch, exhausted from her earlier  
gyrations. The friend knocked on our door, playfully peeking in multiple times. 
Finally he said, in his mis-toned Mandarin, that he wanted to join us. Young 
Sheen replied with something stern in Uyghur and then locked him out. I was 
indifferent. 

Young Sheen straddled me like I was a large beast. And then, just as his shirt 
came off, I felt a powerful cramp in my stomach. I searched my mind. We’d had so 
much comped liquor and stomach-churning red tea soft drink. We’d had Uyghur 
leftovers, perfectly refrigerated. It was none of that. I hadn’t washed the grapes 
from earlier. 

Years of street food in China, eating innards and things that many Chinese 
friends said were dirty, had made me cocky—my stomach could handle anything. 
Except unwashed grapes. There was no vomiting or diarrhea, just stomach 
cramps, vibrating like the auras of a migraine. It’s a sort of synesthesia when 
you, all at once, experience sharp abdominal pains and a great sense of calm. 
Neither of us was upset not to have sex in that moment, though it is very much 
my personality to worry that I wasn’t sexually appealing enough for him to have 
made more of a fuss. But that night I was too drunk and my head was already too 
full, even for the white noise of my endless obsessions. I was quietly suffering. 
And also at peace, for something had ended that evening—a foolish sort of hope 
had died. And it had been a long night. We passed out under a floral printed quilt 
on the carpeted floor of a spare room with thick drawn curtains. In the morning 
we became conscious with our arms entwined but our bodies separate. 

I stayed in that home for most of the next day. The pain was agonizing. The 
stomach cramps came in intervals, like contractions, whenever I awoke. I felt as 
though I had been staring at the ceiling of that room for the entirety of my short 
trip to Urumqi. Young Sheen brought me medicine. It was his day off from work. 

Everyone else had left the apartment when he and I finally emerged. The 
cramps had subsided in time for me to go to my hotel, gather my things, and get 
to the airport. He said he would drive me. Back then I still entertained human 
interactions that were destined to expire. I’ve since learned to save myself the 
trouble, in the way that the dry woman, and her cop, probably had.
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Young Sheen and I walked from the friend’s apartment complex to his small 
car. The tangerine-tinted late afternoon surrounded us. The light was pale and 
beautiful. The calm was punctuated only by the sound of children’s laughter, a far 
cry from the endless din of Beijing. I was unsteady. And, in front of everyone, in 
public, with conservative Uyghurs, police, and CCTV cameras watching, he took 
my hand. It was the closest I’d felt to anyone in a long time. M 
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Hair Haibun

ALIKI BARNSTONE

(for Monica A. Hand, 1953–2016)

One morning when you were my overnight guest, you said, “You wash your hair 
every day? I couldn’t do that—such a production—and my hair takes hours to 
dry.” Your dreads fell to your waist. 

You’d shaved your right temple to mourn your mother. It was your right temple 
not your left? I can still see your face, see us face to face as we conversed, yet 
grieve the doubt. 

Little by little as the years went by you let those temple locs grow, wore long 
earrings almost to your collarbone. The ones made of red African beads vividly 
set off your skin and hair. 

I’m past sixty, no longer wash my hair every day, too much shampoo makes it dry 
and brittle, dry and brittle.

After you stopped breathing, T’keyah cut a loc—she showed it to me, drawing it 
from her pocket.

I cut my dyed blond,
left gray and a streak of white
against my temple.
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Monica Aileen Hand

(Crossing River Styx Anagrams)

You wouldn’t like the canoe, 
especially if a man
were at the helm
to take you across the channel.

Even if Nelson Mandela
came to the riverbank to claim
you, even if Nina 
Simone sang you encomia,

and even if Billie Holiday came
for you with her gardenias, calm
and melodic,
you wouldn’t like the canoe.

Even if the ferry were laden
with sacks of melon
and almond
and lemon,

even if your child-
self sprinkled cinnamon
on your latte, charmed you with honied
rhymes, and danced

in robes dyed vivid with carminic acid,
and even if God sent you an email
invitation to come home, 
you still wouldn’t like the canoe.
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I remember the Aeolian 
wind roughing up the sea menaced
you. You didn’t swim in the ocean.
You didn’t want to ascend the acme.

You were in the library, your domain,
seeking books not a halo.
There was no omen
you’d die

and I know there’s no
way you’d like that goddamn canoe.
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The Coat You Traveled In

I hear your voice complaining, “I feel cold.”
We went from store to store to find the coat
of finest wool. You were finished with hold-
ing back and sacrifice. You mined your note-
book’s gold for poetry and plays—and bound 
for London’s infamous damp that makes the bones 
ache, you’d read a paper and your profound
poems. Then—undaunted by travel’s unknowns—
you’d go to Paris! where you’d live one day,
welcomed like James Baldwin. They cut your coat
open for CPR—you’d have been dismayed
had you felt. Despite the tube in your throat,
you were gone six days before your breath’s sound
stopped. You won’t feel your cold skin in the ground.
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Let’s Dance
an excerpt From a novel-in-progress

KATHERINE FAW

To the east of New Jersey, to the east of the Hudson River, to 
the east of the West Side Highway, to the east of the Penthouse strip club is Times 
Square. Doin’ Time in Times Square stars 43rd Street between Eighth Avenue 
and Ninth Avenue videotaped from the window of Charlie Ahearn’s apartment 
during the days and during the nights of the early 1980s through the early 
1990s. On the street, from above, there are intricate, seemingly uncontrollable 
choreographies at any hour. A man collapses in the middle of the street in the 
middle of the day. He is drunk or dead. From different directions other men dart 
in and roll his pockets and then dart out again. They crisscross on each other’s 
heels without ever overlapping. During the crack years people were skinny and 
swift. The quickest man got what was worth taking. Some of the men come back 
and crouch down and try to help the woman who is with the dead or drunk man. 
Later two cops come and the men and the woman step back, the same number of 
paces, to make a wide semi-circle around them. The cops do not have dancers’ 
bodies. The dead or drunk man does not move. This is a true home movie. It is 
not a true street movie like Rudy Burckhardt’s Square Times, which was filmed 
only outside, only on one Saturday night in the summer of 1966, set only to the 
Supremes, ending, after seven minutes, at a yellow-gray dawn. From the future 
the rising sun can always be interpreted as aggressively optimistic.

On the train to Deauville I sat beside one of my ex-husbands. 
He wasn’t my ex-husband yet. I was married to someone else.

“A man is speculating about the future of his ten-year-old daughter. He says, 
‘Jane will not have friends. Jane will have ex-husbands and lawyers.’ They are on 
an Amtrak train to Florida with their cars,” I said in English.

That’s from a short story called “Train” written by Joy Williams. In the story 
they are on the Auto-Train that transported cars and people in its violet interiors 
from near DC to near Orlando, from 1971 to 1981. In the story the man says, “Jane 
will not have friends. Jane will have husbands, enemies, and lawyers.” In the 
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story there are two ten-year-old girls, only one named Jane, whose identities are 
in close embrace.

“Is your name Jane?” my ex-husband said in English.
I laughed on our carless train, rushing through Normandy. I liked my ex-

husband immediately, how he immediately started to dance with me. I was wearing 
black tights sheer to the waist like I did but my legs were welted from a bad hotel 
in Paris that smelled sweet when I walked in because it was infested with bedbugs.

Though all of Beau Travail by Claire Denis is a choreography 
of rotating shapes like a non-psychedelic kaleidoscope there are no French 
men, legionnaires, in the best scene. In the best scene women of Djibouti dance 
in front of a wall that is a mirror with the utmost in enervation which is the 
sexiest, most self-protective way to operate. A dirty pop song from Guadeloupe 
plays. They watch themselves in the mirrored wall but they are also being 
watched of course. They are in a semi-desert nightclub. Later they will become 
drinking stories for aging men in mildly forested France. They are trying not 
to give anything away. I once easily memorized all the capitals of the world’s 
sovereign states which at that time numbered 195 including the Holy See and 
Palestine. Now maybe there are more, probably there are less. As a way to test 
my declining mind I try to remember one randomly. Djibouti is not a good test. 
The capital of Djibouti is Djibouti. Djibouti, Djibouti.

Not on coronation day but on a different day in Werner 
Herzog’s Echoes From a Somber Empire the dictator Bokassa has women dance 
before him and then men. He is on a Bangui stage in Napoleonic uniform and 
bicorne hat but worn fore-and-aft. Women and then men dance in rows on their 
hands and knees, in patterned purple loungewear suits, in white sneakers and 
work boots. They dance identically and separately. They bounce their asses in 
the air. They sit back on their heels, raise their hands up flat, and pop their chests. 
Bounce, bounce, pop, pop, bounce, bounce, pop, pop. In Sans Soleil by Chris 
Marker men and women dance down a night street during an Awa Odori festival. 
The men do something less restrictive. The women dance down the maybe 
Tokushima, maybe Koenji street two by two. They dance in kimonos and folded 
straw hats also fore-and-aft and tipped onto the toes of their geta sandals. Their 
feet pulse, one foot after the other foot, in a single line. Their hands prance from 
their wrists in flicks. Left foot, left foot, right hand, right hand, right foot, right 
foot, left hand, left hand.
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There have been three great interpreters, all Russian, of The 
Dying Swan, the only ballet that rewards a woman’s old age, so far. For a long 
time it was Anna Pavlova. For a long time it was Maya Plisetskaya. For a long 
time it was Ulyana Lopatkina. The reason Pavlova’s swan was dying appeared 
to be injury. The reason Plisetskaya’s swan was dying appeared to be defiance. 
The reason Lopatkina’s swan was dying appeared to be sickness. Pavlova 
originated the role in 1905, a revolutionary year, the Great Dress Rehearsal for 
1917 said Vladimir Lenin. In the teenage life of Plisetskaya her father was purged 
in the Great Purge and her mother was sent to the seventeenth Camp for Wives 
of Traitors to the Motherland which was in Kazakhstan SSR. Lopatkina became 
a principal dancer at the Kirov Ballet in 1995, a time when old money was 
newly made in the historical way, by thuggery and providing a simple service 
like bottling orange juice or softening toilet paper. Historically Russians can 
be described as peaceful people of the steppe who are constantly overrun due 
to the indifference of geography said someone. At some time I read this in an 
article about something else. That there are black swans alive is one problem 
of inductive reasoning. The other problem is supposing because a thing is 
recurring it will always occur. Western Symphony, one of George Balanchine’s 
Americana ballets, does end in the American way with an illusion of always. The 
curtain falls on the company, thirty dancers in unison, in apparent perpetuity, 
manically or happily pirouetting.

Plato was distrustful of the arts, or of imitations of beauty, 
because though these copies did please they were not the truth. In truth the 
ancient Greeks had no concept of beauty as its own value as we do. Beauty was 
associated with other qualities like symmetry. Plato did not suspect symmetry, 
or geometrical beauty, as we should. “Only that which is beautiful is loved, 
that which is not beautiful is not loved,” was a refrain sung by the muses, 
said Hesiod, at the wedding of Harmonia, the Greek goddess of harmony. A 
wedding gift from the deformed Greek god Hephaestus was a cursed necklace. 
Any wearer of the Necklace of Harmonia would not age and therefore remain 
beautiful and therefore loved and would also suffer greatly from disaster, from 
misfortune, from bad childbirth, from bad luck. It was much coveted by the 
women of the family for generations. It was in the shape of two serpents who 
were clasped by their two opened, fanged mouths. Hephaestus was not loved 
for his shriveled foot, for which he was thrown off Mount Olympus into the 
sea. Presumably Hephaestus could not dance at the wedding of harmony to 
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Cadmus, who brought the alphabet to ancient Greece mythologically, or any 
wedding. If I never made one film the only result that would appear if I searched 
my name on the internet would be the account of a “trial of certain Gypsies 
at Scalloway, Shetland, in 1612.” This woman who shared the spelling of my 
name was indicted for adultery, theft, sorcery, fortune-telling, and “help[ing] 
or hinder[ing] in the proffeit of the milk of bestiale.” She did plead guilty to 
slaying her husband with “a lang braig knyff.” Her sentence was “to be tane to 
the Bulwark and cassen over the same in the sey to be drownit to the death,” 
and as a result the other members of her family, also indicted for witchery, were 
“to be quyt of the crymes abonewritten.” A name is a pattern of letters. A book 
is a pattern of words. In Tristes Tropiques Claude Levi-Strauss writes that the 
main thing writing has done is make slavery easier. A film is a pattern of images. 
Any pattern is pleasing and is concerned with control and not the truth and 
should not be trusted. To be a good dancer is to control your body and the air 
around you and time.

An ex-husband of mine also lived in that building on 43rd 
Street between Eighth and Ninth Avenues. He lived there with a pit bull and 
a Doberman in the early to mid-1990s. In Doin’ Time in Times Square, Ahearn 
also filmed from a different window of his apartment, across the vacant lot, 
into the windows of the Hotel Carter. The Hotel Carter was often named the 
dirtiest hotel in America. It had bedbugs and murders. In the lobby of the Hotel 
Carter men bought black-market estrogen so their bodies would behave like 
women’s when my first ex-husband lived in the building across the vacant lot. 
I didn’t know him yet. Before my first ex-husband I was a young woman in the 
2000s and a teenage girl in the 1990s and a little girl in the 1980s in America so 
the movie I have seen the most times in my life is Dirty Dancing. What makes a 
dance a dance like a pattern a pattern is not symmetry but its connections. I’m 
at the Gare du Nord waiting for a train. M
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Blood Debt Letter

JORDAN E. FRANKLIN

After the Magni and Modi boss battle in God of War, 2018

Dear Tom Hiddleston,

I played a game
and killed a god
on the TV yesterday,
axed him cleaner than Roseanne
in the static temple,
the irony finer than the iron
of my weapon in his fallen
body. He was the son
of Thor, a lesser god
of Aesir, blond-haired
and muscle ripping through
him like lightning—every
Nordic stereotype bulging
to form him complete
with a wintry backdrop.
In my defense, for those few
minutes, it was god against god,
bastard son against son tracing
a bloody plotline 
to the battle of fathers
and it is funny how gods
aren’t exempt from inheriting
the weight of their fathers,
how the only thing worth
bartering there is blood.
I don’t know about deities
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but the human body holds
two liters: enough to make
a mess and enough to make
the organs run but never enough
to pay a father’s debt.
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Marriage 2018

After Gregory Corso

Dear Tom Hiddleston,

Me as a “married thing”
is one of the few things
my parents can agree upon
But then, should I get married? 
Should I be good?

Chances are he won’t be you.

Should I fear the night 
like a car crashing
at the edge of his bed,
the touching, the shared
comforter warm as an old nail
or the morning waiting
in his arms, the exchange 
of stories, of trust, of skin,
the egg-scrambled skillet
and the toast browning,
the “darling, did you hear
the news today?” 
over his newspaper smile 
that raises the sun
and lowers my armor?
 
I’ve heard marriage 
is a bondage that turns 
your body against you:
nine months of your stomach 
a prison boat collecting 
another inmate or warden.
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I haven’t lived a life
without error and
for so long my name
and mistake 
were synonyms.

But then,
I’ve never been good
at being good
and, with time, 
should I let myself 
be loved?

Should I want him to drop 
me from my childhood hook,
for him to tell me
“he is not my father”
and “I am not my father”
when the blood rowing
in me says otherwise
or should I wait 
for the inevitable mist 
of alcohol over his voice— 
leftovers from bar nights
with old friends?
Am I allowed to wonder
if the puppet-string twitches
of his jaw and fingers
are anniversary presents for me?

Truth is, you know
I’m a fine liar:
under this shirt
is the bruised banging
of something once
resembling a heart
now scuffed
with a strange need 
to be held.
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Still Life with Typewriter and Fan

CHRISTOPHER STOTT

Christopher Stott’s paintings celebrate ordinary retro and 
antique objects, including typewriters and electric fans, to form a narrative 
between old and new. “I approach my work with a naturalistic styling and a strong 
sense of minimalism and order,” he says. His simple yet bold compositions are 
set in variations of neutral gray and white tones, with occasional splashes of 
color, and emphasize repetition, rhythm, and the basic forms of his subjects. 

Stott takes his cues from art across various eras, especially the interiors of 
Vermeer, the still life of Chardin, and the realism of Thiebaud. With a quiet sense 
of humor he transforms his subjects into iconic vestiges of the not-so-distant 
past, placing himself firmly on the pulse of contemporary representational art. 
Of his work he says, “My hope is that in the paintings a viewer can find big picture 
ideas and even personal histories and stories.”

      —The Editors
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Royal Quiet Deluxe
Oil on canvas
30 x 30 inches

Courtesy George Billis Gallery, NYC
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Zero
Oil on canvas

20 x 20 inches
Courtesy George Billis Gallery, NYC
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Remington Standard No. 7
Oil on canvas
30 x 30 inches

Courtesy Groge Billis Gallery, NYC
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Remington Quiet-Riter II
Oil on canvas
30 x 30 inches

Courtesy George Billis Gallery, NYC
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Four Vintage Fans
Oil on canvas
18 x 36 inches

Courtesy George Billis Gallery, NYC
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Underwood Standard Portable Typewriter
Oil on canvas

30 x 40 inches
Courtesy George Billis Gallery, NYC
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Long Life
Oil on canvas
24 x 24 inches

Courtesy George Billis Gallery, NYC
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The Air of the World

SCOTT CHESHIRE

Fetish does nothing for me. The notion, the act, not a lick. It 
was the word itself I found most alluring in Suzanne’s case. Bring up the notion 
of “fetish” and the assumption is the reference is sexual. There is judgment. Most 
don’t know the word’s primary definition, “an inanimate object worshipped for 
its supposed magical powers,” or at least that’s what an internet search revealed 
after my encounter with Suzanne. Fetish in Suzanne’s case referred to both, I 
think, I’m still not sure, the object and the act. But it was the primary definition 
that interested me. It stayed with me. It stays. There were both, be sure, the sex 
(technically), and the inanimate object, and yet the sex, what there was, was not 
what piqued me. I mean sex piques me, it does. But let’s also say: if sex is eating 
the animal, then sexual fetish is taxidermy. It’s weird. Things got weird with 
Suzanne. And can we call what happens before sex “a hunt?” I’m a hunter. I was 
a hunter. I loved the mystery of the get. What will she smell of? But hunting is an 
equal opportunity sport and Suzanne introduced me to death.

The last time I’d been involved with sexual fetish—this was before Suzanne—
it was light S&M. Very light. Pale blue feathers were involved, the show of a 
vinyl whip. Little more. It was kind of embarrassing. I’m not an actor. Neither 
was she, believe me. I swore I’d never take part again. And then I met Suzanne, 
whose request was so particular, so banal, really, that she plainly asked about it 
before we went back to her apartment. She asked at the bar: Would I sleep with 
her beside the fan? We had to sleep beside the fan. I’d never heard of this fetish 
before. Or maybe I had. In fact, it’s very likely I had done it, but only incidentally. 
It had never mattered. 

We should start at the start. 
She told me her name was Suzanne, but her name was Hysoo. She was 

Korean. This is important to the story.
We met at a bar in East Atlanta. I was sitting with friends at a table. So was 

she, at another table, also with friends, three women. There was a band whumping 
in the back room and the music was seeping through the walls. It was the sort 
of place—loud, wild, unpredictable—that a certain kind of person paid to visit. 
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There was a bit of a drug scene. I watched her, stole glimpses, trying to time my 
glances so she might catch me looking her way. A classic move. She was obviously 
the kind of young woman unafraid of a bar like this, even though she also had the 
air of a young woman, self-deprecating and apologetic. Also classic. She spotted 
me and smiled. I watched her stand and head for the bar. She smiled again as she 
passed, an invitation.  

I asked my friends what they wanted, and then downed what was left of 
my drink—bourbon, because it is sweet and gentlemanly even from a distance. 
Beer makes you full, and a full belly is no good for hunting. My friends, all three, 
wanted nothing, and still had unfinished drinks. They watched me stand and 
leave, invisibly cheering me on. 

She was at the bar, waiting for the bartender. There was room beside her.
Now I have always been for an approaching mix of hyperbole and honesty 

because what I’m after is love. What’s it all for, if not for love? Even one night of 
love. I did what I did in the name of love. I stood a barstool away, and then, no, I 
decided to sit. (You will sit with me soon enough, I thought.) She looked my way, 
and I laughed because I felt like laughing. I won’t explain the mysteries of love 
and its call. I just laughed and knew she would ask me why.

“Why are you laughing?” she asked.
I said, “You know why I’m laughing.” 
The bartender was tending elsewhere. I looked his way, caught his eye, and 

showed my wallet, showing my lady friend I wasn’t afraid to lose her, or this 
moment, or lose the brief connection we had over my laughing. Also, she had an 
accent that held my heart in its grip and squeezed. The bartender nodded. 

She stared at me with guarded curiosity.
I said, “I know you saw me looking at you, and you were nice enough to 

smile, and then I filled up with too much early confidence and followed you to the 
bar, and now I don’t know what to do. I feel a little silly, so I’m laughing.” 

Now she was laughing. 
She canted her head, so that her hair, her dark hair, hung longer on one side 

of her face. It was a habit of hers, this canting, I came to realize, and it seemed to 
betray both her curiosity and an abiding fear of connection. She was suspicious. 

“I think you know what you’re doing just fine,” she said. “I think you’re acting 
like you’re younger than you are. But you know who you are.”

I put up my hands and I kept them there. Don’t shoot. “You got me.”
She said. “You mean every word, but also it’s an act.”
Right between the eyes. I said, “You have to let me buy you a drink.”
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She smiled at me. “No, thank you.”
We stood there and waited for the bartender. 
She had gin. I had bourbon. We separated, and I watched her throughout 

the rest of the evening, except for those times when she spotted me and smiled, 
still polite, head canted, dark hair hanging, and she even once made a gun of her 
fingers and pointed it my way. She even shot. What do you do with that? Was I 
dead to her? I watched her walk to the bathroom, and wondered if drugs were 
involved with her bathroom visit, if she were possibly doing a slight ladylike bump 
of cocaine, with secret confidence, a baggie shared among her friends. I also very 
much admired her bottom in her fading blue jeans and watched her return and 
found myself erotically charged by every crease and dark fold in the blue fade 
of those jeans. I lost myself in the dream of her jeans. To where did they rise? 
Did her shirt lift from her belt loops and reveal the moon-colored small of her 
back? The thought made me gulp and lose my composure. I looked at her straight 
on. Her face was radiant, luminescent. She looked back at me, unflinching, even 
scolding. I know you all too well, young man.   

The hunt was dying. I remained with my friends. 
We did cocaine in the bathroom stall and love was elsewhere.
I work at OnTech Micro, a respectable hardware and software distributor, 

full-time plus, where the sales floor is a progressive one, not a cubicle in sight, 
but rather has desk fronts abutting, two by two, forcing two persons, two faces, 
all across the sales floor, to face one other, to see. This, I claim, is powerful, a 
useful, up-building, and quiet confrontation, a corporate attempt at love. See him. 
See her. See me. My desk-front-mate and I shared a pen caddy for months before 
inevitably deciding to lunch. We went to a sandwich-maker within walking 
distance of campus. Todd. I knew his name long before we shared a meal, but 
isn’t that how so many of our daily relationships work? How often do we know a 
name before it means something to us; and yet how often, too, we know people—
bartenders, baristas, hair stylists, drivers—who come to mean something within 
abbreviated periods of time: minutes, half-hours, single hours, before we know 
their names? Both being respectable routes toward love because this is love: 
meaningfully knowing a name. 

The first time Todd and I did cocaine in the OnTech restroom, I did not 
have to ask for his name, but even as we stood there in the restroom, me in the 
stall and he at the urinal, separated only by a thin metal wall, I wondered at the 
profound level of intimacy we had suddenly reached for Todd to trust me with his 
“medicine” at work. 
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It helped. Work was talk, on the phone, and that talk was mostly with personal 
computer value-added-resellers (VARs), hardware and software retailers. Love 
was hard on the phone because money was involved. I wasn’t cynical. I was a 
romantic, a serial, and compulsive romantic. Work was all about business, repeat 
business. All day long. Eight hours of talk. Todd’s medicine helped me talk. 

And sometimes we went drinking after work: Todd, and Griffin (who sat two 
desks away from us), and Bret (who sat in front of Griffin), and I. In fact, we four 
had gone to that bar in search of love. They wouldn’t have put it that way, but they 
liked my talk of hunts, of love, and new smells, and considered me something of a 
player. They lived, by proxy, through me. Two of them are married. 

Will I ever marry? 
I used to say no. You can have it. Love is a thing we catch, and keep, and 

carry for a time. Until we find another. Love is temporary, real. No longer. My 
time with Hysoo derailed this take entirely. For instance, I never used to once 
think of death. Was I young? Too young? There wasn’t a single thought of death 
in my skull. And yet for the longest time, I wouldn’t even have considered using 
a word like “skull,” a deathly utterance. In my head is more like it. But now it’s in 
my skull, and even now when I see a lady’s attractive teeth, I think of her round 
and attached white skull. I think of the ringing buzz in my skull that comes with 
cocaine’s fuzzy bullet when it penetrates the blood barrier of my brain. I used 
to simply pass women on the street and feel alive, trip-and-fall-in-the-hole love, 
real, and terrible love, shape-shifting love that held me in its strangle until the 
very next strolling lovely. Relentless, like life, overwhelming, a curse. Hunting 
helped, and gave me focus.

I often think of Hysoo’s certainly lovely skull. 
The following night, at the bar, we four men took turns in the bathroom stall, 

in pairs, sharing Todd’s very good cocaine. Griffin and Bret were a pair, and then 
there was Todd and me, standing in the open stall, with a locked bathroom door, 
doing key bumps of his blow as our mouths opened, aghast and grinning, with 
in-swooping rushes of warm restroom oxygen, electric rapture throbbing our 
immortal cortexes. We high-fived and confessed our mutual brotherly love. 

Then it was back to our table.
It was getting late, but not so late that I worried. It was a Friday night, so there 

was no work the next morning, but I did wonder about Bret and Griffin’s wives. 
Yet again, where were they? I’d never asked.

The bar was still full. I found my blue-jeaned lady standing at the bar, again. 
She was a magnet, and I a million metal shavings. I wanted to cover her.
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Todd said, “Yo, she said no, dude.” 
Betrayal.
Mind on fire, I hit back: “You never get any sex. Women want nothing to do 

with you. You’re like a child. What do you know?”
He was stunned.
I left for the bar.
Aflame with new confidence, I stood beside her and waved at the bartender. 

I opened my mouth to speak—but she stopped me, and said: “You finish  
your drugs?”

I looked around, speechless. Me?
“I’ve never done it,” she said. My big red heart fell to the floor of my stomach. 

I wanted her knowing lips to speak my name. 
She said, “You and your friends have been doing it all night. We’re talking 

about you.” She pointed to her table of friends, laughing. “So obvious.”
I didn’t know what to say.
“I like you,” she said. “But you are too confident.”
I apologized immediately. “It’s the coke, it’s not—”
She said, “You are so funny, like before, not on purpose.”
“Can I buy you a drink this time?”
“What do you think my accent is?” she asked.
“I don’t know. And if I get it wrong…”
“You’re afraid to guess.”
“Of course!”
Head hanging, she said, “You are kind of an asshole.”
She was in charge of everything. Nothing would happen in that room without 

her approval. I waited.     
She said, “You have any more of that stuff?”
Yes, I did, of course I did, I’d arrested it from Todd, like always, and Todd 

always let me.
“Are you a cop?”
The bartender came over. She ordered gin. I got more bourbon.
I smuggled the baggie from my pocket, slipped it into her hand, and held that 

hand for a moment. She shook her head: you dumb, silly man. 
“Watch my drink?” she said.
She left with the baggie and headed for the restroom, passing her friends, 

who I then realized had been watching us, and I then had the distinct feeling 
that they knew what had just transpired between us and the entire evening prior 
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had only been a sort of runway to get their friend high on a stranger’s marching 
powder for the first time. And then I recognized a face. I realized I knew one of 
her friends (which might help my effort, who knew), Wendy Oh, from way back in 
college. We had never been intimate. I’d tried. She was someone I knew, but not 
that well, someone I waved to whenever I saw her, especially in a bar like this, 
and especially considering this was not the first time I’d seen her in this bar, come 
to think of it. We waved. 

It wasn’t very long before my lady, still nameless, came walking back from 
the restroom, this time ignoring her friends, and looking profoundly focused. 

When she saw me, she beamed.
She casually handed me the baggie as if I’d asked for a napkin. I stuffed it 

back in my pocket. 
“That was intense. And weird. I don’t think I need to do it again.”
“Cheers?” I lifted my drink, untouched until that moment because I wanted 

her to see that I had waited and I had wanted to cheers her with full drinks, to 
wrench the most amount of luck from our cheers.

She raised her glass and shouted a bit, “I’m Korean. That’s my accent. First 
generation. My parents are still back home.”

I nodded enthusiastically. She was both trusting of me and suspicious. 
Fearless and afraid. I wanted to touch the hair that was hanging longer on the left 
side of her head.

She said, “I like doing things that I would not do back home.” 
I put out my hand and told her my name. I lied.
She said, “I’m Suzanne.”
I wanted to hear her talk.
She leaned forward and said to me, “I want to kiss.”
“Yes. Yes. Oh, yes.”
She looked at her friends and then said, “After I have one more drink.”
“Okay.” 
She started to leave and stopped, turned around, and said, “You keep looking 

at me all night.”
I said, “Because I love you.” 
Was I being honest? No matter how brief, no matter how spontaneously 

combustible that love was, no matter how “untrue,” I loved her in that moment. 
I did.

She laughed. “That’s you from before. Acting like a kid.” She put her drink on 
the bar, and took my hand, and kissed my cheek. 
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“I have an idea,” she said. “Maybe you can help me.” She gave me a teasing 
look. “Not here. Somewhere else. I need your help. Maybe at my apartment. If 
you’re a good boy.”

Pupils dilated, mouth went dry. “Anything.”
“Good,” she said. “I like kissing.”
At OnTech, on a sales floor of some seventy-five salespersons—not counting 

the purchasing department—there are just three women. I have only slept with 
two of them, Jennifer Baxter and Fern Millering. Todd’s medicine was not 
involved either time, as I’d made the decision if Todd’s medicine were involved, 
then Todd, by proxy, would be, too. We didn’t want that—although I certainly 
fouled up that clean record with Hysoo. It was her first time doing cocaine, and 
with Todd’s white baggie, to boot. The third saleswoman, I can’t remember her 
name, she wanted nothing to do with me, as she probably heard from Baxter 
and Millering that I had done “so and so” or I had said “so and so.” Whatever. 
I mean her no spiritual harm. Plus I was having better luck with the purchasing 
department, largely women. For instance, the lovely Miss Jennifer Pigeon. Two 
Jennifers! And in such close quarters they seemed to join and make for one 
giant Jenny of sensual delights, and when I’ve thought of them, since, as I often 
have, I dream of them that way, together, sometimes a nubile coupling pair, but 
more often as one mega-melded Jennifer, seven feet tall, nude and looming over 
my supine body, as she ritually devours my head like a female praying mantis 
does her mate, and she never even asks my name before she kills me. In truth, 
I’ve had acrobatic evenings with a handful of ladies from purchasing, the ones 
who buy and provide the very things we sell, which makes for an interesting 
power struggle. We work for them in a way. If I want a special price, am about 
to make some gargantuan sale of, say, one thousand hard drives, if I need a 
cost adjustment, I walk into the door-less quarters of purchasing and make my 
special case, hat in hand. Not really. No hat. I hate hats. Also, I think these 
ladies enjoy their position of influence. Interestingly, Todd has suggested I am 
“shitting where I eat.” I have said, Todd, I love my job, and you know that. I 
love OnTech. I love all the people who work there. And, yes, that means you, 
too, Todd, but why don’t you mind your own business and shut your fucking 
pie-hole. I loved love. This would no longer be my answer. Life has a way of 
befouling our most fundamental churnings.

“You ever hear of fan death?” 
At the bar, Suzanne was sipping a gin and tonic, lime slice swimming, as 

she looked me up and down, weighing me. It was late in the night. The band had 
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finished. The lights were generously low. I swore I would not look at my phone 
to check the time. But I knew it was long past midnight. Suzanne waved to her 
friends and I wondered if Wendy Oh was waving back (I didn’t look), suggesting 
he’s fine, he’s safe, I promise he means no real harm… 

I said, “No.” 
I was being honest, but also part of me wanted to fake it, say yes, and play 

along, so she would think me smart. Yes. Of course. Who hasn’t? But it was such a 
peculiar question and phrase, plus I had no chance.

“It comes from my country,” she said. “Some people here have heard about it. 
They think it’s funny. My friends ask me about it and say it’s funny.”

“Tell me everything. I won’t laugh unless you want me to.”
I could not have been more serious. The end of the evening, my gills 

pulsing with chemical longing for life, I felt I would live forever. I was talking 
with an earth-scorchingly beautiful woman who would answer to none of 
my games. She was impervious. I was feeling the feeling of love and I would 
follow her anywhere, to late night tacos, her apartment, a breakfast diner, God,  
pray, anywhere. 

Sipping her gin, she said, “We believe—my parents believe if you sleep with 
a fan blowing, it can kill you.” 

“I don’t understand.”
“They have it on the news every week. Back home. One, two, three people 

died this week, this month, sleeping with a fan on. It’s a legend. How do you say 
it? Urban.”

“I still don’t understand.”
“You think it’s funny.” She was smiling, head canted, the hair hanging longer 

on one side. Her eyes were shining with gin. “It’s okay. I think it’s funny, too.”
The cocaine marathoning through my brain and in my blood was telling me 

to react, do something. I sniffed, wiped my nose, cleared my throat, and bark-
laughed all at the same time. “You mean like a fetish?” I asked.

“I don’t think you know the right word,” she said. 
“Wait, what?” I was high as a fucking star.   
She asked, “Do you have more cocaine?” 
I reached into my pocket for Todd’s wilting baggie, lighter, but far from 

empty, as we had learned long ago not to mess around when it comes to 
cocaine, that the only thing worse than cocaine was wanting cocaine at the 
end of the night and not having more cocaine. She took the baggie and went to  
the restroom.
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I sipped my drink and looked at my friends. Todd gave me a questioning 
thumbs up. I looked at Suzanne’s friends, and Wendy Oh offered a sour stare. 
She knew what was going on in that restroom, and she definitely did not approve. 

I thought, what on earth was this woman talking about? Dangerous fans? 
Lethal fans? I wasn’t laughing. It was a nightmarish idea. 

Suzanne came back from the restroom and put the baggie in my hand. 
“I have to be with my friends for a while,” she said. “Maybe we should all  

sit together?”
Wendy was not pleased, but complied. My friends joined Suzanne’s friends, 

and all of us introduced ourselves. Wendy and I exchanged brief pleasantries. 
Then the men offered to buy the next round of drinks, and then the noise around 
us retreated as our eight voices joined in eventual chorus. I swear the lights then 
partially raised, went brighter, and this, I imagined, caused Suzanne to think of 
the end of the night, of the closing of the bar, and so she said: “You’re coming with 
me, right? You’re coming home.”

I nodded, yes.
“I have a fan,” she said. “I bought a fan. I put it on when we get there.”
She said, now a whisper: “We’ll go to bed. And the fan is on.”
She seemed afraid. I put my hand on hers, and she let me, and I realized, 

despite her kissing me, this was our first real act of true intimacy, especially there 
in the open among our friends. We took our hands off the table and secretly held 
them together beneath. 

She said, “We’ll go when I say.”     
The fan, the inanimate object, was hard plastic, off-white, and standard 

issue, as far as I could see. Nothing special. Knobs on the base. From a hardware 
store. The caged acrylic blades weren’t spinning when we arrived. The fan stood 
motionless on the left side of the bed like a robot waiting to be powered, and I 
would never have made that odd observation if not for having met Hysoo and 
hearing of her fear, in the first place. At the time, I thought her simply and sexually 
strange. She wanted to make love with the fan on, no judgment, a fan she believed 
might kill her. We would do it, cooled. I thought, of course, she’s done this before. 
It’s a fetish, a banal one in my book. She’s afraid of the fan, was taught to be, 
and now excitedly sleeps with men while an American fan menacingly spins. But 
there were no feathers. No whips. No costumes. I was compelled, and curious, 
and also ironically spinning, myself, chemically speaking, upstairs, cortex-wise. 
I wondered what the logistics would be. 

“There it is,” I said. 
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She said, “I told you.”
She dimmed the room lights. “Forget about it. Let’s just kiss.” She unbuttoned 

her shirt and then stood there in her jeans and bra, and said, “My real name is 
Hysoo. I chose Suzanne. A new name for the US.”

It seemed like an admission of guilt, a bestowal of trust. We kissed. She 
smelled like one of those drum-sized gift candles that burn forever. 

We fell on the bed.
She reached over and turned on the fan. “I have to. I have never done this 

before,” she said.
 And then—what can I say—we tried. Honorably, determinedly, we tried.
But my puddle of a prick was deadened by Todd’s especially good cocaine. 

I was impotent and Suzanne’s soft attempts proved unhelpful. Not her fault. We 
wrestled in a lovely way until we knew nothing would happen and were soon 
overcome by a cosmic need to rest, which came down like a dark blanket, and we 
lay there together beneath it.

“Just sleep,” she said, pulling me close.
I felt the fan blowing cool air, and it was pleasant.
I lay there for approximately ten minutes before knowing I would not sleep 

again until morning. The cocaine was doing its job. Whereas, Hysoo seemed to 
be one of the lucky few that can do a drug meant to keep you moving, and fall 
asleep at the touch of a pillow. She slept.

I sat up in bed and watched the fan. 
I felt the cool air, and watched her sleep, my dear Hysoo. I knew her name 

(her real name!), but nothing else, except her “fetish,” although, of course, that 
wasn’t until later, after looking up the word, that I realized the fetish was the fan 
itself, the solid inanimate object, and she believed the fan had great power, over 
her, over us all, this fan might kill her. But, then, sitting there, present, in her 
bedroom, on her bed, I could not know this, and only understood, after finally 
processing what she’d earlier said, that I was her first in the fan death scenario, 
and what she really wanted, I thought, was to sleep, to not be alone. So I watched 
her sleep for some time until I reluctantly, morbidly realized she appeared to be 
dead already. Here was a beautiful young woman terrified of death, convinced 
she might possibly die, ritualistically, at too young an age, one who believed 
the only way to beat it was through love—or, technically, sex, or designs on it, 
anyway, or at least the touch of another human beside her in sleep. I watched her 
lie there, with her head canted, even in rest, and she seemed also semi-awake to 
me in her curious guardedness. Why had she let me in? Who was I? Was it safe? 
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Was I safe? Did people still do this kind of thing anymore? And why was I still 
doing cocaine? At my age? My heart literally skipped a beat. This was not a good 
feeling. Did I feel too much? Would I die, now? Or now? I had gone home with 
women countless times, and yet I was never conscious of what darkness might 
visit in the night. This cocaine-impotence and lack of sleep problem was new and 
I was only now becoming aware of the fact that to be so aggressively awake was to 
not be sufficiently alive. Here I was denying my body good sleep. What did I have 
against sleep? I watched Hysoo and realized that, while I knew so little, her real 
first name, but not her last name, I also knew something so intimately entangled 
with her identity, her soul, by which I mean of course her fear, that it must have 
meant I was experiencing some new level of love with a stranger. Sitting in a 
pile of warm sheets, cool air blowing from the lightly buzzing fan, I knew that I 
did not want her to die—to ever die. I wanted to embrace her, shake her awake 
and hold her and say I would never let her go. I wiped my nose. I snorted, and a 
trickle of fire shot through my brain, promising me I might just stay awake for 
good, reminding me I was so awake and she was so asleep and that this spanning 
difference between us put us in two separate worlds. Now I was all too aware 
that she would die. Something would kill her, some day, and I could do nothing 
about it. And I then had a vision of her skull…. Her skull was clearly visible under 
the soft pale flesh of her face, a white skull asleep on a pillow, and I was filled 
up with cold creeping dread. And then I had the ugly undoing thought, the one 
thought no one wants to have high on non-sleep, cerebrally marching within, 
baggie of forever dust in your jean pocket crumpled on the floor. I realized that I, 
too, someday, would die, and I did not want to die, and, finally, I was afraid. This 
might seem unbelievable to some, but I did not know death before this moment. 
And it filled me with fear. I jumped from the bed. 

She did not move. 
I fished through my jeans for the baggie, and found it. I took my keys and 

dug into the powder, and I dipped my key and stood up straight as I inhaled 
an extra large bump of cocaine. Then I began to weep. Not loudly, but I wept. 
Hysoo was asleep, and I was awake, and I watched her, and I loved her in my 
waking knowledge of her fear. The goddamn fan spun on. And yet she didn’t 
know anything of my fear, either, so she could not love me, not then, so I did one 
more bump of cocaine, and I watched her. I sniffed, and wiped my glistening nose 
and vowed I would stay up all night watching my Hysoo because, hell, what did I 
know? Maybe the fan might kill us, after all! If an entire culture had a particular 
fear of a particular death, on the other side of the planet, who was I with my 
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Western prejudice to say they were wrong? Were not all urban legends based 
on some basic kernel of truth? I approached the fan. I put my face close to the 
caged blades and decided there was indeed something murderous about this fan. 
It was unconcerned with us, and spun, and spun, and what exactly spun? Blades. 
Did they mean her harm? Did they mean me harm? I sat back down on the floor 
and decided I would watch over my Hysoo and her lovely endearing and possibly 
accurate fear of death, despite the fact that there was no one to watch over the 
fan, and me, with my fear, and I would openly welcome the strong sun into the 
windows come morning, and Hysoo and I would find new love. Then I stood up 
again, I could not keep still. I stood for what felt like hours, watching, and snuffing 
bumps of cocaine, while the blades of the fan spun into infinity. I was a sentinel, a 
knight, until she woke approximately eight minutes later. 

What did I look like? Was I grinding my teeth? Could she see my nostrils? 
I stuttered, “It’s okay, I’m watching?”
She sat up in bed.
She looked at the fan. She looked at me. Sleep-staticky hair was clinging to 

her face. “No,” she said.
“We’re fine,” I said. “Don’t you see? Nobody died!” I tried to cover myself
She leaned closer to the wall. “You have to go. Now.”
“Don’t worry,” I said. “I got you.”
She said, “You do not have me.”  
“I have you!” I said. “We made it! I love you, Hysoo! I love you!”
She then said, slowly, “I have a knife. And a bat. And one more knife.” 
I reached out for her.
“No,” she said. “Please.”
“Hysoo,” I said.
“Go!”
I scooped up my jeans and boxers, shirt and socks, my shoes. I stood before 

her, naked, bundle of clothes in my hands. I wanted to ask her if she was still 
afraid. I wanted to help! I wanted to ask her if she knew how I was afraid, too. 
I wanted to know what she knew of love, of death. Tell me! Teach me! I wanted 
to tell her I had looked in the face of the fan and realized the blades were caged, 
that they couldn’t hurt us, and it had to be the air that was killing people. It was 
the air of the world. Not the blades. It was the air. Then she screamed. So I ran 
from the apartment, naked, dying, my heart bouncing like a ball in a very small 
box, clothes rolled in my arms. Actually we both screamed. Hysoo’s scream was 
bestial, a warning, a wail. And I screamed out my name, confessing I had lied. I 
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asked her forgiveness, as I raced down the stairs. I asked the broken walls, I asked 
the peeling linoleum floor, do you see me? Do you forgive me? What do we do in 
this air, all this loveless air? M
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Title

ANDREW DICUS
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Poet Wrestling in the Land of a 
Thousand Dances

ROSEBUD BEN-ONI

You speak of future misunderstandings. I did not 
let go. See you text me. Meaning. Sí. & the door 

of your childhood home does not lock. Or  
fully close.     Full ditches of water & water 

buffalo.     Never feasted on shrimp in this overseas 
village still called Shrimp Lair. You ask if I could see 

life in the countryside, where everybody has gone & goes 
from.                 A man strangles a goose

& then lets it go.       He’s one of the few left behind, you say, when I take
gasping bird into my arms. Knowing injury. Is what we share. At dinner 

we pick the bones 
with our teeth & still. 

I plead for its life. Sí, bent.
Waiting. Like the see I thieve

  ’d from my mama. Meaning she always thought me. Too soft.

For the little cumulative. Griefs. 
Same loll, same breach. When I don’t.

Stop. Crunching on the bones. 
   I can’t stop crunching 

on the bones & you
     hum along, distantly pleased.
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8
Back in Hong Kong, you’ll ask how if the translation holds  
up. If shrimps can live in lairs.                      I think: batman,

batcave & what loneliness.     It must be. 
Wearing a mask in good faith. How true.

Grace     is a vigilante. 
You’ll say you starved.

Because of revolutionaries. You’ll say there are no bats in your village & no city.
In the countryside. & no one stays. Up at night. Watching over. You. Say. We 

could renovate your childhood

home & your son & I.   Could have a temporary
place. To escape. But no wifi          & no lights

across the dirt road. At night, we’d be just us, just. 
Family                I never lose 

the music. In Hong Kong. 

Where you still secretly smoke 
in the tiny bathroom 

  when I come to visit. With your son.

With our eyes closed. There, the pack hidden 
in your robe. Like next time. Your lighter 

falls out & I still pretend.
Not to notice.

8
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You say not enough.          People live in the town nearby, 
the kind who shop during working hours. It’s a large mall,

with a spacious outdoor foot court.       All its tables clean
& empty. You say workers’ breaks here are non-negotiable 

& once while traveling for work you slept on a table.
Next to a man. You’d just met. Couldn’t     fall asleep.

Hong Kong has made you soft, you say.       Your son & wife volunteer 
to find the car we’d rented. Just outside Shenzhen’s rail station. At least 

twice a month you make this journey. By MTR & taking. Buses. Or hitch-
hiking. You say it’s too dangerous. You say the mall is all for show & here.

Is where we’d shop if we moved to the countryside.
As family.      Today, your cigarettes are in your left

coat pocket & I know. You’d wanted me to go with them,
so you could have a smoke.    But your son wants us to be 

father & daughter.        Like father & daughter. We pull each
other in opposite directions though we were told to stay put.

The air is gray. & osseous. Sheds soft down. My eyes water.
Our hands unsteady. For different reasons. We buy chestnuts. 

You try to haggle the man down.       Not wanting him to think you 
a Hong Konger new. To these parts. You say you only have 10 yuan 

when he wants 20 & suddenly.          You call to a woman across the street. 
& she screams. Back at you. Today I won’t see.            Why. You won’t 

smoke. In front of me. But later. The secrets I thought. I kept steady.
Crunching femurs & chewing organ. & sinew. The tall heels & shift 
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dresses & long work hours. I keep. Old photos I showed you. Of me. Scrambling
boulders & lifting. My niece. High into the air. As if it were all. Artillery. To keep 

you. From knowing. Why my grasp of things.  
Has weakened. Why we.            Can’t ever live
 
far, far. Year-around. Like forever. In the countryside.  
The lack of feeling.                                      & chronic pain 

I won’t. Let win.       By being.
Seen.        Later, as we peel 

chestnuts, you explain.           You lied to the man. 
You only had 10. Since your wife took your wallet. 

& when the man gazed upon me, you wanted 

no misunderstanding. & so you called to the woman.  
Crossing the road.                   Hey, give me my money! 

And she’d returned: What? Leave me  
alone!                               & you turned 

to the man & said: See? You get it. See? Our left hands are shaking. For their
different reasons.       We huddle in the rain & wait for the car. As you text

your son. Are you ready. To go home. You say. Drizzle hangs.
In my eyes. It’s only. A little rain. It means sí. It means see. 
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House to House

GRACE DILGER

The first Big Person who ever had It was Gramps with his ducks 
and his dogs and his driveway that broke seven of his ribs on the icy slope his 
second to last winter. He coughed too often as he built the five-foot-long 3-D 
jigsaw puzzle of the Titanic in his shed. When we’d play Scrabble he’d let me 
play Heinz, like the ketchup—a proper noun worth eighteen points. He’d allow 
it, wink, and call me a crook. Corporal John Talbot, John Talbot Yacht Sales, 
John-John, Johnny, J. I didn’t know his name was George till he’d been dead ten 
years. They played bagpipes at his funeral; they looked like holiday birds held 
in the nooks of the skirted men’s elbows: food. Then of course Grandma had It. 
The first time was no big deal. Mom got the apartment in the city, the boys and 
I visited often, delighted to miss school, full on the sympathetic stares and pats 
of our teachers. Grandma read and read in bed. She shrank so small I thought 
the sheets would overpower her and then one day a pound came back, then two, 
then four, a whole baker’s dozen. She didn’t quit smoking. Two packs of Cowboy 
Killers a day, for ten more years. She always bought us BrainPOP quiz books 
and laundry stain sticks for Christmas. I kept the price tags on the quiz books so 
my friends would think I was super smart, though I’d memorized the answers. 
It came back and Grandma said if she had quit she wouldn’t have gotten that 
bonus decade—the sadness, the urge would have killed her. The last day I saw 
her conscious, I entered the hospital room and she had a Q-tip between her 
lips, a pack of matches in her hand, her neighbor’s oxygen tank feet away. Who 
gave you that? I shouted, then laughing, Who the fuck gave you that? My uncle 
gave her the matches; he thought she was embarrassed by the smell of her own 
shit. In those ten years a lot of people had It. Globally more than eighty-two 
million died from, or causes related to, It. For three months I tried to break the 
Guinness World Record for the longest time wearing a hat. My chosen hat was 
star-spangled; Mom bought it on Canal months after the Towers. There I am 
holding a Build-A-Bear in the late June sun wearing my woolen beanie. There I 
am wearing it on stage at the Count Basie Center with that locally famous person, 
that guy from the singing show, holding my sweaty palm as we sing “God Bless 
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America” together. A fundraiser for Jason’s Dreams for Kids. Kids who have 
It. Look, there I am again, this time the hands dragging mine are my brothers. 
Me and my fresh bowl cut, hair unseen from beneath my patriotic topper. My 
brothers pull me house to house like a sick trick or treat. Sometimes they even 
manage tears and the neighbors cry also and hand them bills and write them 
checks and kiss my pale cheeks. When our mother discovers the money and 
elicits a confession she talks through her teeth and this, I know, is dangerous. 
House to house again we go. Neighbors can’t remember just how much they’d 
given—for most, all the cash in their wallets. I’m so sorry, I’m so sorry, our 
mother says, our three little heads downcast, feet shuffling. She doesn’t have It, 
thank god she doesn’t have It, but the neighbors aren’t thinking of god, they’re 
thinking of hellfire and how I should burn in it. Crazy Blanche across the street 
spits on my shoe and calls me a miscreant. Meanwhile Lucas, up the block has 
It. We sell poinsettias at school to raise money for his treatment. One week in 
late winter he isn’t in class at all. We see his mother at the pizza place in town 
next to the pharmacy. Mom buys her pie and squeezes her hand while they wait 
for the cheese to warm in the oven. Lucas’ picture on an old coffee can next 
to the tip jar. I ask if I can have a Snapple and she tells me to get three, and to 
remember my brother doesn’t like lemon. But he does, he loves lemon. This way 
he can have something sweeter. In high school a new friend Chloe says she has 
It, and we all believe her and feel terribly. But then Aiyanna sees Mrs. Collins 
in the parking lot and asks her about it. Chloe comes out of the gymnasium in 
black knee pads, sweaty from Volleyball practice. Mrs. Collins gets out of the 
car, walks across the lawn, and slaps her daughter beneath the flagpole, next to 
the War Veterans Monument. Some of the parents there report her and there 
is an investigation, police at Chloe’s apartment building. Nothing ever comes 
from it and I did not invite her to my Halloween party. She transfers schools not 
long after that. Alyssa Velasquez also says she has It, but not to me, to Madison 
in the locker room after Track. She shaves her head the next week and I wait and 
wait for her to tell me, too, but she doesn’t and I fear she’s learned about the star 
hat, my brother’s scheme, the Great Dupe. She starts coming to school dressed 
in white and I learn she’s becoming a Santera, she doesn’t have It, she lied about 
It. She didn’t want us to think she was practicing witchcraft. Kathleen’s dad dies 
from It. Aunt Ellie survives It. I hug her too tightly at Thanksgiving, she winces 
and says, Watch it. Mr. Whitman fights long and hard. He used to serve Casey 
and me hors d’oeuvres in their backyard after we’d spun round and round on 
the periwinkle octopus. Bite-size Hershey chocolate bars atop Nacho Cheese 
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Doritos, our favorite snack. He’d tease my Czechoslovakian nanny, Lenka, 
when she’d pick me up. He’d sing this song: Lenka-Lenka-Lenka-Lenka, Lenka 
Lenka Looooouuuu. He was such a big man that he’d say he couldn’t go to New 
York on parade day, they’d inflate him and string him up in the air. The day 
he died he was still cracking jokes. A pregnant nurse came in to check on him 
and he said, don’t you know women look fat in stripes? The gag hid the cold 
creeping. Uncle Ken had some of It removed from his face. We split a bottle 
of pinot, Hot & Spicy Shrimp, and the Zucchini-Parm Veggie Bursts at MJ’s. 
He had four Band-Aids on his nose. We discuss how potatoes are not really 
a vegetable, how guiltily indulging in white carbs feels like dessert. He says It 
looks worse than It is, that they got It, they got It all. Shannon tells me her mom 
has It while I slice open a pomegranate. It’s not fair she says. I know, life’s the 
pits, I say, wiping pom juice on my pants. My father was killed in an instant, 
she says (he was in the Towers). Now I have to watch her die slowly. Two years 
they’ve given her; she doesn’t want to try the experimental treatments. She 
wants to see the red rocks in Utah. She wants to eat breadsticks in Genoa. But 
her stomach, Shannon says, she can’t fly, it’d be a nightmare, she’d have to wear 
a diaper. The last time I see Mrs. McNally she looks fantastic, in better shape 
than I am. I feel jealous of the way her moon-sliver calves look in her skin-tight 
leggings. I bring her hydrangea, for having me as a house guest. Usually I’d 
bring wine, but she’s just gotten back from a “retreat.” Shannon says she’s on 
the wagon. That night when we get home from a show, Shannon goes to bed and 
I go outside for a cigarette. The light is on in the pool house. Through a break 
in the curtains I can see Mrs. McNally clutching a glass of wine. Wiping her 
eyes, intently staring down at the table before her. I open the door. She’s playing 
solitaire with Cheers Trivia playing cards. I used to play online. There’s a cheat 
in Draw Three. Ctrl+Alt+Shift. Click the deck and the cards will turn over and 
over and over. Are you okay, I ask, hovering in the open doorway. Close the 
door, it’s cold out there, she says. Want to play Go Fish? M
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Elegy

ERIK WILBUR

In the evening, my mother calls and tells me
her friend’s twenty-three-year-old grandson
collapsed in a parking lot last Thursday, 
and at the hospital, they found a tumor 
behind his eye. The plan had been
extraction. If followed by radiation, 
the doctors said, he would have  
a good chance. But when 
they opened him up, they saw 
the growth had melded with his motor- 
skills, his memory, so they left it, giving him 
six months in a body that can
hold a cup, remember his siblings’ 
names. 
 I don’t know anything else
about him, but he must have thought
someday he’d be my age. And isn’t 
that the cruelest part of an infinite mind
in a mortal body? Someday, when twenty-three 
years is hardly the time it takes. 
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Art of Omission

BARRY JOHNSON

Community. Culture. Connection. barry johnson’s paintings 
probe the intersection of these areas. 

Drawing from current events and his own daily experiences, barry johnson, 
a self-taught interdisciplinary artist, confronts viewers with bold, geometric 
portraits that challenge the relationship between observer and the observed. 
Omission is one of the key themes of his work; the faces of his subjects are 
often abruptly cut off by the edges of the canvas—their expressions unseen—
in an allusion to the obfuscation of identity and history of Black Americans. 
Working with house paint, johnson pushes the limits of acceptance and visibility, 
reminding us that absence, too, can be provocative.

      —The Editors
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Untitled 122
House paint on canvas

48 x 36 inches
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Untitled 13
House paint on paper

60 x 60 inches
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Untitled 126
House paint on canvas

48 x 36 inches
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Duality
House paint on canvas

48 x 36 inches
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Untitled 28
House paint, metal, and yarn on canvas

48 x 36 inches
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Girl Burns Origami Collection 
While Blaring The Smiths

JOHN A. NIEVES

The first peach wing became

a quick red devotion, her purple nails

reflecting in the body of the black

lighter. The whole bird went powder

singing take me
out tonight. The squirrel was denser

and ran orange through blue

before it sighed to die by your side,
the pleasure and privilege
is mine. All this time her purple

lips pursed like they were wont

to whistle, to call something home

or at least let it know she noticed. The fish

fought hardest. The flame kept choking

on its tail, its dorsal. I was on the building

across the way. Watching the lights

below define the street, its pulse, its vector.

I had no fire of my own. I convinced myself

I could hear her nails on plastic, the flick

of the flint. Fish have no lungs, so they can

not sing. Worse yet, paper fish don’t have
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any need for oxygen at all. So I know I didn’t

hear it catch the creeping chorus, croak back now
I know how Joan of Arc felt, croak back, you
have no right to take my place. I could not see

the last effigy, but it went up quick and judging

by her recoil, burnt her hand as her own

voice led the new refrain hang, she sang, the DJ.
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Evidence

CONNIE KUHNS

1969 
Jack picked me up hitchhiking, or rather he picked up Lisa, my roommate. I 

was selling tickets at the Rivoli Theatre and she was a cashier in an office parking 
lot. We would meet every night after work in front of the post office on Long 
Beach Boulevard to hitchhike home. Jack and his friend Charlie stopped for her. 
Their destroyer was dry-docked: they had just returned from a salvage mission 
off the coast of Vietnam. Jack told me they’d had to drop explosives off the ship, 
day and night, to prevent the Vietcong from swimming out and blowing them up. 
They were stoned on mescaline and listening to Jimi Hendrix. I slept with Jack 
right away and often. 

“You’re still a virgin, right?” Lisa asked me one night. She was a virgin so I 
had to lie to her and say that I was one, too. That meant that Jack and I had to go 
across the street and dodge helicopters patrolling the beach if we wanted to be 
alone. I lied to Jack, as well. I told him that he was only the second guy I had ever 
slept with. 

Jack was busted for marijuana that summer. He insisted to me it belonged to 
somebody else until he was in court and the judge asked him if the “contraband” 
was his. He said yes. He was sentenced to the Los Angeles County Jail in Newhall 
where a newly arrested Charles Manson was being held. I went to see Jack every 
weekend. When I hitchhiked there, I carried one of my grandmother’s kitchen 
knives, which I handed over each time the guards searched my purse.

We got married a year later. There was really no way out. Back home, all my 
high school friends were married. I was fast becoming an old maid. I was barely 
twenty years old.

Jack was jealous. He didn’t like me talking to his friends, attracting too much 
attention to myself. He found the journal I’d kept the first summer I arrived in 
California and tore it up in front of me, saying it made me sound like a whore. 
He asked me why I didn’t make him homemade soup for his lunch at work like 
this other guy’s wife. I said I wouldn’t have his children because his brother-in-
law was a racist. His father called me long-distance and told me to start letting 
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Jack make the decisions. I screamed at him during a fight, “You think you were 
number two? Well, you were number four!”

But Jack loved me. He made me spoon rings and, once, swiped some fire 
hose nozzles for me to use as candle sticks when we couldn’t afford the real ones 
at Cargo West. He made tortillas from scratch and played me special songs by 
Chicago and Seals and Crofts. His arms were smooth. His body was warm. He 
made sex normal. I learned how to steam pork chops.

Our marriage started coming apart some time after I bought Tapestry. I 
suppose I could blame Carole King for putting words to feelings not commonly 
spoken by women. I know I was a lot of work, especially for a guy who looked like 
George Harrison and just wanted to go home to Missouri. I burned my copies of 
Be Here Now, the Kama Sutra, Open Marriage, Cosmopolitan, The Art of Sensual 
Massage with its horrible illustrations, all my books about orgasms written by 
men, and the theatrical release of Bob and Carol and Ted and Alice, starring 
Natalie Wood. I was tired of everybody telling me who I was supposed to be. I 
kept my three volumes of Carlos Castaneda.

8
1972

He was a guy from Illinois who was out on the coast for business. A woman I 
knew from work arranged the double date. She told him that I was divorced, took 
belly dancing lessons, and was liberated. I didn’t stand a chance. I showed up at the 
restaurant in bellbottom jeans, a flowered cropped top, and Janie’s rabbit jacket 
which I borrowed because I was feeling fat. I think I was wearing all of my silver 
bracelets. He was blond and pale and wore a white suit. He looked like a ghost.

All through dinner he stared at me, making stupid jokes about the tuna. (You 
say mahi mahi, I say ohno ohno). By the time I finished my first Tequila Sunrise, 
I realized that my coworker’s date was not her husband. She had big plans for 
herself that evening.

After dinner we drove back to my apartment. My coworked immediately 
took off her clothes and went into my bedroom with her boyfriend. And there 
on my living room floor, my date crushed me. I had the weight of his body on my 
back, my chest, my neck. I watched the flickering street light through a crack in 
my venetian blinds.

He left at dawn in his wrinkled and ridiculous white suit to catch his plane. 
He’d had his California experience. I hurt for a week. I never spoke to my 
coworker again.
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8
1974

I’d simply answered an office phone. Cindy Martinez was gone for the day. 
The caller liked my voice. We laughed. I took a message: Mark called. The next 
day he tracked me down. Hundreds of people worked in my building and he found 
out who I was. We arranged to meet on Sunday night as, by then, I never wasted a 
perfectly good Friday or Saturday night on a blind date. He joked that he’d carry 
a carnation so I would know who he was. A day later as I sat at my desk, someone 
dropped a carnation into my Coke bottle. I looked up.

We ate lunch sitting on the curb after a visit to a hot dog stand. We didn’t 
wait for Sunday. We spent the rest of the week on the floor of my apartment. Joni 
Mitchell had released a new album. We left the arm up on the stereo so it would 
continue to play.

I knew very little about him. He had illustrated a poetry book and once he 
took me with him when he covered a boat race for some magazine. I think that 
was our only time in the daylight. I was happy to stay inside. The bad parts I 
ignored, like how he would disappear for days at a time, only to tell me that he had 
been with other girlfriends or one night stands. Sometimes I would get out of bed 
in the middle of the night and drive to his apartment in my Austin Healey Sprite 
and ring his buzzer until he let me in.

I was stunned to learn that I was pregnant. My friend Louise was very matter 
of fact. “You better call the doctor.” One night Mark came by to tell me that he was 
going up north for a while, maybe to Oregon. He didn’t know when he would be 
back. I had planned on telling him. I changed my mind. 

A few weeks later Janie drove me to Kaiser Permanente for my abortion. The 
nurses complimented me on my tan as I was going under and on the way home 
Janie and I got McDonalds. Mark called that night. All he said was, Unlock your 
door. I made love with him hours after having aborted his baby. He had asked 
if it would be all right. He said he’d pay for half. The next morning he left to get 
me some painkillers. He didn’t come back. Eventually I walked to Egyptian 
Pharmacy only to find him standing on the corner with someone he introduced 
as his girlfriend. He later said how impressed he was that I was so “cool” about it.

 The last time I saw him he was walking away from my apartment. I stood at 
my screen door yelling fuck you fuck you. Years later, Mark ran into an old friend 
of mine and asked for my address. Jan told him she didn’t think I would want to 
see him. A lifetime has passed since then. I’ve searched for him on Facebook but 
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he is nowhere to be found. I could drink a case of you and I would still be on my feet. 
I would still be on my feet. Some things just never go away.

8
1975

I met Jesse in Guatemala. I was living in Panajachel while getting rabies 
injections in my stomach. I had been bitten by a rabid dog while hiking around 
a volcano on Lake Atitlan. Jesse was from New Orleans and was on a two-week 
vacation. He fell hard for Sophie, an American who ran the local bar and was the 
matron of a hacienda full of gringos. She took me in when I got sick. As the war 
grew closer and we knew it was too dangerous to stay, we left with her children 
and her dog and a handful of Americans we dropped off along the way. We drove 
the entire coast of the Gulf of Mexico, from Panajachel to New Orleans and 
moved in with Jesse. I got a job on Bourbon Street and Jesse and Sophie carried 
on with their love affair.

It was so damn hot. At night I would sleep naked on a mat in the dining room 
covered lightly by a sheet, the fan at my feet turned on full blast. Jesse and Sophie 
would be in the bedroom. The air was heavy and damp. I could hear them. Some 
nights the sky would rumble for hours with thunder. Then the rain would pour. 
The electricity lit up my room and cast shadows outside the windows. 

One night after we had all been out drinking beer and eating oysters, Sophie 
and Jesse walked in on me while I was taking a bath. They sat down and carried on 
a conversation with me as if it was the most natural thing, as if it was something 
we did every evening after supper. I pulled my knees up a bit when Jesse said to 
Sophie, “Isn’t she pretty?” Looking back, I guess Sophie wasn’t into it. Who could 
blame her? I think I had probably stopped shaving my legs at that point.

Sophie was the first to go. She left New Orleans for Miami, but later ended 
up in Toronto. I stayed for another couple of weeks, unsure of what to do next. 
Jesse and I didn’t talk much. Neither of us made a move. One morning I got up, 
hugged him, and left. When New Orleans flooded, I looked up our old address. 
It was gone.

8
1976

We had started telling our stories at work. 
Carol was tall and thin and longed to be back with her ex-husband with 

whom she had a child. She was angry and hurt most of the time and refused to 
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let him into her apartment even though that’s where she wanted him to be. Linda 
was gentle and self-conscious. Every day she covered her Mama Cass body with a 
long dress and a different crocheted shawl. Together, Linda and Carol spent hours 
analyzing people, talking about their motivations. I sat in the backseat of the car 
while they discussed people I didn’t know, making it all seem so interesting. They 
finished their sentences with little question marks. I had never heard women talk 
like that before. I thought it made them sound smart.

One day Linda whispered to us that she’d found a box full of catalog cutouts 
under the bed she shared with her boyfriend. The pictures were from the lingerie 
section and all of the women’s heads had been removed and replaced with those 
of children. I wasn’t sure what it meant but I knew it couldn’t be good. Her face 
was so sad when she told us. If she left him, there would be no one else. We never 
spoke of it again. Eventually Linda moved out. Years later, I heard that Carol had 
gotten back with her husband.

Lana’s desk was next to mine. She was a Mormon and wore a special body 
covering under her fabulous outfits. She had perfect fingernails and perfect 
makeup. She was engaged and doing her best to remain a virgin until her wedding 
night. She confided to me how much she really wanted to have sex and how 
guilty she felt because she was giving her fiancé blow jobs in the car after work. 
Finally she convinced him to have intercourse and was sadly disappointed. He 
was disappointed in her, as she had not held out. She withdrew from me after 
that, embarrassed and ashamed of herself. I can’t remember if they went ahead 
and got married.

Donna had been raped. He came in through a window in the middle of 
the night. Her first thought was to protect her children. As she calmly led him 
into another room, she walked past her children’s bedroom and closed their 
door, locking it from the inside. He was never caught, despite being given a 
descriptive name in the newspapers, as was popular at the time: the Polite 
Rapist, the Friendly Rapist, the East Area Rapist, the Westside Rapist, the Car 
Key Rapist, the Pillow Case Rapist. Whoever our local rapist was, he returned 
to rape Donna again.

Tina had begun reading Herman Hesse and Laura Huxley. She confused 
me with her questions and she didn’t want to hang out as much. We didn’t know 
that she was saving up barbiturates prescribed by her doctor in exchange for 
him giving her one of his special examinations. I went to him once. I knew how 
he worked. When he told the nurse to leave the room and close the door, she 
looked at me as if to say run.
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One afternoon, Tina took all of her pills while sitting cross-legged on the 
floor listening to Dark Side of the Moon. When she didn’t show up for work, her 
brother and his girlfriend went to her apartment. She refused to see me in the 
hospital while she was recovering. She had not wanted to be saved. She’d cut off 
circulation to her feet and walked with a slight limp after she was released.

8
1977

Someone gave me a copy of Marge Piercy’s book Small Changes. The 
characters were rebellious young women, running on instinct from bad marriages 
and low expectations. Current events. It was like turning lights on in a cave. 
We passed it around. Jan found this place in Laguna Beach called the Feminist 
Forge and bought a handmade silver women’s symbol which she wore on a chain 
around her neck. She was the first woman I knew to do this. I went and got one, 
too. The evidence was mounting. How were we to love now? M
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Pulling Toward Meanness

LOUISE MARBURG

The chaises surrounding the hotel swimming pool were in such 
demand that Kim had to wake up at six o’clock in the morning to get dibs before 
they were all taken. There were scads of them, fifty at least, but by eight o’clock 
they’d be loaded with people’s stuff, magazines and tote bags and towels. 
Waking to the faint ping-ping of the alarm on her phone, she’d run down to the 
pool and dump sunblock and books on two adjacent chaises. Then she’d run 
back up to the room and get into bed, snuggle against Andrea’s back and sleep 
until ten.

“God, isn’t this fabulous?” Andrea said on their second day there as they sat 
beneath the beating Miami sun. “I wish we lived down here.”

“You’d be tan all year round,” Kim said. Andrea was an olive-skinned 
brunette; Kim was a redhead, freckled and fair. But it was Andrea’s turn to choose 
their vacation—Kim had chosen Aspen last June—and she liked nothing better 
than to laze in the sun. Kim reapplied sunblock several times a day and wore a 
wide-brimmed hat. Andrea had hated the rusticity of the rented cabin in Aspen; 
they’d squabbled about it and gone home a day early. 

A woman sitting in the chaise next to Kim’s smiled at her and said, “Where 
are you girls from?”

“Connecticut,” Kim said. 
“I used to love taking vacations with my girlfriends,” the woman said. She 

was old enough to be wearing a bathing suit with a skirt, even though she wasn’t 
fat. She noticed Kim’s wedding ring. “Oh, you’re married! I bet your husbands are 
off playing golf. I’ve heard the course here is gorgeous.” 

“Actually, we’re married to each other,” Andrea said before Kim could 
answer. “Going on two years.”

The woman blinked. “Well. Imagine that.”
“Don’t have to imagine it,” said Andrea. She sat up. “We’re expecting a baby, 

as well.” She patted her still-flat belly and lay down again. 
“No kidding!” the woman said. Kim thought she’d go back to her magazine, 

but she put it down and looked at Kim. Her eyes were bright with with interest.
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“I know a few gay men,” she said. “But I’ve never met a gay woman.”
That you know of, Kim thought. “Where are you from?”
“Willing, Ohio,” the woman said. “A speck of a town. How did you manage 

that?” She pointed at Andrea and touched her own belly. “Did you go to one of 
those banks?”

“You mean a sperm bank?” Andrea said loudly.
“Yes, we did,” Kim said.
“I have nothing against it,” the woman said. “Just curious. I’m for gay rights 

all the way.”
Kim expected Andrea to make another crack, but Andrea had nodded off, 

as she often did these days. She was twelve weeks along. They had decided she 
would have the first child because she was older, thirty-three to Kim’s twenty-
seven, then Kim would give birth to the second. Kim wasn’t sure she even wanted 
one, but it was too late now. “You’ll fall in love with it once it’s born,” Andrea had 
said. “All new mothers do.” 

“I’m Marion,” the woman said. She gestured with her thumb at a man lying 
next to her. He was reading a paperback, paying them no attention. “That’s my 
husband, Pete.” She cupped her hand around her mouth and whispered, “He’s 
more conservative than I am, if you know what I mean.”

“I’m dying for a swim,” Kim said. She took off her hat and walked to the edge 
of the pool. For all the people lying around it, there was hardly anyone in it. A 
sharp-nosed old man breaststroked slowly past, and a little girl played by herself 
on the steps. A teenage boy sprang off the diving board. Kim dove in and swam 
underwater to the shallow end, then turned against the wall and swam through 
the foggy blue toward the deep end. Halfway there, she saw something white on 
the bottom of the pool. She dove down, picked it up, and brought it to the surface. 
It was a torn shard of paper, waterlogged but intact, the typewritten words on it 
still sharp enough to be read.

There’s a side of me that keeps pulling toward meanness, I can’t help myself. 
What is wrong with me?

Kim swam to the side of the pool and laid the paper on the hot cement. She 
squinted up at the balconies overlooking the pool and imagined the scrap of 
paper flying down like a feather.

“I’m hungry,” Andrea called. “Baby needs a cheeseburger.” 
Kim climbed out of the pool. “Look what I found in the water.” 
Andrea held up the wet paper and squinted at it. “What in the world?” 
“I know, strange isn’t it?”
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Andrea handed the paper back. “It’s horrible, throw it away,” she said. “Will 
you go get us some lunch?”

Kim went to the busy snack bar and ordered a couple of burgers. The deep 
shade beneath the snack bar’s eave made waiting a pleasant reprieve. Beyond the 
pool, the beach stretched to the Atlantic; there were umbrellas and chairs set up 
near the shore for guests of the hotel to use. But Andrea hated the feel of the sand 
between her toes as much as she loved the sun. Kim watched her spread sunblock 
on her arms. She was beautiful, and the baby would be too because they’d chosen 
the sperm of a handsome man—a surgeon, like Andrea. When it was Kim’s turn 
to have a baby would they choose her male counterpart, a wiry carrot-topped 
nurse? She smiled at the idea. In fact, they planned to use the same man’s sperm 
so the children would be biologically related. This had been discussed before they 
married, when Kim had been so besotted with Andrea she would have agreed to 
raise gorillas. She frowned. 

“No, no, no,” Andrea said when Kim brought their lunch over. “There are 
onions on this, you know I can’t eat them.” She peeled back the top bun and 
grimaced at her burger, which had been heaped with caramelized onions.

“So scrape them off,” Kim said.
“I’ll know they were there.” She put her hand over her mouth. “Oh, God, I 

feel like I’m going to vomit.” 
Kim took Andrea’s plate, walked it back to the snack bar, and scraped the 

onions into a garbage can there. She waited a minute before returning to Andrea.
“Here you go,” she said as she handed Andrea the plate. 
“Fantastic,” Andrea said. “What would I do without you?”
“It’s a mystery,” Kim said.

8
They sat on the balcony outside their room with a little table 
between them, eating toast and jam that room service had brought. Four floors 
down, their possessions covered two chaises by the pool. Kim watched a man 
and woman linger by the chaises and finally walk on. That’s right, she thought, 
keep going. 

“I had a dream about Jackson last night,” she said.
“You mean a nightmare,” Andrea said. She massaged her abdomen. “Speaking 

of which, I had the worst gas pains all night.”
“He was telling me I was too stupid to be a doctor.” 
“I’ve told you a million times you would make an excellent doctor,” Andrea 
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said. “Why did you dream about him? Have you been thinking about him lately?”
Kim shook her head. “I never do.” This wasn’t entirely true, but true enough—

she hardly ever thought about him. He had been her boyfriend senior year of 
college, just as her true sexuality was dawning on her. Perhaps he sensed that, 
or else he was just a prick, but a few months into their relationship, he’d become 
verbally abusive, denigrating her intellect and shaming her physically. He was 
the first real boyfriend she’d had, and she’d been reluctant to break up with him. 

“It’s that message you found in the pool yesterday,” Andrea said. “It brought 
up bad memories, I bet.”

“Maybe so,” Kim said as she peeled open a tiny container of jam. 
“You didn’t keep it, I hope,” Andrea said.
“No,” Kim said. But she had. She’d slid it into the pocket of her tote bag, 

puckered and crisp from the sun.
“Yes, you did,” Andrea said. “I hate it when you lie to me.”
“I hate it when you tell me what to do,” Kim said. 
“I can’t help it, I’m a doctor. It’s my job to tell people what to do.”
And it’s my job to take orders from doctors, Kim thought. “I wish I’d never 

told you about Jackson,” she said. Early in their relationship, Kim had laid herself 
at Andrea’s feet by telling her every last thing about herself. Since then, she’d 
developed a habit of occasionally fibbing as a small rebellion against Andrea’s 
need to share every emotion and thought. 

“What does Jackson have to do with my being bossy?” Andrea said.
“You’re bossy to me,” Kim said. “You think I’m weak because I let a man 

abuse me.”
Andrea gave her a skeptical look. “You don’t believe that. I don’t think 

you’re weak, you think you’re weak. You’ve never forgiven yourself for staying  
with him.” 

She wasn’t saying anything that Kim hadn’t told her, but Kim felt as invaded 
as if her deepest secret had been unearthed. She rose from the table and went into 
the room, where the bed was a wreck of crumpled sheets. She found her tote bag, 
took the paper out of its pocket, and read it once again. She imagined it was a draft 
of a much longer letter that would be found after its author had packed up and 
gone. She regretted not breaking up with Jackson even more than she regretted 
their relationship; he had beaten her to the finish line and broken up with her, 
calling her a “waste of air” before he walked out the door. That she hadn’t spat 
back a worse insult was another regret. She’d thought of dozens of comebacks 
since then.
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She put the paper away just as Andrea came into the room. 
“I’m sorry,” she said. “Let’s not fight. It’s stupid to talk about Jackson. That 

was eons ago.” She nuzzled Kim’s neck and kissed the cleft between her breasts. 
“Don’t tell me you want to fool around during peak tanning hours,” Kim 

teased. “What if someone takes our chaises?” 
“They wouldn’t dare,” Andrea said. The curtains at the window inflated and 

collapsed with the breeze as Kim felt Andrea’s mouth warm against her skin. Kim 
wondered if she had really been under Jackson’s spell or simply desperate to prove 
that she was “normal.” Her parents had liked him. Doubtless they’d imagined 
she’d marry him, or someone like him, for they’d been deeply shocked when she 
came out. But she had a sister who was straight and married, and who had given 
them three grandchildren. Andrea and Kim’s baby didn’t count as a grandchild—
Kim’s mother had said as much. The father was anonymous and the child wasn’t 
related to Kim. She sighed and made a sound of pleasure, trying to empty her 
mind. Andrea took it so personally if Kim didn’t enjoy herself that sometimes she 
felt compelled to pretend. 

8
Kim reserved the same two chaises every morning because they 
were at the end of a row and faced the sun most of the day. A youngish couple 
sat where Marion and her husband had been the day before. The woman was 
blond and chiseled in a crocheted bikini, her tanned body gleaming with lotion; 
the man wore a fashionable short growth of beard and a pair of tight red trunks 
that were almost as revealing as a Speedo.

“Did you bring the Times?” Kim heard the man say. “You forgot the Times, 
didn’t you.” The woman sat up and handed him a large net bag.

“No, I didn’t forget it.”
“I couldn’t see it under all your shit.”
“Most of that ‘shit’ is yours,” she said. 
He reached into the bag and pulled out a Vogue magazine. “This isn’t mine.” 

He tossed it on the chaise at her feet. “And neither is this hairbrush.”
“Two things,” she said.
“I’m just proving a point. Your shit is in here, too.”
Kim leaned toward Andrea. “Are you listening to this?” she whispered. 
“Trying not to,” Andrea said.
“At least she’s talking back to him,” Kim said.
“Doesn’t seem to make a difference.”
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Kim watched some kids dive for pennies in the pool. She used to do that when 
she was little, except her father threw the pennies into the water and if she could 
retrieve them she got to keep them. They had been close before she came out, 
then something in him shut against her like a window against a wind. They were 
kind, her parents, but she had let them down. It didn’t cross her mind that they’d 
let her down until Andrea pointed it out. “Being a parent means unconditionally 
loving your child,” she’d said. But love was a variable thing, in Kim’s opinion; it 
had layers that could be stripped off or worn away.

“Oh, for fuck’s sake,” said the man beside her. He held a tube of sunblock. “I 
need SPF fifty and this is only thirty.”

Kim sat up and whispered in Andrea’s ear. “I can’t take this anymore, I’m 
going for a walk.” But Andrea was asleep.

There was a gate in the wall that separated the pool area from the beach. Kim 
went through it toward the shore, the sand tolerably hot beneath her feet. When 
she got to the water, she waded in up to her ankles and gazed out at a cruise ship 
on the horizon. Then she turned south and walked toward a distant cluster of 
skyscrapers, staying within the wet sand by the shore and looking fruitlessly for 
shells. She didn’t see Marion until the woman was almost on top of her. She was 
wearing a different skirted bathing suit today, a snazzy red and black number. 
Yesterday Kim had figured her to be about her mother’s age, but today she seemed 
younger. She held her graying hair against her head with one hand so the wind 
wouldn’t blow it around. She was much taller than Kim, which hadn’t been 
obvious when they’d been sitting in the chaises. 

“Hello again! I’ve startled you! I was waving but you didn’t see me. Are you 
looking for shells or thinking deeply?”

Kim laughed. “Shells, but there aren’t any. Are you on your way back to  
the hotel?”

Marion looked at the water. “I wanted to take a swim, actually, but I don’t like 
to swim alone. The water here is rough. Pete is golfing; he hates the beach.”

“So does Andrea,” Kim said. She assessed the waves, which were high and 
frothy, hitting the sand with a crash. “I’ll swim with you, if you want.”

“Oh, I don’t want to disturb your walk,” Marion said.
“I’m fleeing rather than walking,” Kim said. “There’s an awful couple sitting 

next to us that I’m trying to escape.” 
“More awful than I was?” Marion said with a smile. “I’m sorry I was so nosy 

yesterday. Pete says I talk too much. But I’m curious about people.”
“Never mind, let’s go in,” Kim said. She took Marion’s hand as they navigated 
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the waves. The undertow was strong, and they held tight to each other until they 
were submerged in the chilly water. There were boys riding surfboards and 
children frolicking at the shore. The beach was crowded with hotel guests sitting 
beneath blue and white striped umbrellas.

“I’m curious about people, too,” Kim said. “I’m a nurse, so I meet a lot of 
different types. Everyone has a story.”

“I don’t have much of one,” Marion said. “I was married at twenty-two and 
had three boys by the time I was thirty. And I live in the most boring town 
in the country. Now, you’re the one with a story. How long has gay marriage  
been legal?”

“Depends on the state,” Kim said. 
“Can I tell you a secret?” Marion said. “I always thought it would be nice to 

be with a woman.” She blushed, which made Kim smile. They jumped as a wave 
came in, keeping their heads above water. 

“It is nice,” Kim said. “Very different than being with a man.”
“Oh, men,” Marion scoffed. “Men are such brutes.”
“But you’re married to one,” Kim said.
“Barely.” Marion rolled her eyes. “Watch out behind you!”
A wave curled over Kim’s head and crashed upon her, sucking her into its 

maw. She tried to swim to the surface, but was pulled back down as if by a giant 
hand. She glimpsed Marion’s legs for half a second, the skirt of her bathing suit 
floating above her pale thighs, then saw only a whirlwind of green water and sand. 

8
Marion knelt over her, a dim silhouette. “You stopped 
breathing!” she said. “You almost drowned!” 

“How?” Kim said, and then she remembered. 
A man appeared opposite Marion. “Cough for me,” he said. Kim coughed. 

Her chest felt like someone was sitting on it. She turned her head and vomited 
water. She touched a painful spot on her nose.

“It’s not broken,” Marion said. “Just scraped. Your arms and knees, too. I had 
a time getting you out of the water. This man helped me, thank God. I didn’t know 
what to do. He gave you CPR! He saved your life!”

“Thank you,” Kim said.
“You’re welcome,” he said. He was older, white-haired, a little out of shape, 

not her idea of someone who could save a life. The bright sky behind him made 
her eyes throb. “We better get you to a hospital. Do you think you can walk?”
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“I’ll help you,” Marion said. 
Kim sat up. “No, I’m fine, I need to see Andrea. She’s a doctor, she’ll take care 

of me.”
“I’m a doctor,” the man said. “And I think you need to go to the hospital.”
“Come on,” Marion said. 
“No, no,” Kim said. She got to her feet. “If Andrea thinks I should go, I will, 

I swear.” She stumbled away from them, then vomited again. She knew the man 
was right, she needed medical attention, but she wanted to find Andrea. 

“Here, let me take you,” Marion said, putting her arm around Kim. The beach 
whirled and tilted; Kim stopped to cough several times. Marion rubbed her back 
in a circular motion. “Here we go, almost there.” She opened the gate to the pool. 

Two teenage girls attached by earbuds to their phones occupied Kim and 
Andrea’s chaises.

“Excuse me,” Marion said. One of them pulled out her ear buds. “The woman 
who was here, do you know where she went?”

“There wasn’t anyone here,” the girl said.
“No, she wouldn’t leave,” Kim said.
“Well, she did,” the girl said. “We got these chairs fair and square.” She 

plugged her ear buds in again and went back to scrolling through her phone.
“All right, now I’m going to put my foot down,” Marion said. “I’m driving you 

to the hospital.”
Kim shook her off rudely and went to the door that led to the hotel elevator. 

Stepping into the elevator’s mirrored interior, she saw that she was coated with 
sand. Her hair hung in clotted ropes, the scrape on her nose was deep; the whites 
of her eyes were entirely red, and her knees and forearms were raw. On the fourth 
floor, she got out and staggered down the carpeted hall, trailing sand behind her. 
Andrea had propped the door open with a book so Kim could get in without a key. 

Andrea lay on the bed facing away from the door. She turned over as Kim 
walked in. 

“I’m bleeding,” she said. 
“I almost drowned,” Kim said. 
Andrea began to cry.
“I stopped breathing,” Kim said. “I had to be revived.” 
“I’m losing the baby,” Andrea said.
The baby was Andrea’s to lose, Kim thought. She went to the window and 

looked out at the ocean that had nearly swallowed her. That it hadn’t was a 
miracle, she supposed. M
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The Owl in the Forest in  
My Mouth

ALICIA MOUNTAIN

Whom have you become,
groundskeeper, houndkeeper, 
dusk and dawnsleeper? 
Whom have you allowed
to keep hours in your 
wrought iron mind?
How is your mortal gate 
torn from its hinges but 
by an act of flinging sky?
Who cuts the tributary
and how you lap at 
the tribute they pay.
How you trunkclamber
yourself, through 
with the breaking fear,
for some years-long
vista into which you 
holler forth and swoon.
How you resigned your 
set snares for the company 
of forage so abundant 
you forget the cold want,
the sapbitter taste of scarcity.
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Just a Phase

ARON WIESENFELD

“Aron Wiesenfeld. Like Hopper he is concerned with solitude, like Magritte he 
is bewitched by mystery.” —Guillermo del Toro

I try to keep my eyes open as much as possible.  I don’t set out 
with a specific agenda for what I want to achieve in my work because I enjoy 
following my impulses, seeing where they lead, and surprising myself.  

The people in my work are often engaged in coming-of-age rituals.  Some 
are institutional: weddings, first communions, quinceañeras.  Others are more 
personal and harder to define.  The key ingredients of those are solitude and a 
desperate internal need to distinguish or define oneself.  Like many examples 
from history and literature, like the shaman’s journey or the Arthurian quest, he 
or she tests herself on the anvil of a hostile environment, mirroring the internal 
struggle that is at the heart of it. 

      —AW
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Playground
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The Delegate’s Daughter
Oil on canvas
56 x 32 inches
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Bunker
Oil on linen

32.5 x 44.5 inches
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The Tree
Oil on canvas
47 x 35 inches
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Greenhouse
Oil on canvas
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Guest House
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Paper Dancers

RACHEL LYON

It is eleven a.m. and Nels is already on his third Diet Coke of 
the day. He’s on the phone with his sister Ida, who’s trying to convince him to join 
what remains of their family for Christmas. Outside his window, the chained-up 
dog next door is prancing on his back feet, barking breathlessly, tongue flapping, 
delighted by the fat white flakes. Inside, dirty dishes stink in the sink.

Come on, Ida pleads. As if it might be an incentive, she adds: Bruce is bringing 
his girlfriend. 

Oh, whoopee, says Nels. 
I like this one, Ida says. She has a palliative effect on him. She has a daughter. 
Ida has always wanted a daughter. Instead she ended up with three 

untamable boys. 
How old? he asks, despite himself.
I don’t know. Elementary school. 
He downs the Diet Coke in one draught. I’m sorry, Ida. I have to work. 
You don’t even have a job.
I have applications to fill out, Nels says weakly. You know what they say: 

applying for jobs is a full-time job.
Ida’s laugh is wheezy and dark. 
Have you been smoking again? 
No. 
He hears the flick of a lighter, the crackle of a cigarette. Liar, he says. 
Just come, she says, between inhales. It can’t be as bad as last year. 
He laughs, too, then stops laughing abruptly, trying retroactively to read her 

tone. Last year was their first Christmas without Mom, their fourth without Dad—
not that Dad was such a picture of excellence. Nels drank a bottle of schnapps in 
Maeve and Morty’s driveway. His own pink puke melted the sunlit snow.

He opens the last can of the six-pack. The satisfying pop of punctured 
aluminum. Fuck, he says vehemently. No, you know what, I’m going to stay 
home. I’m just going to stay home and do some fucking work and not leave the 
house until the twenty-sixth, earliest. 

Aren’t you not supposed to isolate? 
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I’m not isolating. 
What, do you suddenly have friends? 
Sick burn.
Do you have people from the Program you can spend time with over the 

holiday? Do you have meetings lined up? 
He swigs the DC. I don’t want to spend Christmas with those losers.
Then come spend Christmas with us losers. 
I’ll come next year. Once I get used to…
Look, Nels, Ida says—  
…myself.
—I don’t want to go either, she continues. Do you know that? But it’s a 

slippery slope. If this Christmas we decide it’s too hard, we’ll put it off. Then, next 
year, we’ll think, What’s the big deal? It’s just another day. And the year after that, 
we’re not even a family anymore. 

The dog next door has settled down. His chain rests on the asphalt. Snow 
melts into his black fur.

Slippery slope, Ida repeats. Don’t make me spend Christmas alone with 
Auntie Maeve, Uncle Morty, and Bruce and some chick.

And the chick’s daughter. 
Right. Why not invite some strangers from Craigslist while we’re at it. 
What about Rob? No Rob this year? 
No, Nels. No Rob this year. No Rob next year. No Rob ever again. 
The shame rolls in like fog, obscuring his vision. Shit, he says. I’m sorry.
He is so self-absorbed he’s forgotten his sister split up with her husband. Just 

one of his many failures. Add it to the fucking list. He lets the blinds down on the 
old dog and the dog begins to bark again. Why do you want me there? he asks 
from the shadows.

The answer comes as easily as catechism: Because you’re my brother and I 
love you. 

He wants to say, What does that even mean? He wants to tell her, You don’t 
even know who I am. But perhaps she does know him. Perhaps she does love 
him, despite himself. Hope nags, faint as the barking of the dog. So he says, Even 
though I’m a piece of shit? 

Oh, God, she says. Get over yourself. 

The man who agreed to be his sponsor, Tim, a magnanimous 
character in his early sixties, overlarge in body and spirit, marvelously Zen, 
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coaches Nels on the upcoming trip. Nels is to find meetings there, Zen Tim 
says, near Maeve and Morty’s. He is to set alarms on his phone so he can get 
to said meetings in time. He is to call regularly, as often as he needs to. He is 
to pray. We don’t do this alone, Zen Tim says. Nels, he says, are you listening? 

Maeve and Morty’s is a train to a plane to a rental car. It takes everything 
he’s got not to order a thumb-sized bottle of whiskey on the train. Even though it 
is ten in the morning, on the flight they pass out free plastic flutes of champagne 
because it is Christmas Eve. In a voice so low that the flight attendant has to ask 
him twice to repeat himself, he requests a Diet Coke instead. She brings it brightly 
but leaves the champagne on his tray table and charges him six dollars. He gives 
his champagne to the kid next to him, who can’t be more than twelve, doubtless 
a veteran of divorce, flying alone on the holiday. The kid seems excited—Hey, 
thanks, man!—until he tries it. After tasting the stuff he leaves it sitting half-
empty on his own tray table. Eventually an attendant comes over and clears it 
into a black plastic trash bag, four ounces of bubbly golden light that, Nels has 
been told, will kill him. 

He rents a car that sits low to the ground and fishtails uneasily on black ice. It 
is just four but the sun is already low in the bare trees. After an hour’s drive under 
heavy skies he parks the deathtrap in M&M’s infamous driveway and sits in the 
driver’s seat sucking on his vape pen, looking in. Not a bone in his body wants to 
go inside that little house, not one bone. He calls his sponsor. It goes to voicemail. 

Heya, hi there, it’s Nels, merry Christmas Eve. I’m just…outside of my aunt 
and uncle’s place. I’m about to walk in. I foresee, uh, a few booby traps: you’ve 
got your eggnog, your schnapps, your garden-variety asshole brother and his 
girlfriend. And her daughter. She’s bringing her daughter. I, uh, I’ll check in again 
later. I’m sure you’d tell me to pray, so, yeah, I guess I’ll go ahead and pray before 
I go in there. All right, hope you’re, uh, making merry. Talk to you soon. 

Nicotine vapor twists up toward the windshield. Nels can’t remember the 
serenity prayer. Some kind of mental block. Even as a child Nels was never taught 
to pray. All he can do is sit in a cold car on the side of a road in planet Earth’s 
Northern Hemisphere for one quiet moment before entering the chaos. White 
sunlight, trapped in stark branches, illuminates the fogged-over glass. Eventually 
he takes a misty breath and opens the car door.

Inside Maeve and Morty’s everything is noise. Ida’s boys, his 
demon nephews, are catapulting themselves off the couch. Ida is scrubbing 
furiously at the residue from an upturned bottle of blue sparkly glue on the 
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kitchen table. Maeve is yelling from the kitchen, and Morty is on his knees 
under the tree, ass-up, cursing violently, attempting to silence the lights, which 
whine “Joy to the World” like so many glowing LED gnats. With every one of 
Morty’s expletives, the boys scream more loudly.

Look who it is! Ida exclaims. 
Bruce? Maeve yells.
Ida stands on tiptoes to kiss Nels’ cheek, blue sparkly rag in hand. How was 

the trip? 
Perilous, says Nels, but just seeing his sister fills him with relief. He puts his 

suitcase down by the wall near the door. 
Maeve looks up from the blender and beams at him. Bruce! Is that Bruce? 
It’s Nels, says Ida. 
Oh, Rob! Maeve is overjoyed.
Maeve, it’s Nels, Ida repeats. 
Oh, Nels. Nels, I didn’t know you were coming! 
Nels shoots Ida a look. 
Ida rolls her eyes noncommittally. I guess you’ll be sleeping on the couch.
Tiny old Maeve comes up to hug him, wiping her hands on her pants. Her 

hair is coarse and fragrant. Sorry, dear, I’m not wearing my glasses.
Sorry to disappoint, says Nels. 
How’s Hollywood? 
It’s been a few years since I worked in Hollywood. 
Nels works on sets for Broadway shows now! Ida says.
Not exactly, Nels says.
Oh my! says Maeve. Morty and I just loved The Lion King.
They stand around smiling at each other. 
Maeve says, Do you kids want some nog? 
I’d kill for some nog, says Ida. 
Nels says, A virgin one for me.
Ida gives him a thumbs-up. He pretends not to see. 
Are you sick? says Maeve.
He begins to say no, but stops. It’s a disease, his sponsor has told him. He has 

a disease. So he says, Yes. Just a little under the weather. 
If Maeve remembers the debacle at his mother’s funeral, she doesn’t let on. 

Probably she’s unaware. With her memory she might have been told and promptly 
forgotten. Does Ida know? He doesn’t think so. But he tries anyway to look at Ida 
through alternate filters: in this light, she knows and is being kind. In the other, 
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she doesn’t, and is just being herself. Maeve turns back toward the blender, pours 
three little porcelain cups full of fluffy cream, and spikes them all. She hands him 
one of the tainted cups but Ida intercepts it. 

Nels wanted one without rum, Ida says loudly. In this light, she knows.
Oh! says Maeve. Right! I’ll put this aside for Robbie. 
Rob’s not coming, says Ida. I told you that! 
Oh no, says Maeve. What happened, dear? 
We split up. He couldn’t handle my grief after Mom died. Plus he cheated on 

me. Multiple times.
Maeve turns around to get a fourth cup. I always liked Rob, she says. 
Ida turns to Nels, makes her left hand into the shape of a gun, and mimes 

shooting herself in the head. In this light, she doesn’t know. 
Nels grabs her hand and squeezes.

This is what siblings are for: miming shooting oneself in the 
head at. Once Bruce arrives, it will be all about Bruce. Nels and Ida’s subtle 
camaraderie will be drowned out, as it always has been, by his thunderous 
personality. For now, though, Nels and Ida make a good team. 

They are three: Nels, the eldest, handsome, quiet, and strange; Bruce, an 
affable moose with a rage streak; and plain-faced, reasonable, magnificent Ida. 
How anyone could leave her—how Rob, of all people, could leave her—Nels does 
not know. He has only ever gotten the faintest impression of Rob, drunk as he’s 
been every time they have met, but the guy always struck him as a cardboard 
cutout of a person—flimsy, vain, easily bent out of shape—and Nels tells Ida as 
much on the back porch when they go out for a smoke break. 

She sucks on her Camel as if her life depends on it and, when it’s nearly down 
to the filter, lights another. Thank you for telling me that, she says. The worst 
thing about Rob is how much everyone loves him. 

I don’t know why, says Nels. There’s nothing to him. No depth. He’s 2-D.
She smokes pensively.
You’re not going to get back together with him and then hold that against me, 

are you? 
No, no, she says. Rob moved out. 
When?
Last month. 
No kidding. 
It’s over for real.
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I’m sorry I’ve been so unavailable, Nels says.
She waves him away. We’ve all been going through it. Are you seeing anyone? 
You kidding? Nels almost chokes on vapor. No. No. I am in no shape to date.
She laughs at him. You look so stupid, sucking on that thing. Do you want a 

real cigarette? 
He is so grateful for Ida. 

Giant Bruce barrels in, bundled in layers like a piano in a 
moving van. Ho ho ho! he hollers. Christmas is here! 

He is attended by two slim figures, one tall and one small. The tall one holds 
out her hand to Morty, who’s just trundled out of the bathroom. 

Hi, she says, you must be Morty. I’m Ellen. Thank you for having us!
Morty looks up at her cheekbones and silky dark hair and seems mystified. 

This your girlfriend, Brucie? 
Bruce says, Everyone, this is Ellen! Ellen, this is my uncle Morty, aunt Maeve, 

sister Ida, and brother Nels. Didn’t expect to see you here, buddy! 
Bruce claps Nels on the shoulder, his smile bright and false.
Nels is tongue-tied and frightened. He feels himself blush. He turns to Ida: 

You didn’t—?
Possibly for the benefit of his girlfriend, Bruce says, Glad you came! He 

squeezes Nels’ shoulder hard, like a warning. Ida, where are the boys? 
Making snowflakes in Mort’s office, Ida says.
So much vacuuming, laments Maeve.
I’ll take care of it, Maevey.
With a big well-practiced smile, Ellen offers, So nice to meet you all!
And this—Bruce brings forth the small figure who’s been lurking behind 

them—is Ellen’s daughter Ellie. 
He looks right at Ida and Nels tries hard to read his expression.
Aw, little Ellie, wow! says Ida, tipsy with drink and daughter envy. Aren’t you 

pretty in that fancy coat? 
She’s Ellen, too, says Big Ellen of her daughter. We call her Ellie for short. It’s 

a family name. 
In the way of certain good-looking women, Tall Ellen seems almost 

apologetic, and her insecurity melts Ida immediately. It’s a beautiful name! Ida 
says. Can I get you a drink? Glancing at Nels, she adds: Alcoholic, non-alcoholic, 
we’ve got it all! Eggnog? Coke? Uh, milk? 

She leads Big Ellen into the kitchen and Bruce puts a guiding hand on the 
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child’s upper back. He does not look at Nels as they pass. Nels is left in the living 
room alone with the singing tree. Considering the scene he’s just been a part of, 
he attempts to put things together. Bruce knows. Ida doesn’t. 

He looks at his phone. No missed calls, but a text from his sponsor: Hi Nels, 
my suggestion: Find ways to be of service. 

He finds it hard to believe that being of service will cure him. 
Nevertheless in the lull before dinner he gets on his knees and tries unscrewing 
a small colored bulb or two. Down here “Joy” is louder. Finding the source of 
the music turns out not to be so difficult. There is a small speaker at the very 
end of the cord. Perhaps he can just snip it off. Wondering if there are any pliers 
around, he looks up momentarily, and finds he’s alone in the living room with 
Little Elle. He feels a catch in his belly, his heart: surprise, delight, dismay. 

Oh, hello. 
She stares at him, big black irises reflecting the colored lights. She’s kept on 

her Burberry coat and a pair of silky pink ballerina slippers, soles wet from light 
snow. A vain, distrustful, acquisitive child, he thinks with unwelcome affection: 
wearing her treasures to keep them safe. 

The Christmas tree repeats the sounding joy. Repeats the sounding joy. 
Repeats, repeats, the sounding—

Pretty annoying, isn’t it? he says. 
She nods. 
Our names rhyme, he says to her, as a way of starting conversation. I’m Nels,  

you’re Elle. Right? Do you prefer Ellen, Elle, or Ellie? 
She shrugs. 
Is it not fun having the same name as your mom? he guesses.   
She rolls her eyes. 
Well, he says, thanks for coming to Christmas with my family.
I didn’t really have a choice, she says. Her voice is deeper and raspier than he 

expected. The incongruity of it is lovely.
I guess you don’t have much choice about where you end up, at your age, 

he agrees.
I wish I was at my dad’s, she says sulkily.
Where’s your dad? 
Los Angeles. He has a pool.
He can see her in his mind’s eye, cutting through blue water in a red two-

piece. Red elastic stretched over slim hips reveals a faint tan line below. The 
pallor of skin untouched by sun.
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He half unscrews a small blue bulb near the end and the lights begin to flash. 
Panicked, he screws it back in. Are you a dancer? he asks, indicating her shoes.

I wish, she replies. 
What’s stopping you? 
Mom says I’m not allowed to take dance classes until I get my grades up. 
What grade are you in? 
Fourth.
Aha. What kind of dance would you do if you could? 
She frowns at him. Ballet, she says.
Despite himself he sees her in a leotard. Budding breasts hard as peach pits 

under the thin black polyester. He feels sick to his stomach. 
Bruce busts in. Here she is! he calls loudly. He grabs Ellie’s hand and yanks 

her out of the room. 

At dinner however Bruce seems in high spirits. Forever and 
always The Moose has been a performer. Hamming it up in the comedic roles 
of every school play. Lewd touchdown dances in the end zone as the crowd 
went wild. Nels both admires and loathes his brother’s ease in the spotlight. 
Admires because he could never, ever. Loathes because Bruce has stolen their 
sister, she’s no longer paying Nels any mind, she’s just sitting there laughing at 
Bruce’s dumb jokes, sweet fickle Ida, flushed with eggnog and relief. Loathes 
because this isn’t the Bruce he feels he knows, the Bruce he remembers. The 
Bruce of their childhood was a fat curious boy, sensitive and quick to cry. This 
Bruce is hardened and funny and mean. He mocks Ida’s eldest, all in good fun—
Ida shouts, Bruce! You apologize!—but she’s laughing. The child’s cheeks burn 
and he hides his face in his mother’s arm. Ida and Tall Ellen admonish Bruce 
in harmony and Nels shoots a look at Little Elle. A perfect miniature of her 
mother, she does not seem to enjoy Bruce’s spiteful jokes. She is concentrating 
on balancing her fork on the middle knuckle of her middle finger. Her hands are 
the size and color of madeleines. She’s refused to remove her Burberry coat. He 
catches her eye and breathes on a clean spoon and hangs it from his nose. She 
stares at him for a moment before breaking into a lopsided smile. He crosses his 
eyes. Her laugh is high and sweet.

The alarm on Nels’ phone goes off. Reflexively, apologetically, he looks at 
Bruce, and sees his brother was already watching him entertaining Little Elle. 

Got somewhere to be? says Bruce. 
Nels gets up to clear his place. 
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Wait, you’re leaving? says Ida.
I’ll be back, says Nels. 
It is as if a bubble closes back up around the table when he leaves. Conversation 

picks back up seamlessly. Ida’s youngest crawls into Nels’ vacated chair. Without 
him, the table is complete. 

His own breath and nicotine vapor clouding his vision, he 
enters the address of the meeting into his phone and drives through backwoods 
roads until he gets to the VFW. Here he finds a spot in the half-full parking 
lot. A pasty woman in a festive red and green scarf directs him down the hall, 
to the left. He sidles into the room quiet as he can but a skinny Black man in a 
Santa hat pulls out a stackable chair for him. It leaves a pale streak on the dank 
green carpet. Obediently Nels sits down. He gets a few polite smiles and finds 
it difficult to smile back. Stuck to a bulletin board under a taxidermy moose 
head are pamphlets and business cards advertising snow removal and clean 
fill wanted. On a plank of plywood covering a pool table sits an urn and some 
Styrofoam cups and a disposable aluminum tray of hard cookies. Twenty-five 
or so unfamiliar people discuss their difficulties. One woman admits that last 
year on Christmas she relapsed. Nels gets up and grabs a handful of Russian 
rocks. A man says he’s been living in a homeless shelter and every night, all 
around him, he hears people using. He says, It’s a fucking bitch staying sober in 
there. Nels devours the cookies one after the other without tasting them at all. 

Anyone new to this meeting or in from out of town who’d like to say hello? 
says the man in a Santa hat. They all look at Nels. 

My name is Nels and I’m an alcoholic, he recites. 
Welcome, they repeat. He pops another cookie in his mouth. 
Anyone new or counting days who’d like to share their day count? Santa asks.
Nels raises his hand, just barely. Seventy-nine days, he manages. Powdered 

sugar escapes his mouth and gets on his jacket. 
Applause. Real smiles. He puts a dollar in the basket.
When it is his turn to share he says he isn’t sure what to say. 
Just say what’s in your heart, advises the homeless man. His nose is a river 

map of rosacea. 
Nels closes his eyes and wishes he were anywhere else. With his eyes closed 

he finds it easier to be honest. He admits he wishes his mother could see him 
sober. He admits his family doesn’t want him here. Things got so dark this year, 
he says, he can’t bear to—. It used to be he drank away the shame. Now that he’s 
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given up drink, shame is a mantle he can’t remove. Shame has fused to his body, 
a burial cloak.  

The funeral was on a Saturday in November. Branches 
scratched at the sky. He stumbled in the aisle. All the mourners’ eyes on him. 
Sorry, sorry. He was too drunk to be the what’s-it-called. Sorry. Some cousin 
he’d never met got up to help carry the coffin. He got behind the wheel of his 
car to join the caravan to the cemetery. Was surprised to find he’d already 
downed all the vodka in the glove compartment. The cars pulled out and he 
waved them on—See you there—but, seeing double, got out of the car in search 
of something to sober him up. The church had vacated quickly. No one there but 
a silent janitor and some holy radiator clanging. In the basement he found small 
chairs, small desks. Finger paintings hung on clothesline. He opened a closet 
and encountered a giant box of Goldfish and a box of wine. He consumed both.

Coming to, he became aware he was in custody. A bald cop slapped his cheek. 
Preconscious, brain rattling, thirsty as hell, he took a swing at the guy. Toppled 
himself and the chair he was cuffed to. The cop righted him. 

Aren’t you Moose’s big brother? 
He was told he’d been found by the Sunday School class on the floor with his 

pants at his knees. He was told he reached for one of the kids and suggested she 
help him finish. 

Nels pleaded with the guy not to tell Bruce. 
The cop said, You’re going to have to register. 
The Sunday school never pressed charges, however. The prison he found 

himself in for the next several months was of his own making. 

Here in the VFW near Maeve and Morty’s, Nels refrains from 
telling the whole story. He stops at Goldfish and a box of wine. 

He adds, I never saw my mother buried. 
They all hmm with great compassion. 
He adds, The next few months were fucking hell. So here I am. 
Keep coming back, they say. 
It works if you work it, they say. 
After the meeting the relapse lady thanks him for his share. Skinny Black 

Santa corners Nels with urgency in his eyes. He says, We do not regret the past 
nor wish to shut the door on it. 

Nels says, But what if we do? What if that’s all we wish to do? 
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With conviction Black Santa says, You’re only as sick as your secrets. 
Nels would like to punch them all in the face. 

They do not tell you what to do with your shame. They do not 
tell you how to keep it from fusing to you forever. All Nels wants is to scrape 
off his skin and turn off his mind, to forget himself. He drives too fast on the 
dark roads. As if God’s finally heard him, at a turn he encounters an ugly little 
dive bar. A neon woman kicks a leg up outside. He pulls into the lot and sits and 
vapes. His throat is sore and thick. Gravel spins in the tires. He punches the 
wheel. He gets out of the car.

Inside it is medium bright and smells of sour beer, sour breath, sour men. 
The clientele are few but raucous. Christmas Eve! Nels sits on a stool and waits. 
The bartender is a twenty-something in a Minute Men Armory t-shirt. With smug 
irony he asks Nels, What can I do you for, old timer?

Nels says, I’m, uh, still deciding.
Take your time. The bartender gives him a coaster and a glass of tap water. 

Nels eyes the young unfamiliar men at the bar and the old familiar bottles behind 
it. The best shit they’ve got is Makers Mark. He can taste it in his mind. 

His phone buzzes in his pocket. His sponsor. Instinctively Nels looks around. 
He is not being watched. He steps outside. Without his coat, goose bumps form 
on his arms. The cold stings his eyes. 

Zen Tim’s voice is crackly. Bad connection. Where are you right now? 
He admits he’s standing outside a bar. 
Okay, says Zen Tim. 
They didn’t expect me to be here. My brother didn’t expect me to— he doesn’t 

want me to be around his girlfriend’s—
Zen Tim interrupts: We’re not in the business of mind-reading. What anyone 

else is thinking is none of your business. Do you have a meeting lined up?  
Just went to one.
What?
Just went!
Did you share honestly? 
I left some things out. 
Can you hear me, Nels? 
I can hear you, he practically shouts. 
Look, Nels, I hope you can hear me. Share honestly. Call. Meditate. Pray. 

Keep your higher power nearby. Look for ways to be of service. Try doing the 
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dishes. It’s fucking Christmas. There are always dishes to do. Call again if you 

need to. Scratch that. Call in an hour. I might not pick up. Just call. You can do 

this. Take it an hour at a time. Half an hour at a time. Hell, set your cell phone 

timer for fifteen minutes. Can you not drink for fifteen minutes?

Yeah. 

Can you? 

I don’t know. 

How about ten?

I’ll do five.

Do five, then. But Nels.

Yeah. 

You listening to me? 

Yeah.

Get the fuck away from that bar. 

He sticks his phone in his pocket and, gripping it like a talisman, looks up at 

the stars. The tiny points of light blur in his watering eyes. There are so many of 

them here, so far from the city, in the endless sky. Steam rises from his mouth, his 

lungs, his skin. Is this prayer? he thinks. And then: How isn’t this prayer? 

The bartender steps outside behind him and lights a cigarette. Hey man, 

he says. 

Nels nods. 

Rough night? 

Nels digs his hands farther into his pockets.

Yeah, man, says the bartender, misunderstanding his gesture, Fucking fuck, 
it’s cold.

Nels manages a smile.

Hey, says the bartender. I feel like I know you. Did you play football in high 

school? 

My brother did. Bruce—

Holy shit, your brother’s The Moose? I thought you looked familiar. Yo, that 

guy was a dick.

Yeah, well. Nels smiles with something like relief. Like father, like son. 

Fuck, yeah, the bartender says. Fuckin tripped me in the fuckin hallway. 

Fuckin gave me fuckin wedgies. Yeah. Fuck. You tell fucking Bruce the Moose to 

fuckin eat a dick, okay? 

I—Nels laughs. I’m not going to say that. 
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What, you afraid of him, too? Listen, come back inside and I’ll give you a shot 
on the house. What’s your poison? Vodka? Tequila? You a whiskey man? Pick 
your fuckin poison, dude. 

Nels produces the phone from his pocket and looks at it with recognition, 
though the screen is dark. Sounds good, man, sounds good, he says. Let me just—
he presses the home button to light it up—five minutes. 

Harried and hurried, Nels shuffles back toward the car. 

Back at Maeve and Morty’s the tree is still whining, though 
the pitch of the song seems to have fallen a half step or so. The kitchen is clean. 

There are no dishes to do. Half a bottle of eggnog rum sits on the counter. 

Maybe he should put it away. Put it in a cabinet. Be of service. He walks toward 

it but swerves away as if repelled. He is being ridiculous.

Though it’s only a quarter past nine, everyone has retreated to their rooms. 

Maeve and Morty go to bed early, and so do Ida’s boys, tucked away with their 

mother in the attic. Likely Bruce has shut himself away with Ellen in the basement 

rec room. Where is Little Elle sleeping? he wonders, and tamps down that thought. 

The bottle of rum sits on the counter. His suitcase sits untouched by the door. And 

Heaven and nature sing. And Heaven and nature sing. And Heaven, and Heaven, 

and nature sing.

Be of service, Nels remembers, and turns his attention to the Christmas tree. 

He tries to muffle the tiny speaker with the tree skirt, but there must be another 

tiny speaker somewhere, because muffling does little to quiet it. He gets up irritably 

and paces back to the kitchen. The rum sits on the counter. Everyone’s asleep. 

He sets a timer on his phone. Fifteen minutes. He can make it fifteen minutes.

Back at the tree he tries popping in a loose bulb near the end of the string 

of lights. At last, at last, the whining ceases. In the fresh silence he breathes. He 

listens. A sixty-year-old clock in the hallway ticks loudly. He can feel his family 

breathing behind the walls. He can feel the bottle of rum on the counter. 

He wanders up the hallway, lit only by an ancient Sleeping Beauty nightlight 

that he knows so well, from so deep in childhood, it might as well be the light 

source for his unconscious. On a sideboard is the loudly ticking clock. Morty’s 

office door is open and the remnants of Ida’s kids’ snowflakes are everywhere. 

Slips of white paper litter the rug. A few big crumpled flakes lie on the brown swivel 

desk chair and ancient computer keyboard. He remembers Maeve’s lament: So 

much vacuuming. Revving up the loud vacuum would not be of service, it would 
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just wake everyone up. What he could do would be get on his hands and knees 
and pick up the scraps.

Paper and string and tape and glitter and glue and three pairs of safety 
scissors are piled in a Tupperware container Ida must have brought from home. 
Nels opens it and takes out a sheet of paper. He folds it in thirds and with the 
safety scissors he cuts a long arm; a torso with a lifting, triangular skirt; a pair of 
thin legs split in frozen glissade; an arm in the air; a head with a bun. He unfolds 
it and the three dancers tumble apart to be admired. His phone alarm goes off. 
Rum. He resets it. He picks up another sheet of paper and begins again. He passes 
hours this way, in fifteen-minute increments, and by midnight he has used all 
the paper. The floor is covered in shavings of white. When all the paper has been 
transformed into dancing silhouettes he opens the glue and lets the viscous 
liquid drip upon their surfaces, and shakes the glitter onto the dollops. He cuts 
rough lengths of string, shoulder to fingers, and threads it through the tops of the 
dancers’ heads. He collects them in his hands and brings the string and tape out 
to the living room, where the tree glows silent in the dark. Alarm. Rum. Reset.

He drags a kitchen chair into the living room and stands on it. If he stretches 
he can just reach the ceiling with the tape. A dancer, toes pointed outward, rotates 
slowly in an undetectable draft. A quartet of dancers pliés above the television. 
Dozens of dancers spin in slow motion, glitter flashing in the faint colored light. 
It is so pretty it makes Nels shiver. Alarm. Rum. Reset. He wants so badly not to 
keep this magic to himself. 

He climbs the attic stairs to see who’s there. Three small forms and Ida take 
up the two bunk beds. He creeps halfway down the basement stairs, avoiding the 
spots that creak. When his eyes adjust to the dark he can see the outline of two 
adult bodies on an air mattress on the floor. Casting about for a third, he finds a 
sleeping bag curled and breathing on a loveseat. It is close enough to the base of 
the stairs he thinks he can wake her without disturbing his brother. He makes his 
way to the couch and there she is, small mouth just slightly open, her eyes slightly 
open, too, two slivers of white between her lashes, two little waning moons. 

Little Elle, he whispers. Ellie, he barely breathes. 
Her irises roll down to waking. Is it Christmas? she asks loudly. 
Shh. No, he breathes. I have something to show you. Come with me. 
It is dark as a mineshaft up the steps into the hall. He holds her hand in his. 

He leads her down the passage past the nightlight and the clock. What are we 
doing? Little Elle asks. It’s a surprise, Nels whispers. At the doorway to the living 
room he covers her eyes lightly with his two hands. Unbearably sweet, her lashes 
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against his palms. He guides her into the room and lifts his hands from her eyes. 
The tree glows quietly. The dancers spin. Bits of glitter fall from paper skirts 
and shoes and hair. The only sounds are their own breath and the lisp of paper 
against paper. A smile spreads across Little Elle’s face and she lies down on the 
rug, the better to look up. Nels retrieves an afghan from the back of the couch 
and, covering them both, lies down beside her. The paper dancers twirl and glow. 
Flakes of glitter fall. So pretty, she murmurs. Nels’ alarm goes off and he silences 
it. In a minute he’ll get her up and bring her back to the rec room. Or, at least, he’ll 
get up and go sleep on the couch. But right now, this moment, it’s as clear and 
aching as prayer. She yawns and rests her head against his shoulder. No one is 
watching. He is safe. She is safe. They are safe. M
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Elegy for Western Time

LISA LOCASCIO

1

When she was nineteen, Mary moved from Cleveland to Los 
Angeles where she was to train as a typist. One day in her third month of 
study—it was April, raining—she ducked into a teal-tiled luncheonette near 
MacArthur Park for coffee. As soon as the cup was placed in front of her a 
man’s deep voice began to boom the events of the world from a yellow vinyl 
radio in the far corner. The voice stayed with her, kept her in the luncheonette 
until its three o’clock closing, followed her home to the efficiency off Wilshire 
she shared with Doreen, a machinist’s secretary who went out nights with the 
machinist’s son and came back mornings with a bruised neck. 

On weekdays Mary typed and memorized shorthand and practiced her speed 
on chapters from Revelations and at night she ate fried eggs and beans on toast or 
goulash and on weekends she rode the Santa Monica Air Line to the beach. After 
two months she still could not shake the man’s voice. She left typing school and 
enrolled in a new broadcasting program at the University of Southern California. 
There she met Don, who’d been in circus films as a child and was then a gaffer on 
the Universal lot and drove a convertible and would become her husband. Fifteen 
years later she was a teacher and he was a director of B-movies and they had two 
children whom they took on summer vacations to Lake Havasu City, Mary or 
her son Charles driving the Buick while her husband flew his pleasure plane low 
above them on the highway. It took so long to get out of California. It felt almost 
impossible to leave the state, those mouthfuls of white cloud crammed into their 
eyes as Don glided above them, so close they could hear his laugh. 

They divorced when the kids were grown. Mary kept the house in the Hills 
and Don moved to Costa Rica. She got a facelift and a second husband who left 
her, after five beautiful years, for a fat woman from his own country. In her late 
seventies Mary moved into a condominium in Ventura, far now from the city 
where she had heard the man’s voice, and began to receive care from a series of 
women who had been born in Jalisco and traveled across the border as girls. In 
the evenings when the cow shit wafted strong from Oxnard, Mary sat with one 
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of them in her white-carpeted living room and remembered what they had said 
about California when she was a girl in Ohio, that it was America’s Mediterranean, 
rich with grapes and flowers and hills worked by Mexican people who loved to 
take care of you. 

2

California State Route 138 is called Pearblossom Highway 
from Palmdale to its west junction with State Route 18, just past the site of the 
socialist commune Llano del Rio, which lasted about as long as the First World 
War, until 1918, when the inescapable sun convinced members of the colony 
to decamp for Louisiana, leaving behind stone chimneys and foundations in 
the brush. Out in the high desert, light white and thick as a line grows fires and 
art named for the highway, not even the word but the abbreviation, H-W-Y: a 
beloved 1966 David Hockney photomontage, a less beloved 2012 film described 
as having a “dusty, no-hope atmosphere.”

I drove Pearblossom Highway to Llano one day in February 2013 with my 
husband, who wanted to see what was left of the commune. That morning we’d 
visited an outlet mall in Ontario, bought him a pair of lake blue pants and a thin 
gray t-shirt. In the ruins he bent his leg like a flamingo, an acolyte of the sun, and 
asked me to take his picture. I squinted, sweating through the underarms of my 
buttondown and the soles of my inappropriate Oxford shoes. I was happy, our 
silver car gleaming behind me. All those years we drove across the back-broken 
landscape, in and out of Western profusions, horizons cut like teeth against the 
sky. It was the most comfortable I’d ever felt with him, sitting in the car with 
something on the stereo or not, both of us facing forward like figures in that 
overwrought Antoine de Saint-Exupéry quotation, landscape unfolding around 
us, folding us in. We got in our car and drove home.

Los Angeles, where we lived, is a confusion of grimy botanical abundance. 
The traffic is famous, but what struck me when I moved there from New York 
in 2009 was the fauna. Everywhere exotic plants sing out of broken concrete, 
housing the hummingbirds that I at first took for monstrous insects. In Hollywood, 
where I spent all but one of my seven years in the city, one can walk up from the 
heat-beaten landscape of diminished expectations that is the tourist section of 
Hollywood Boulevard to a dreamy hill district of pseudo-Moorish mansions. 
The Theosophists, whose motto was “Work Out Your Own Salvation,” built these 
in the early twentieth century, after acquiring ten acres of the former Charles 
Hastings ranch in 1912. They spent the next twelve years populating their land 
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with spaces for meditation and clean living before, distressed by the urbanization 
of Hollywood, they left their houses to the first generation of movie stars and 
took off for Ojai, where they dwell still in the pink moment. On untold afternoons 
into evenings I fled the thick yellow unhappiness of my arid apartment to get lost 
in the streets these dreamers left behind, their edifices clothed in the violet that 
comes at dusk, the turning sky promising stars.

But nobody walks in LA. Better to drive: up Mulholland, where I could 
wing hairpin turns around low-slung complexes. To the Observatory, where my 
husband and I used to go after sunset when we were first together, toting coffee 
and donuts from a place on Hillhurst. To Laurel Canyon Boulevard, where one 
day in my last spring in the city I drove in a haze, up and up into the sky, as if my 
car were impelled by a lead dangling from one of the omnipresent helicopters of 
which I had become obscurely fond. Seeking quaint removal I went to the deli up 
in the Canyon, but inside a man followed me through the aisles until my sandwich 
was ready. With it I went outside to sit beneath the bougainvillea and eat and he 
emerged with more questions—did I think this place was cute—and I got back in 
my car and wound it further up and around, panting, stuffing the sandwich into 
my face with one hand, until the houses and landscaping broke on the right side 
of my car and I pulled into a turnout to blink at the city. 

“It was an irony but a fact that a person had to move to New York City first, 
to become an artist of the West,” Rachel Kushner writes in The Flamethrowers. 
On days when I had fled my home into sunlight whose intensity assaulted and 
comforted me, I convinced myself that this was what I was doing, that I had had 
a plan all along.

3

David had no kind of life growing up in Little Mountain, South 
Carolina, but when he was nineteen he knocked up Faith who was older and just 
come to the trailer park from Conway down on the coast, and after that things 
were good awhile. It turned out twins, a girl and a boy they named Geraldine 
and Kyle, but everybody called them Fuzzy and Teeth. Faith was pretty with the 
weight from the babies, and there was good work at a factory sealing cellophane 
bags, and his mother was happy to be a grandma. Nights she came over from 
the rented shack by the bus station where David had known only unhappiness, 
and Faith’s father, a Spanish-looking man from Gulf Mississippi, set up the 
grill, and they had wings and pork chops in the gravel in front of the trailer 
with Christmas lights strung up all around. David had put them up for the first 
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holiday and never had the energy to take them down, which at first Faith had 
been on his ass about, but by April the nights were warm and all the little lights 
were like the stars they never saw. At his feet the babies burbling and throwing 
handfuls of rock at each other, a cold one in his hand, his father-in-law’s look 
of hypnotized concentration over the flames as he turned the meat with tongs. 
Some nights his mother brought a pot of boiled peanuts. 

It was good, but David was always tired. Around his tenth hour at the factory 
a red spike of pain drove up into the arches of his feet, and it was impossible to 
smile at Fuzzy or Teeth when they came up on him at home. One night David 
was leaving work and Fred, who everybody called Jumps, touched his shoulder, 
saying, you’re tired, man, you’re wore out, and I want to help you. Everything 
went quick after that, Faith’s father hitching up the trailer and taking Faith and 
the babies away, the floor supervisor telling David not to come back to work, 
Jumps pulling up one night in a Datsun, saying, my brother, let us go and chase 
the golden dream.

In Hollywood they lived the first year by the reservoir. Jumps had a decent 
tent and the weather was always good, not fuck-humid like South Carolina, and 
David hooked up with Lara, a pretty girl with rich parents. They were back in 
the trees and even when rangers found them they just told them they couldn’t 
be there, and David knew this to be because he had a divinely ordained power, a 
demon who kept him impervious on his sacred mission. It had a purple tail and 
clicking eyes and would never show itself to David, only edge around behind him. 
It was the demon’s idea that David stop wearing a shirt and go about in only the 
black blazer and pants he’d found on Cherokee Avenue, and it was the demon that 
kept them in tina and Fritos. At night it wrapped its tail around the perimeter of 
the tent and David wrapped his arms around Lara and they were safe. 

But then Lara’s parents came for her with private security one silvered dawn, 
and the bastards cut the tent to make their point. David and Jumps were on the 
street, doing as they could, until Jumps got picked up for possession and David, 
running, leapt from an overpass and cracked his orbital plate. In its soft hiss his 
demon told David that pain was the price of freedom. After that David told everyone 
who passed the intersection of Franklin and Argyle about the beauty of his demon’s 
love, a topic so capacious that twenty years of his life passed in its service. 

And then one night when the smoke and food had been scarce for weeks a 
woman with a black ponytail walked by and his demon told David to use it to pull 
her to the ground, to smear her face like a Hollywood sunset. What is your name, 
the woman cried, and the demon hissed her voice out, but the woman cried again 
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and again as he hit her, what is your name? And David told her, Kyle, and began 
to speak the gospel of his demon, and the woman said, Kyle, that is my father’s 
name, what a wonderful name, Kyle, and David, ashamed, walked away. When 
the police found him it turned out the woman had been an actress from television. 

In her kitchen in Columbia, Fuzzy saw her father’s face on the TV, just 
recognizable from the three photographs her mother had given her at Teeth’s 
funeral, and she picked up the phone.  

4

Around the time I turned thirty the speed of ordinary decay 
accelerated. This was not a mortality crisis, although I was having one of those, 
too. The unkindness of a clear-eyed assessment of my life forced me away from 
it, toward dissociative abstract thoughts about how I was an animal, an organism 
really, a piece of biology on a timer counting down to death, which tended to 
come on just as my husband and I got stoned for our nightly four or five hours of 
restorative television binge. A ritual I had once so cherished—that I had, in fact, 
designed, in an attempt to drink less alcohol—became water torture wearing 
me into shellshock. One night, I asked my husband quite seriously if he thought 
I might be manifesting the symptoms of multiple sclerosis. He rolled his eyes. 
“No,” he said, “but you ask me that about once a week.”

The things I had bought to supply my home were falling apart, revealing the 
failure of another childish faith, that I could stock my way to salvation. Quotidian 
objects in my home had always seemed both timeless and disposable; it was never 
home, exactly, just an apartment I was living in on my way to somewhere else, 
something I had been doing for ten years at that point. At eighteen I had left home 
armed with oversized plastic bins stuffed with things I’d never use, scrunchies, desk 
organizers, a sewing kit, a collection that had grown as it was trundled between 
successive apartments on both coasts. Now everything was crumbling. The white 
and blue box of paraffin petrifying in the kitchen cabinet, the sunscreen and 
vitamins and jarred condiments long past their expiration dates, the pressboard 
furniture fraying or simply dematerializing. We got meal moths, silvery wriggling 
larvae inching pathetically across the spice shelves, wispy flat triangular adults 
without an iota of survival instinct fluttering dumbly into our eyes whenever we 
moved, and the first purge began. Out went couscous I’d purchased in the first 
year of my doctorate, jars of sumac and paprika and onion powder with newly 
mobile contents, bags of flour and cornstarch and brown sugar. Everything had to 
be washed, absolutely everything, now. I pulled it all out of the cabinets and stuck 
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it in reusable grocery bags on the opposite wall to get it out of the exterminator’s 
way, worrying it wasn’t far enough from his spray, that the poison would hurt us, 
no matter how many times he assured me otherwise. 

Maybe these weren’t different types of decay but the same thing. I was, after 
all, living in Los Angeles, and I was a writer who often took herself as her subject, 
and a student on top of it. Why wouldn’t I suspect myself inscrutably sclerotic? 
Who didn’t want to be Joan Didion? 

Explaining what was going on was as easy and difficult as close-reading 
the endless progression of sunny days. I thought when I first moved to LA that it 
would be strange to live in a perpetual summer, but it wasn’t; it was wonderful. 
I had anticipated the sameness of marriage as fantastic, a grounding beyond 
grounding, the depth I had always wanted, and it was. Then the regularity of 
climate and company hardened into a routine, and I liked that too—I am the 
kind of person who performs her shower ablutions in the exact same order every 
time, shampoo conditioner toothbrushing facewashing rinse—but within that 
liking it there was no room for not. Outside the palms moved in the winds that 
were sometimes Santa Anas, and the sunsets were always incredible, and the car 
inched down the streets stop-and-go no matter the time of day. Once I got past 
my exams all I had to do was write and the five other jobs I held to keep us afloat. 
Once we got home from work all my husband and I had to do was feed ourselves 
and get high and watch television. It was luxurious and fixed. We could go on like 
that forever, and we did. 

Sometimes, when I got stuck on my end of the couch, paralyzed by that 
sense I was only an organism on a clock, I tried to soothe myself by thinking 
about mountains moving slow, tectonic plates pressing against one another, 
the Pando quaking aspen grove living eighty thousand years of golden leaves. 
Maybe my husband and I could be like those long-lived Western bodies, 
shadowdancing through the endless hot night on the couch. Maybe in not 
moving we would yet move. 

5

Before she got to America, when she imagined her English 
lessons in Los Angeles Min had seen a beach, palm trees, tall blond men in long 
swim trunks, gleaming restaurants serving perfect hamburgers. But her class 
met in a low green building in a no-name neighborhood between Boyle Heights 
and Downtown, equally distant from the ocean and food, and the palms were 
spindly and bent. 
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Back in Korea, Park University College had seemed impressive, its slick 

brochure boasting professors educated at the finest universities and a many-

volumed research library serving its diverse international student population. All 

of these claims were true in a slant way Min was learning to regard as uniquely 

American. The professors had gone to schools she had heard of, but they were 

miserable, twitchy people, so obviously poor that she spent most of her time in 

class trying to determine what terrible ills had befallen them. The library was a 

collection of the owner’s wife’s favorite Christian homemaker magazines, and 

every other student was, like her, from Seoul. Min hadn’t known that universities 

had owners, but the Parks were clear about the fact that they owned Park 

University College and the low yellow building next door, Park Convalescent 

Care Home, which, they often reminded their fifty-odd enrollees, had paid for 

the university. Then what is my tuition for? Min wondered.

She lived in a cavernous apartment complex called the Medici, which her 

mother had chosen from a list sent with Min’s acceptance letter. Min had thought 

the letter came a little fast—just ten days after she applied, hardly enough time to 

evaluate her against the thousands of competitive applicants also highlighted in 

the brochure—but of course she had never gone to university at all, let alone in 

America. What did she know? She let her mother make the arrangements. 

The Medici was a strange way to live, in such an elaborate but mostly empty 

space. There were buses that took her to Park University and bridges that spanned 

the neo-Tuscan buildings. A game room full of moldering Yahtzee and Sorry! sets 

and a billiards table with an oblong dark moisture stain. The other tenants Min 

saw were, to a one, Asian like her, and none of them seemed to want to talk. She 

had little opportunity to practice her English. Mostly she went out to the bridges 

and looked down at the streets, wondered what it would be like to walk up one of 

them into the hills that bordered the city or to live in one of the other buildings, 

the ones whose windows turned gold at dawn and dusk.

6

When my husband and I were moving out of our first apartment 
and into our second—I did not know at that time final—I had a recurring dream 
in which I in some future guise entered our bedroom in the first apartment as 
we lay asleep, saw our young prostrate bodies intertwined or not in the early 
morning. Talking about the dream made me cry. “Does everything have to be a 
painful meditation on time passing?” my husband asked, not unsympathetically. 
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I keep trying to remember what it was that decayed and made me think time 
changed when I turned thirty. Yes the paraffin, yes the condiments and vitamins, 
yes the moths. But there was something else, too, a first observed decay, and I 
have lost it, as I did my husband. We lasted only a month past the revelation we 
would be leaving Los Angeles, both of us borne East, he in a plane, I in the car we 
had used to drive everywhere together. There is an elision here, or perhaps a lie: 
I did not lose my husband, I asked him to leave. The day I did it, the worst of the 
life I had then lived, was hot, and sunny, and dry, a perfect day. 

Perhaps we were what decayed, my inspiration, but that seems easy, and 
Western time is never easy. The clock has inverted upon me, and that indomitable 
sunshine is still coming down, but I am not in it. Where did they go, all of our 
impossible objects? Somewhere out there I think we’re still driving, in that 
Western night. M  
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